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PREAMBLE
1. No ruling will be made by an officer of the railway
changing any generally accepted interpretation of
any article or rule of this schedule without first having
discussed the matter with the General Chairman. A
copy of the rules will be furnished to the General
Chairman.

2. No local arrangements or rules which conflict
with the generally accepted interpretation of the pro-
visions of this agreement will be entered into unless
first approved by the General Chairman affected and
the proper officer of the railway.

3. The word “Trainmen” as used in this agreement
applies to conductors, baggagemen, brakemen and
flagmen.

4. The word “Yardmen” as used in this agreement
applies to yard foremen and yard helpers.

5. The use of the masculine gender in this agree-
ment includes the feminine.



ARTICLE 1
Passenger Servlce

1 .l Rates of Pay

(a) The rates of pay for passenger trainmen on
trains propelled by steam or other motive power shall
be as shown in Article 99.1 (a).
(b)  Extra service may be required sufficient to
make up the monthly guarantees, and may be made
between regular trips, on lay-off days, or before or
after completion of the trip. If extra service is made
between trips, which go to make up a day’s assign-
ment, such extra service will be paid for on the basis
of miles or hours, whichever is the greater, with a
minimum of one hour. Extra service before or after
completion of a day’s work will pay not less than the
minimum day.
(c) Passenger trainmen who work only a portion
of a month on any assigned run will be paid their
full proportion of the compensation provided for such
run under this schedule.
(d) Trainmen used as assistant conductors will be
paid at passenger conductors’ rate of pay.
1.2 Basic Day

(a) One hundred and fifty miles or less (straight-
away or turn-around) shall constitute a day’s work.
Miles in excess of one hundred and fifty will be paid
for at the mileage rates provided.

.

(b) A passenger day begins at the time of reporting
for duty for the initial trip. Daily rates obtain until the
miles made at the mileage rates exceeds the daily
minimum.



1.3 OvertIme
(a) Passenger trainmen on short turnaround runs,
no single trip of which exceeds eighty miles, includ-
ing suburban and branch line service, shall be paid
overtime for all time actually on duty, or held for
duty, in excess of eight hours (computed on each
run from the time required to report for duty until
end of that run) within nine consecutive hours, com-
puted continuously from time first required to report
to the final release at the end of the last run. Time
shall be counted as a continuous service in all cases
where the interval of release from duty at any point
does not exceed one hour. This article applies re-
gardless of mileage made.
(b) Trainmen on other passenger runs shall be paid
overtime on a speed basis of 20 miles per hour,
computed continuously from the time required to
report for duty until released at the end of the last
run. Overtime shall be computed on the basis of
actual overtime worked or held for duty, except that
when a minimum day is paid for the service per-
formed overtime shall not accrue until the expiration
of seven hours and thirty minutes from time of first
reporting for duty.
(c) Overtime in all passenger service shall be com-
puted for each employee on the basis of actual over-
time worked, or held for duty, at the rates shown in
Article 99.1 (b).

EXAMPLES OF OVERTIME ARTICLE 1.3
1. A passenger crew is in short turnaround service
making several turns from 700 hours to 1700 hours
and is relieved for a period in excess of one hour
during the first nine hours of duty.



The one hour is deducted from nine hours and
the crew is entitled to one hour’s overtime.
2. A passenger crew is in short turnaround service
from 0800 hours to 2000 hours, is relieved during
this period several times for a few minutes - 10,  15,
25 and in one case 59 minutes, but due to the fact
that they were not relieved over one hour in any one
period, continuous time is allowed, and crew is en-
titled to four hours overtime.
3.(a) A crew is in short turnaround passenger ser-
vice. The day begins at 0600 hours, crew is relieved
at 0900 hours, again goes on duty at 1500 hours,
and is finally relieved at 2000 hours.

The crew is on duty or held for duty three hours
in the first nine consecutive hours between 0600
hours and 1500 hours, therefore, no overtime ac-
crues under the 8 within 9 hour provision: crew is
entitled to five hours overtime for the period from
1500 hours to 2000 hours.
(b) For some reason on a given day this crew is
kept on duty in its regular assignment from 0600
hours to 1430 hours and again goes on duty at 1531
hours, finally relieved at 2005  hours.

This crew has made 8 hours and 30 minutes
or 30 minutes overtime in the first nine consecutive
hours; in addition to this has made five hours and
five minutes overtime after the expiration of the first
nine hours (1500 hours) for a total of 30 minutes,
plus five hours and five minutes, equalling five hours
and 35 minutes overtime for the trip.
4. A crew is on duty from 0700  hours to 1530 hours,
resumes duty at 1800 hours and is relieved at 1900
hours.

Crew is on duty 8 hours and 30 minutes within
the first 9 hour period, producing 30 minutes over-



time in this period. Time in excess of 9 hours (1600
to 1900)  3 hours, making a total of 3 hours and 30
minutes overtime.
5. A crew is on duty from 0600 hours to 1200 hours;
resumes duty at 1330 hours and is relieved at 1900
hours.

The crew is on duty 7 hours and 30 minutes
within the first 9 hour period, therefore no overtime
accrues under the 8 within 9 hour provision. Time
in excess of 9 consecutive hours is 4 hours, making
a total of 4 hours overtime.
6. A crew arrives at turning point at say 1200 hours,
leaves at 1329 hours but is required to report for
duty 30 minutes before departure of train, they would
be entitled to continuous time as the interval of re-
lease from duty would be less than one hour.
1.4 Assignments, How Pald

(a) Turnaround run assignments over 80 miles one
way will be paid continuous time from time coming
on duty for initial trip until relieved at initial terminal,
or the Railway may elect to pay a minimum day’s
pay in each direction provided each day’s work is
paid for on the same basis, excepting however, that
the Railway will not be required to pay continuous
time for week-end layover but may in such cases
pay minimum day’s pay each way Saturday and
Monday.
(b)  Crews running between two points (not over
150 miles one way) required to double the road in
any one day’s work and single the road in another
day’s work will be paid continuous time for the day’s
work when doubling the road and minimum day’s
pay in each direction for the day’s work when only
a single trip is made. Turnaround trips will in all such
cases be out of the same terminal. In advertising
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such assignments, it will be indicated which train will
be paid for as turnaround and which at minimum
day’s pay.
(c) A passenger crew operating a turnaround run
of 150  miles or over one way shall be paid on the
basis of two separate days, going trip being com-
pleted on arrival at the turning point.

1.5 Passenger Terminal Detention

(a) Passenger Trainmen will be paid initial terminal
detention for all time required to be on duty prior to
the time train is ordered to leave, and also for all
time held at terminal until train actually leaves termi-
nal.
(b) Passenger Trainmen held at Terminal points
after the arrival of train has been registered shall be
paid for such time at overtime rates.
(c) When a train making an objective terminal is
held out of such terminal at semaphore, yard limit
board, or behind another train simirarly  delayed, on
account of yard being congested, or other conditions
exist which make it impossible for the train to be
taken in promptly, the crew shall be paid overtime
at road rates from the time first stopped until finally
released from duty.
(d) Terminal time will be paid on the minute basis,
each three minutes to count as one mile.
(e) Time paid as terminal time may be used to
make up the minimum day.
(f) Time paid as terminal time will not be included
when computing road overtime.
1.6 Placing or Putting Train Away

Passenger train crews at terminals will be paid
a minimum of one hour at through freight rates when



required to put away train on completion of hip and
a minimum of one hour at through freight rates when
required to place train at station before commence-
ment of trip. This provision not to apply to trains not
making their daily minimum mileage.
1.7 Handling Freight Cars

Passenger crews when handling a freight car,
or cars, (not express) enroute,  will be paid through
freight rates for the actual mileage with such car or
cars.
1.8 Extra Passenger Service

(a) A passenger crew used in extra passenger ser-
vice, as per-Article 1.9,  will be returned to the original
terminal deadhead on first available train, or with
light  engine and van, or suitable car, unless required
to be held for return passenger movement, and will
not be required to handle freight cars. When crews
are returned deadhead or with lightengine and van
or other suitabfe  car Article  2.13(a)  will not apply.
(b) A trainman used as Extra or Second Man on
a passenger train will  be returned deadhead on first
available train, unless required to work back on
another passenger train within 16 hours of his arrival.
If held more than 12 hours Article 18 will apply.

1.9 Extra Mileage

Passenger trainmen making extra mileage on
other than their assigned trips, on their assigned (
runs, will be paid through freight rates, except when
turned between subdivisional terminal points, in
which case they will be paid their passenger rates.
1 .lO Freight Trainmen Running Passenger

(a) Trainmen regularly assigned to freight or yard
service called for passenger service, except as Con-
ductors and/or Assistant Conductors, will be paid
through freight rates.
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(b) Trainmen used as assistant conductors will be
paid at passenger conductors’ rate of pay.
(c) North Bay and Englehart  spareboards will pro-
tect all passenger work out of their respective termi-
nals. When spareboard employees are used in pass-
enger service they will be paid passenger rates.
In cases where spare men are called simultane-
ously, the following procedure will govern:

1. Baggageman
2. Brakeman
3. Flagman
4. Other

(d) A passenger trainman used in extra service to
complete a freight crew in the manning of a section
of a regular train or and extra passenger train will
be paid on the basis and at rates applicable to train-
men of the crew of which he becomes a member
while engaged on such trains.
(e) When crews are returned to other than original
point or terminal of going on duty, the company will
provide free transportation between the two named
points.

1 .I 1 Accommodation for Passenger Trainmen

Suitable accommodation will be provided for
passenger trainmen required to lay over at turn
around points.
1.12 Pay for Handling Mail - See Article 99.6

1.13 Reduction in Crews or Increases in
Mileage

(a) Reductions in crews or increases in mileage in
passenger service, from assignments in effect Jan-
uary 1, 1919.  shall not be made for the purpose of
offsetting these increases in wages, but nothing he-
rein is understood to prevent adjustment of runs in



short turnaround or suburban service that are paid
under minimum rules for the purpose of avoiding
payment of excess mileage or overtime that would
accrue under these rules, without reducing the
number of crews. Such runs may be rearranged,
extended, or have mileage changed by addition of
new train service; separate pools or assignments
may be segregated or divided, provided that crews
are not taken off or reduced in number.
(b)  Added mileage up to mileage equaling  the
mileage rate divided into the guaranteed daily rate
does not change, take from or add to the minimum
day’s pay, and this added mileage is not to be con-
strued as “Increase in Mileage” within the meaning
of this Article 1 .13.
1 .14 Uniforms

(a) Trainmen regularly assigned to passenger or
mixed train service and required to wear uniforms,
will be supplied with uniform free of cost to them.

-(b) Trainmen assigned to regular passenger ser-
vice, who are entitled to, and follow, such service
permanenty,  will be supplied with a summer uniform
immediately prior to May 19, and a winter uniform

-prior to October 1st each year. and a general
change to all affected from summer to winter uniform
and vice versa will be made on these dates.
(c) Spare passenger trainmen will be supplied with
new uniform as required.
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(d)  Other trarnmen  who are liable to be used In
passenger service. and who wish to equip them-
selves for such service, may obtain uniform on ap-
plication. Replacements will only be authorized  as
required, dependent on the condition of the old uni-
form and the previous service performed in which
the wearing of a uniform was necessary. Men who
fail to secure uniforms under this arrangement will
not be considered as available for passenger service
and may be run around in manning passenger ser-
vice, and when so run around are not entitled to
mileage referred to in Article 17.
(e) Instructions with regard to uniform dress will be
issued by the company and will be adhered to by
the employees concerned.
(f) The following instructions will be adhered to
with respect to use of service bars and stars, in
recognition of years of service.

One bar for each five years of service, to con-
form with buttons of uniform i.e. gold or silver. Bars
to be placed three inches from end of left sleeve,
and when more than one bar shown, they must be
one quarter inch apart. Bars to be removable so that
they may readily be changed when uniforms are
changed or renewed.

25 years of service - 5 bars
30 years of service - 5 bars and 1 star to
be shown over centre bar.
35 years of service - 5 bars with star over
second bar starting from the left, and star
over fourth bar from left.
40 years of service - 5 bars with star over
second and fourth bars and star over centre
bar above other two.
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45 years of service - 5 bars with star be-
tween and above first and second bars;
star over centre bar; star between and
above fourth and fifth bars; star over one
above centre bar.
50 years of service - same as above except
additional fifth star added above to form
triangle.

The railway will supply the service bars and
stars. The employees are responsible for their
safekeeping, and transfer from old to new uniforms,
and same must be regarded as standard application
and worn by those qualified.

1.15 Trainmen on trains 187-288  when required to
pick up or set off passenger coaches and/or locomo-
tives in the North Bay yard will be allowed thirty
minutes for such work in addition to their regular
earnings for the trip.

1.16 Spare crews handling trains consisting ex-
clusively of deadhead passenger equipment shall
be compensated at rates of pay under rules ap
plicable  to passenger service.

ARTICLE 2

Freight Service
2.1 Rates of Pay

(a) The pay in through, irregular, pusher, helper,
work, wreck. construction, snow plow  and circus
trains shall be as shown in Article 99.2  (a).
(b) The pay in wayfreight service shall be shown
in Article 99.2  (b).
(c) Runs of 100  miles or fess, eight hours or less,
either straightaway or turnaround, shall, except as
otherwise provided in Article 2.13 (d) be paid as 100
miles.
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(d) Basic rates in all train service other than pass-
enger shall be increased according to the maximum
number of cars including van, hauled in trains at any
one time on a road trip anywhere between initial
starting point and point of final release, as shown in
Article 99.7  on the following basis:

61-80  cars - differential

add the same differential for each block of 20 cars
or portion thereof.
2.2 Basic Day and Overtime

(a) In all classes of service, other than passenger,
trainmen’s time will commence at the time they are
required to report for duty and shall continue until
the time they are relieved from duty at terminal.

(b) In all road service, except passenger service
100  miles or less, eight hours or less (straightaway
or turnaround), shall constitute a day’s work. Miles
in excess of 100  will be paid for at the mileage rates
provided.
(c) On runs of 100  miles or less, overtime will begin
at the expiration of eight hours: on runs over 100
miles overtime will begin when the time on duty ex-
ceeds the miles run divided by 12 %. Overtime shall
be paid for on the minute basis at a rate per hour
of 3/16 of the daily rate (equivalent to 1a3/4 miles
per hour).
(d) In through freight, extra passenger and work
service turnaround runs 100  miles or more in each
direction shall be paid as separate trips, outbound
trips being completed on arrival at turning point.

2.3 Guarantee in Assigned Service

(a) Regular assignments may be established in
through freight, wayfreight, wreck, work and con-



struction service to operate in accordance with the
requirements of the service provided that trainmen
on such assignments are guaranteed 3,000  miles
per month. The guarantee shall be reduced by 100
miles for each general holiday occurring in any
month. If through act of Providence, it is impossible
to perform regular service, guarantee does not
apply.

(b) Crews may be used in other service to comp!ete
the guarantee when, for any reason their assignment
is discontinued. When so used, they shall be paid
at the rates applicable to the service performed sub-
ject to a minimum allowance for each day used equal
to the daily earnings of their regular assignment.
2.4 (a) Combination Service

Trainmen performing more than one class of
road service in a day or trip, will be paid for the entire
service at the highest rate applicable to any class
of service performed. The overtime basis for the rate
paid will apply for the entire trip.

(b) Composite Service
When a trainman is engaged during a trip or

day’s work partly as a conductor and partly as a
brakeman or baggageman, he will be paid for the
entire service at the rate of pay of the highest rated
occupation in which he was engaged.

2.5 Initial Terminal Time

(a) Initial terminal time will be paid for on the minute
basis at pro rata rate (each 4.8 minutes to count as
one mile), computed from the time required to report
for duty until engine passes outer switch (i.e. main
track switch connecting with the yard track) of the
yard in which the train originated with the following
exceptions:
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(1) At terminals where there is a series of yards,
when trains pick up or set out a car or cars, or
perform switching in a yard in the terminal after leav-
ing the yard in which the train originated, the initial
terminal time will cease at the time the engine passes
the outer switch of the last yard in the terminal.
(2)  When trains (such as silk trains, express or
mixed trains) originate at the passenger stations and
no car is picked up or set out in a yard at the terminal
after leaving the passenger station, initial terminal
time will cease at time of departure of train from
passenger station.
(b) Time paid as initial terminal time will be de-
ducted in computing overtime, and may be used to
make up the basrc  day.
(c) This Article 2.5 does not apply to work or con-
struction service on which initial terminal time will
be included in time for computing overtime under
Article 2.2.
2.6 Final Terminal Time

(a) Final Terminal time will be paid for on the mi-
nute basis at pro rata rate (each 4.8 minutes to count
as one mile), computed from the time engine
reaches designated main track switch connecting
with the yard track, provided however that:
(1) Trainmen on overtime on arrival at the point
where final terminal time begins will be paid final
terminal time until crew is released from duty at a
rate per hour of three-sixteenths of the daily rate.
(2) Trainmen not on overtime on arrival at the point
where final terminal time begins but the overtime
period commences before crew is released from
duty will be paid final terminal time at a rate per hour
of or:?-eighth  of the daily rate up to the time when
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overtime commences, and at a rate per hour of three-
sixteenths of the daily rate thereafter until released
from duty. The overtime period commences when
the time on duty (computed from time initial terminal
time ceases) exceeds the miles run divided by twelve
and one-half.
(b)  Should train be delayed at semaphore, yard
limit board or behind another train similarly delayed,
time shall be computed from the time the engine
reaches that point until the time the Conductor regis-
ters off duty, but should the crew be held on duty
thereafter to perform service in connection with their
own train, or terminal switching, (full crew to be used)
the terminal time will be extended to include the time
so occupied provided that:
(c) At terminals where there is a series of yards
when a car or cars are picked up or set out or switch-
ing is performed in yards prior to reaching the yard
to which train is destined final terminal time will be
computed from the time engine reaches the desig-
nated main track switch connecting with the yard
track of the first yard in the terminal.

And

(d) At terminals where there is a series of yards,
when a train is ordered to go beyond the yard in
which the train is usually yarded, the terminal time
will be computed from the time train reaches the
designated main track switch connecting with the
yard track of the yard in which the train is usually
yarded, unless the crew has been advised prior to
arrival within twenty-five miles of the terminal that
the yard of destination has been changed.

And

(e) When the passenger station is the destination
of the train, and no car is picked up or set out in the
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yard at the final terminal before arnvlng  at the pass-
enger station, final terminal trme ~111 be computed
from the time of arrival at passenger station.
(f) Time paid as final terminal time will be deducted
in computing overtime under Article 2.2.
(g) This Article 2.6 will apply to work or construction
service on turnaround runs of one hundred miles or
more in each direction, but will not apply to other
work or construction service on which final terminal
time will be included in time for computing overtime
under Article 2.2
2.7 Trip Mileage

(a) When initial and final terminal time are payable
under this Article, the trip mileage will be computed
from the point where final terminal time begins and
will Include all miles run between such points.
(b) When initial and final terminal time are not pay-
able under this Article, the trip mileage will include
the miles run in the initial and final terminals.
2.8 Through Freight Rates

(a) Through freight rates will be paid and through
freight conditions will apply to trainmen in the follow-
ing instances:
(i) Trainmen running with light engine or with en-
gine and caboose.
(ii) Trainmen running with Sperry  car which does
not test between initial and final terminals.
(iii) Trainmen running in snow service with plow
only.
(b) The payment of through freight rates and con-
ditions means that initial and final terminal time are
payable and that the trip mileage is computed from
the point where initial terminal times ceases to the
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point where final terminal time begins and will include
all miles run between such points subject  to Articles
2.5 and 2.6.

2.9 Switching at Terminals
(a) Pro rata class rates per hour will be paid for
time occupied in switching at initial and final termi-
nals, not less than three of the train crew being used.

(b) In yards where yard crews are employed, train-
men will not be required to do switching outside of
their own trains. except to place cars of stock or
perishables.

(c) Trainmen ordered for switching service at
points where yardmen are not employed, or trainmen
on assignments where yard rates are now in effect,
will be paid at rates and overtime conditions applic-
able to yard service.

(d) Trainmen ordered for train service required to
perform five or more hours switching at initial or final
terminal, where yardmen are not employed, will be
paid for time so occupied at yard rates, and if time
occupied exceeds eight hours, yard overtime oondi-
tions  will apply. The time so paid will be deducted
in computing overtime and, at the initial terminal,
may be used to the extent necessary to make up
the basic day (each 4.8 minutes to count as one
mile).

2.10 Conversion Rule
(a) Trainmen on through freight and mixed trains,
required to load and unload wayfreight or Railway’s
material or switch enroute,  i.e., station switching
(moving from one siding to another or spotting a car
(or cars) not handled in their own train) or switching
(as hereinafter defined) in setting out and or picking
up a car (or cars) handled in their own train, will
(unless through freight basis including time aliowa-
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ble  at overtime rate for the trip amounts to more) be
paid at waykeight  rates for time  so occupied. time
so paid not to be included In computing overtime
but may be used to the extent necessary to make
up the minimum day and pay not to be in excess of
way-freight rates for the full trip.

In calculating trme engaged in performing the
work referred to under this rule, it is understood that
the time will be continuous from the time such work
is first started until it is finally completed.
(b) Through freight or mixed train Trainmen making
more than five stops to take on or set out a car (or
cars) or who make more than ten switches enroute,
or a combination of seven movements of such ser-
vice, will be paid way-freight rates for the trip.
(i) At points where a STOP as above is counted,
any SWITCHES made should not be counted, and
vice versa.
(ii) Switching enroute  does not include switching
at terminals before departure or after arrival of train.

(iii) Stops and switches to set out bad order cars
shall not be counted in applying this article.
2.11 Way Freight Handling

(a) The Railway will arrange their wayfreight train
service to avoid the handling of shed freight at night
or on Sundays. No way-freight will be started before
0400 hours or later than 1200 hours, and trainmen
will be permitted to discontinue the handling of shed
freight after 2000 hours.
(b) Trainmen will not be required to put freight in
warehouses or sheds, except In cases of stress of
weather, perishable freight, or an exceptional heavy
piece. At points where freight is handled directly
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between cars and warehouse, also where there are
no Agents and shelter is provided, freight will be
housed.

2.12 Doubleheading
(a) Regular wayfreight trains will not be doub-
leheaded except:

(1) Where there is but one freight train each way
daily,and

(2) In cases of storms in which event the tonnage
will not exceed the rating of the largest engine at-
tached.

tb) The practice of double heading through
freight trains over entire sub-divisions will not be
followed to any great extent in the future than has
been in the past. Assistance by double-heading how-
ever, may be provided over branch line sub-division
where the tonnage rating on such branch lines is
lower than the tonnage rating on the main track sub-
division from which the branch line springs.

2.13  Unassigned Service
(a) Unassigned crews will run first-in, first-out of
the terminals on their respective subdivisions except
as otherwise provided in this article.

(b) Trainmen in unassigned and irregular freight
service may be called to make short trips and turn-
arounds with the understanding that one or more
turnaround trips may be started out of the same
terminal and paid actual miles with a minimum of
100 miles for a day, provided:

(1) that the mileage of all the trips does not exceed
120 miles:

(2) that the distance run from the terminal to the
turning point does not exceed 30 miles; and
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(3) that the trainmen shall not be required to begin
work on a succeedtng  tnp out of the inltlal  termtnal
after havrng  been on duty eight  consecutive hours.
except as a new day subject to first in - first out rule
or practice.
(c) An unassigned crew which has come on duty
In turn will remain wrth the train called for even
though another crew comes on duty later and gets
out of the terminal first. The first crew called will not
be considered “run around” under these cir-
cumstances. This provision has been adopted as
an operating convenience under certain cir-
cumstances and is not designed to crrcumvent  the
requirements of Article 17.
(d) When regular passenger train  assrgnments  ex-
tend over more than one subdivrsion  and unassigned
trainmen are requrred to augmentthe assigned crew,
such men may be used through an intermediate
terminal in the same manner as the assrgned  crew.
2.14 Leit Blank
2.15 Light Running

Trainmen running with light engine or with en-
gine and van will be paid through freight rates.
2.16 First Crew to Deadhead

When a deadhead crew is required. the first
crew out WIII be called to deadhead. and will hold
tts turn out at the distant termtnal.
2.17 Actual Mileage Run will be allowed to
Trainmen,
(a) Taken from trains on the road to assist other
trains.

(b) Doubling grades,
(c) Running for supply of fuel or water,
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(d) When run more than one mile off the main line.
(e) For plowing  and flanging side tracks,
such mileage to be added to the road mileage and
allowed all members of the train crew.
2.18 Held for Duty as Conductor

A trainman liable for service as conductor may
be held off his/her assignment to meet the require-
ments of the service when it is necessary to take
action to ensure that such trainman will be available
two hours prior to the time required to report as
conductor. When so held and used he/she shall be
paid not less than the earnings he/she would have
made on his/her assignment.

If held and not used, he/she will be paid the
earnings of his/hers assignment.

2.19  (a) Trainmen in any class of road service
other than those specified in Article 13.3 are entitled
to have a meal after a reasonable interval on duty
in accordance with the provisions of this Article.
(b) Trainmen will report for work at the home termi-
nal or the away-from-home terminal suitably pre-
pared, with sufficient food so that, except as other-
wise provided by Article 2.20  the first meal is taken
on the train without incurring delay to the train. En-
titlement to a second meal shall arise only under the
conditions set out in Article 2.21
(c) In the application of this Article, where the
words “supervisory employee” appears, they shall
mean:
(i) at the initial or final terminal, the Yard Co-
ordinator or proper company officer where such are
employed at that location; or
(ii) in all other cases, the Train Dispatcher.
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2.20 (a) At the initial terminal of their run, Train-
men shall have the option of using an available eat-
ing facrlity after 4 hours on duty. This does not pre-
clude the supervisory employee from instructing the
Trainmen to take the opportunity to use an eating
facility, if he so desires, after 3 hours on duty. Train-
men declining such opportunity will be deemed to
have foregone the entitlement to use an eating facil-
ity at the initial terminal.

(b) When Trainmen exercise the option to use an
eating facility after 4 hours on duty, and the time
taken in doing so exceeds 40 minutes, all time in
excess of 40 minutes shall be excluded from the 10
hours or more on duty, or the 11 hours or more on
duty, as the case may be, in the application of Article
30. Time shall be calculated from the time transpor-
tation is made available to the Trainmen. This Clause
(b) shall only apply in instances when the train is
delayed solely as a result of the Trainmen using an
eating facility.
(c) Except as otherwise provided by this Article
2.20 the first meal will consist of food carried for that
purpose and this first meal will be taken without
incurring delay to the train.

2.21 (a) Trainmen will be afforded the opportu-
nity for a second meal provided that they have been
on duty at least 9 hours. The time for fixing the
beginning of assignments for the purpose of a sec-
ond meal is to be calculated from the time fixed for
the crew to begin work as a unit without regard to
preparatory or individual duties,
(b) Trainmen desiring a second meal must provide
the supervisory employee with sufficient advance
notice; in no case less than one hour. The supervis-
ory employee may instruct the Trainmen to take the
opportunity for a second meal prior to the expiration
of 9 hours in instances where the train is delayed
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or is subject to delay. Trainmen declining such op-
portunity  will be deemed to have foregone the enti-
tlement to a second meal during their tour of duty.
(c) Trainmen who. pursuant to Article 2.20, have
utilized  an eating facility at the initial terminal or were
afforded the opportunity to do so, will not be permit-
ted to stop, on the basis that they will have retained
the food intended for consumption on the road. Thus.
any second meal during the tour of duty will become
their first meal on the road and will be taken in accor-
dance with the provisions of Article 2.20(c).
(d) All members of the train and engine crew will
take the opportunity for a second meal as a unit with
the minimum time necessary to obtain the meal.
Train and engine crews deadheading will take the
opportunity for a meal as a unit at the same time as
the working crew.
(e) If over 40 minutes is taken to obtain a second
meal, all time over 40 minutes shall be excluded
from the 10 hours or more on duty, or the 11 hours
or more on duty, as the case may be, in the applica-
tion of Article 30.
2.22 (a) Provided that they have been on duty at
least 9 hours, Trainmen will be afforded the oppor-
tunity for their second meal at the final terminal of
their run when time occupied in yarding the train at
the objective terminal will occupy more than 1 hour.
Note: In the application of this Article 2.22(a)  Train-
men, still in the process of yarding their train at the
expiration of the 1 hour, may be instructed to com-
plete the yarding of their train. In such cases, they
will be paid, over and above any final terminal time
earned, an allowance of 40 minutes at the rate of
service performed for which a maximum of 40 mi-
nutes work may be required before Trainmen will
be allowed to eat.
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(b) This second meal will be taken in accordance
with the provisions of Article 2.21 except that a notice
period of less than one hour may be sufficient.
(c) When time taken to obtain a meal at the final
terminal occupies 40 minutes or less, no deduction
will be made; if over 40 minutes is occupied, all time
in excess of 40 minutes will be deducted from final
terminal time.
2.23 (a) When Trainmen are allowed to use an
eating facility, the company will provide or arrange
transportation to a facility at that location. Trainmen
will be reimbursed for authorized  transportation ex-
penses. Claims for such expenses must be submit-
ted on Form 1320 accompanied by receipts.
(b) The company may designate the eating facility
to be utilized.
2.24 Early Report or Late Release

Trainmen required to report for duty prior to the start-
ing time of the crew as a unit, or required to remain
on duty after the crew as a unit has been released
from duty, to perform special service such as accom-
panying locomotive to or from the round-house, will
be paid for such excess time so occupied on the
minute basis (each 4.8 minutes to count as one mile,
with a minimum of three miles), and such time will
not be included in computing overtime nor will it be
used to make up the basic day.

ARTICLE 3

Yard Service

3.1 Rates of pay in yard service shall be as shown
in Articles 99.3 and 99.4.

3.2 Eight hours or less shall constitute a day’s
work.
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3.3 Forty Hour Week
(a) Work Week

Unless otherwise provided in this Article a work
week of forty hours, consisting of five consecutive
days of eight hours each is established with two rest
days in each seven except as provided in this Article.
The work weeks will be established in accordance
with the Railway’s operation requirements.

(b) Beginning of Work Week
The term work week for regularly assigned em-

ployees shall mean a week beginning on the first
day on which the assignment is bulletined to work,
and for spare yardmen shall be a period of seven
consecutive days starting with Monday.

(c) Accumulation of Days Off
At points where it is not practicable to grant two

consecutive rest days to regularly assigned or reg-
ular relief employees, agreements may be made to
provide for the accumulation of days off over a period
not to exceed five consecutive weeks.

(d) Non-Consecutive Days Off
If the Railway contends it is not practicable to

grant two consecutive days off to regularly assigned
or regular relief employees and that it is necessary
to establish non-consecutive days off, representa-
tives of the railway and representatives of the em-
ployees will confer and endeavour to agree upon
accumulation of days off or the establishment of
non-consecutive days off. If the representatives fail
to agree the railway may nevertheless establish non-
consecutive days off, subject to the right of the em-
ployees to process the dispute as a grievance or
claim under the rules agreement and in such pro-
ceedings the burden will be on the railway to prove
that it was not practicable to grant two consecutive
days off.
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(e) Spare Yardmen
Spare yardmen  may work any five days in a

work week and therr days off need not be consecu-
tive
(f)  Relief Assignments
(I) When service  is required by the railway on days
off of regular assignments, it may be performed by
other regular assignments, by regular relief assign-
ments, by a combinatron  of regular and regular relief
assignment or by spare employees when not pro-
tected in the foregolng  manner. Where regular relief
assignments are established they shall, except as
otherwise provided In thus  rule, have five consecutive
days of work. They may on different days, however,
have different starting times  providing such starting
times are those of the employee or employees re-
lieved and have different points for going on and off
duty which shall be the same as the employees
relieved, except that in a seniority district having
more than one spare board. such relief assignments
as are establlshed  WIII be manned from the territory
allotted to a particular spare board.
(Ii) Where regular relief assrgnments  cannot be es-
tablished for five consecutive days on the same shift,
as provided for In rule (f-i) of thus  rule, such assign-
ments may be established for five consecutive days
with  different starting times on different shifts on
different days, providing such starting times are
those of the employee or employees relieved, and
on different days may have different points for going
on and off duty in the same seniority district, which
shall be the same as those of the employee or em-
ployees they are relieving, except that in a seniority
district having more than one spare board, such relief
assignments as are established will be manned from
the territory allotted to a particular spare board.
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(iii) Regular relief assignments for yard crews will
be established for the crew as a unit. However, if
an operational problem exists, or arises, which
makes it impracticable to relieve regular or regular
relief crews as a unit, or if either of the parties de-
sires, the designated days off need not be the same
for individual members of the crew. Representatives
of the Railway and of the employees will co-operate
in designating days off of individual members of a
crew.
(iv) It is recognited  in the application of this Article
3.3 that the nature of the work on certain assign-
ments will require that some member or members
of the crew have knowledge of the work of the as-
signment and that this will be considered an opera-
tional problem.
3.4 Overtime (Daily)

All time worked in excess of eight hours continu-
ous service in a 24 hour period shall be paid for as
overtime on the minute basis at 1% times the hourly
rate except:
(a) When changing off where it is the practice to
work alternately days and nights for certain periods.
(b) Working through two shifts to change off.
(c) Where exercising seniority rights from one as-
signment to another.
(d) When extra men are required by schedule rules
to be used.
(e) In the application of Article 3.5.
3.5 Overtime (Days OH)

(a) Employees worked more than five straight time
eight hour shifts in yard service in a work week shall
be paid one and one half times the basic straight
time rate for such excess work except:

t
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(i) Where days off are being accumulated under
Artrcle  3.3(c).
(ii) When changing off where it is the practice to
work alternately days and nights for certain periods.

(iii) When working through two shiftsto changeoff.
(iv) When exercising seniority rights from one as-
signment to another.
(v) Where paid straight time rates under existing
rules or practices for a second tour of duty in another
grade or class of service.
(vi) Any tour of duty in road service shall not be
considered in any way in connection with the appli-
cation of the provisions of the five day work week,
nor shall service under two agreements be combined
in any manner in the application of the five day work
week.

In the event additional day’s pay at the straight
time is paid to a yard service employee for other
service performed or started during the course of
his regular tour of duty, such additional day will not
be utilized  in computing the five straight time eight
hour shifts referred to in this Article 3.5.

(b) There shall be no overtime on overtime, neither
shall overtime hours paid for nor time paid for at
straight-time rates for work referred to in sub-parag-
raph (a) of this paragraph be utilized  in computing
the 5 straight-time shifts referred to herein; nor shall
time paid for in the nature of arbitraries  or special
allowances such as:

(i) attending court
(ii) company-initiated meetings
(iii) inquests
(iv) investigations
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(v) exammatrons
(vi) deadheading
(vii) jury duty
(viii) bereavement leave, etc.

be utilized  for this purpose, except when such pay-
ments apply during assigned working hours in lieu
of pay for such hours, or where such time is now
included under existing rules in computations lead-
ing to overtime.
Note: Employees assigned to regular shifts who:
(a) are not required to work on a general holiday
falling on one of his regular assigned working days
but qualify for general holiday pay: or
(b) work the general holiday and are paid time and
one-half for such work.
will count such day’s pay as a day worked in the
computation of the 5 straight-time shifts in yard ser-
vice.
3.6 Assigned Hours

Yardmen  shall be assigned for a fixed period
of time, which shall be the same hours daily for all
regular members of the crew. Such hours will be
relaxed only to the extent provided in Article 3.3 f(t).
So far as it is practicable assignments shall be re-
stricted to eight hours work.

3.7 Fixed Starting Times

(a) Regularly assigned yard crews shall each have
a fixed starring time and the starting time of a crew
will not be changed without at least forty-eight  hours’
advance notice.

(b) Where three eight-hour shifts are worked in
continuous service, the time for the first shift to begin
work wit1 be between 0600  and 0800 hours, the sec-
ond 1400 and 1600 hours and the third 2200 hours
and midnight.
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(c) Where two shafts  are worked In continuous ser-
vice the first shift may be started during any one of
the periods  named in Clause (b).

/ (d) Where two shifts are worked not in continuous
service the time for the first shift to begin work,will
be between the hours of 0630 and 1000  and the
second not later than 2230 hours.

(e) Where an independent assignment is worked
regularly, the starting time WIII be during one of the
periods provided in clause (b) or (d).
(f) At points where only one yard crew is regularly
employed, they can be started at any time, subject
to clause (a).
(g) Where mutually agreeable, on account of con-
ditions produced by having two standards of time,
starting time may be changed one hour from periods
above provided.

(h) When the starting time of a yard assignment is
changed more than one hour, or a change is made
in the assigned days of a yard assignment, such
assignment will be bulletined for three days and the
senior qualified applicant will be assigned.
3.8 On Duty Points

(a) Crews shall have a designated point for going
on duty and a designated point for going off duty.

(b) The point for going on and off duty will be gov-
erned by local conditions. In certain localities instruc-
tions will provrde that yardmen  will report at the
hump, others report at the yard office, others to en-
ginehouses  or ready tracks. It is not considered that
the place to report will be confined to any definite
number of feet, but the designation will indicate a
definite and recognized  location.
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3.9 Commencing and Relief from Duty

(a) The working time of yardmen  will commence
at the time required to report for duty and do report;
and will continue until they are relieved from duty at
end of day’s work. Yardmen  will be relieved at yard
in which they commenced work.
(b) Yardmen  will be required to report for duty 10
minutes prior to the starting time of their shift for
which 10 minutes will be paid at the applicable pro
rata rate of pay. Time paid for will be for performing
duties in connection with registering, reading bulle-
tins, checking watch, picking up radios etc., and
being prepared to commence work at the starting
time of their shift.
(c) Yardmen  upon completion of their shift will be
allowed 5 minutes at the applicable pro rata rate of
pay, Time paid for will be for performing duties in
connection with completing reports, reporting car
control data, returning radios, registering etc.
(d) Time paid for under the provisions of parag-
raphs (b)  and (c) will not be used in the calculation
of overtime or in the application of the overtime pro-
visions of this agreement nor will it be used in the
application of Article 55.6.

3.10 Lunch Time

(a) Yard crews will be allowed twenty minutes for
lunch between 4 and 5% hours after starting work
without deduction in pay.
(b) Yard crews will not be required to work longer
than 5% hours without being allowed 20 minutes for
lunch with no deduction in pay or time therefor.
(c) The time for fixing the beginning of assignments
or meal periods is to be calculated from the time
fixed for the crew to begin work as a unit without
regard to preparatory or individual duties.
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(d) When it is determlned  that more than 1 hour
of overtime work is required, the yard crew will advise
the supervisor if they wish a hot meal. Upon receipt
of such advice the supervisor will arrange the work
in such a manner that the crew will have the oppor-
tunity to have a hot meal at the completion of nine
hours of work. The crew will take their hot meal as
a unit with the minimum time necessary to obtain a
hot meal.

pate: This paragraph does not preclude the super-
visor advising the crew after the seventh hour that
overtime will be required and the crew may be re-
leased by the supervisor then or later for a hot meal.
When so released it will not be necessary to provide
an opportunity of obtaining a hot meal at the comple-
tion of nine hours of work.
3.11 Yardmen’s Work Defined

(a) Yardmen  will do all transfer, construction,
maintenance of way, and work train service, exclu-
sively, within switching limits (this not to interfere
with work allotted to regularly assigned work train
crews), and will be paid yard rates for such service.
(b) Switching limits to cover all transfer and indus-
trial work in connection with terminal.
(c) Temporary work train service, necessitating
movement of trains outside of terminals, will be per-
formed exclusively by road crews.

(d) Assigned work trains delayed temporarily may
be used for work in terminals such as distribution of
material etc.
3.12 Emergency Road Service

When regularly assigned to perform service
within switchrng  limits  yardmen  shall not be used in
road service when road crews are available except
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in case of emergency. When yard crews are used
in road service, under conditions just referred to,
they shall be paid miles  or hours, whichever is the
greater with a minimum of one hour for the class of
service performed, in addition to the regular yard
pay and without any deduction therefrom for the trme
consumed in said service.
Question - When will road crews be considered as
available?
Answer - A road crew is available when rest is up
and crew is subject to call.
Example to be applied to Article 3.12

Work 5 hours in Yard, then used in road service
4 hours making 20 miles, with a total spread of 9
hours.
Compensation - 8 hours at straight time Yard rates,
1 hour at Yard overtime rates and 4 hours at pro
rata road rates.
3.13  Assigned to Other Duties

(a) Yardmen  relieving trainmen will be paid train-
men’s rates for the class of service performed.

(b) Yardmen  will not be required to couple or un-
couple hosebags, or chain up cars in yard or on
repair tracks where car repairers are on duty.
3.14 Exercise of Seniority

(a) An employee on a regular or regular relief as-
signment  in yard service, who takes another regular
or regular relief assignment in yard service, or an
employee on a yard spare board who takes a regular
or regular relief assignment in yard service, will be
permitted to go on the assignment of his/her choice
and will take the conditions of that assignment.
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(b) An employee on a regular  or reQUkW  reflef  as-
signment who goes on a spare board will take the
conditions attached to the spare board.
Note: It is understood that the foregoing rules (a)
and (b)  are adopted as a general principle recogniz-
ing the objective of restricting or permitting yard ser-
vice employees to five (5) straight time shifts in the
work week of any assignment or transfer from one
assignment to another.

(c) In the event that the yard spare board becomes
exhausted and it is necessary to call a regularly
assigned yardman  on one or both assigned rest
days. the senior available man will be called, pro-
vided he has advlsed  the yardmaster in writing on
complebon  of his work week that he will be available
for call and that such work will not interfere with his
regular assignment.

3.15 left blank

3.16  Shelter for Yardmen

At points where a yard engine is employed,
suitable shelter will be provided for the accommoda-
tion of yardmen  - same to be kept clean and heated.
3.17 New Yards

When a new yard is created, yardmen  on Dis-
trict of Superintendent WIII be given preference to
the positions in that yard in accordance with seniority
in their respective classes.
3.16 Trainmen relieving Yardmen

Trainmen relieving yardmen  will be paid
yardmen’s rates.
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3.19  Reduction In Yard Crews

When a yard crew is taken off, the men so
reduced will have the right to take their seniority in
any yard on the system.
3.20  Combination Service

When a yardman  is engaged during a day’s
work partly as a Foreman and partly as a helper, he
will be paid for the entire service at the rate of pay
of the highest rated occupation in which he was
engaged.
3.21 Switching limits defined

(a) The necessity of changing or re-establishing
recognized  switching limits, in order to render switch-
ing service required because of extension of indus-
trial activities or territorial extensions of facilities,
must be recognized.
(b) The present switching limits will be designated
by general notice at all points where yard engines
are assigned and will only be changed when neces-
sitated by changed conditions. When changes are
required they will be fully discussed with the General
Chairman. Yard limits boards may or may not indi-
cate switching limits.

3.22 Upon the prior concurrence of the Trainmas-
ter or Yard Co-ordinator,  regularily  assigned Yard
service employees may be permitted to exchange
shifts temporarily in the same yard and within the
same class of service subject to the following:
(a) Employees will be limited to two exchanges per
calendar month.
(b) In the application of this paragraph, the com-
pany shall not be subject to any claim for additional
payment by the employees exchanging shifts.
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ARTICLE 4

Snow Service

4.1 Trainmen handling snow plows  only will be paid
on a straight-away basis. Initial and final time will
be paid as under Freight Rules. Crews handling
snow plows  may be tied up enroute  and put off duty.
4.2 Trainmen handling a spreader for the purpose
of snow removal will be classed and paid as a work
train-that is time or miles, whichever is the greater,
calculated from time of coming on duty until relieved
from duty.
4.3 Article 2.10 will apply to snow plow or snow
spreader service outside of service in terminals per-
formed by yard crews. One stop will be counted for
each passing track plowed  out and one switch will
be counted for other tracks.
4.4 Trainmen will not be compelled to ride on snow
plows  or flangers,  but will be supplied with van or
other suitable car, properly equipped.

ARTICLE 5

Work Train Service

5.1 All non-revenue producing train operations will
be classed as work train service. This includes the
following:
(a) ballast or sand trains
(b) tie and/or culvert trains
(c) trains in snow service handling a spreader for
the purpose of snow removal. (This does not include
a train handling a plow  only).
(d)  trains handling company construction equip-
ment or assigned to work with construction gangs.
(e)  auxiliary trains
(f) track inspection cars testing between terminals.
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5.2 Assigned Work Trains

(a) An assigned work train is a work train going on
for seven calendar days or more.
(b) Assigned work trains will be bulletined for five
days.
(c) An assigned work train going out before the
expiration of the bulletin will be manned by a spare
crew until a crew is assigned.
5.3 Unassigned Work Trains

(a) An unassigned work train is a work train going
on for less than seven days or going on for an unde-
termined length of time which may not exceed six
days. If it develops that the work train is required for
more than six days, it will be bulletined promptly.
(b)  Unassigned work trains will be manned by
spare crews.
5.4 Assigned and unassigned work trains may be
run in and out of terminals during the course of the
day’s work with no penalties involved.
5.5 Assigned and- unassigned work trains may be
tied up between and/or at terminals and the first-m,
first-out rule does not apply except that when an
unassigned work train manned by an unassigned
crew is tied-up at a terminal the first-in, first-out rule
will apply as between unassigned crews tying up in
that terminal.
5.6 Calculation of Time i

(a) Assigned and unassigned work trains in
straight away service, and in turnaround service
where the road haul in one direction is less than 100
miles, will be paid on the basis of time or miles,
whichever is the greater, calculated from time of
coming on duty until time of going off duty.
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(b) For assigned work trains in turnaround service
where the road haul in one direction IS 100  miles or
more, switching or delay at initial point shall not be
paid separately but shall be included in the day’s
work; switching or delay after arrival at the tie-up
point shall be paid in addition to the miles run on
the minute basis and at pro rata rates.
(c) For unassigned work trains, when the distance
between the terminal and working point is 100  miles
or over, pay will be under freight rules, allowing time
at working point as terminal time. When the distance
between the terminal and working point is less than
100  miles, pay will be on the basis of time or miles,
whichever is greater, calculated from time of coming
on duty until time of going off duty.
5.7 Trainmen assigned to work trains will be given
transportation and allowed to go home on the days
off of the assignment if train or bus service permits,
and if their absence will not interfere with work ser-
vice.
5.8 When unassigned crews are sent out in tempo-
rary work train service, conductors and brakeman
assigned to those crews who are booked off or are
on rest or are protecting another assignment when
the crews are sent out, may go to the tie-up point
and take their position in the crew on the third day.
Employees displaced in this manner will not be en-
titled to mileage for deadheading back to their home
terminal. Employees claiming their place in the crew
under this provision will notify the men they are dis-
placing in sufficient time the previous day so that,
train service permitting, they can return to the termi-
nal that night.

5.9 For the purposes of rest only, home terminals
for work trains shall be North Bay or Englehart.
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ARTICLE 6

Mileage - How Determined

6.1 Actual road miles between designated yard en-
trance switches will be allowed, except for trains
covered in Articles 2.5(a)(2)  and 2.6(e)  when actual
road miles between passenger stations or train order
offices will be allowed. The designated switches and
road miles between same, as well as between pass-
enger stations, as follows will govern, unless
changed conditions develop, when the matter Will
be disposed of by negotiation with the representa-
tives of the Trainmen.

Under the above rule, the following road miles
will be allowed:
Temagami  Sub-Division

Passenger and Mixed
Between North Bay (CNR) and Englehart
(Psgr.  Depot) 3
Between North Bay (ONR) and Englehart
(Psgr.  Depot)
Freight

Between North Bay (switch opposite
Worthington St.,) and Englehart  (crossover
switch just south of freight shed)
Ramore  and Devonshire Sub-Divisions

Passenger and Mixed
Between Englehan  (Psgr.  Depot) and Coc-
hrane  (Psgr.  Depot)
Between Englehart  (Psgr.  Depot) and Tim-
mins  (Psgr.  Depot)
Between Cochrane  (Psgr.  Depot) and Tim-
mins  (Psgr.  Depot)
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139

139

138

114

119
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Freight
Between Englehart  (crossover switch lo-
cated just south of Charlton  Branch main
track switch) and Cochrane  (south main
track switch) 112
Between Englehart  (crossover switch lo-
cated just south of Charlton  Branch main
track switch) and Timmins  (east main track
switch) except as noted in next paragraph 120
Between Englehart  (crossover switch lo-
cated just south of Charlton  Branch main
track switch) and Timmins  (east main track
switch) moving direct via the south leg of
the wye at Porquis 118
Between Cochrane  (south main track
switch) and Timmins  (east main track
switch) 60
island FallsSub-Division

Passenger and Mixed
Between Cochrane  (Psgr.  Depot) and
Moosonee  (Psgr.  Depot)
Freight
Between Cochrane  (crossover switch just
west of station platform) and Moosonee
(south main track switch)

Kirkland Lake and Ramore  Sub-Divi-
sions

186

186

Passenger and Mixed
Between Noranda  (Psgr.  Depot) and Swas-
tika (Psgr.  Depot) 60
Freight
Between Rouyn (switch located ebout  500’
west of Rouyn Psgr. Depot) and Kirkland
Lake (east marn  track switch) 53
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Between Rouyn (switch located about 500’
west of Rouyn Psgr. Depot) and Englehart
(crossover switch just south of main track
switch leading into Charlton  sub-division)
Between Rouyn (switch located about 500’
west of Rouyn Psgr. Depot) and Kirkland
Lake (west passing track switch) via Swas-
tika
Elk Lake Sub-Division

84

64

Passenger and Mixed
Between Elk Lake (Psgr.  Depot) and
Earlton  (Psgr.  Depot)
Between Elk Lake (Psgr.  Depot) and New
Liskeard  (Psgr.  Depot)
Freight
Between Elk Lake (east main track switch)
and Earlton  and return to Elk Lake (east
main track switch)

Temagami  and Ramore  Sub-Divisions

Passenger
Between North Bay (CNR) and Timmins
(Psgr.  Depot)

Temagami,  Ramore  and Devonshire
Sub-Divisions

29

45

57

258

Passenger
Between North Bay (CNR) and Cochrane
(Psgr.  Depot) 253
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ARTICLE 7
Mixed Train Service

7.1 A mixed train is a timetable train, composed
of freight cars, passenger coach or coaches, and a
baggage car or combination car, and does not in-
clude a freight train with only a passenger car at-
tached.
7.2 Crews assigned to a run, a portion of which is
passenger and the balance mixed, or freight, or both,
will be paid mileage or time at wayfreight rates with
a minimum of 3,000  miles per month.
7.3 The guaranteed minimum for mixed train crews
required to handle wayfreight regularly is 3,000 miles
per month at wayfreight rates.

7.4 The guaranteed minimum for mixed train crews
not required to handle wayfreight is 3,000  miles per
month at through freight rates.
7.5 Mixed trainmen regularly assigned, who work
only a part of the month, will receive their full prop-
ortion of the foregoing guarantees.
7.6 Mixed train crews may be used in extra service
to complete guarantees.
7.7 When a mixed train crew regularly required to
handle wayfreight is used in extra service as a unit,
such extra service shall be paid at wayfreight rates
until 3,000  miles is made in combined regular and
extra service in any one month. Extra service after
3,000 miles has been made in any month shall be
paid at the rate applicable to the service for which
called.
7.6 When an individual member of a mixed train
crew is used in other service and crew not used as
a unit, such extra service shall not apply against the
guarantee, and shall be paid at the rate applicable
to the service for which called.
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ARTICLE 6

Guarantees

8.1 Minimum Guarantee - Freight Service

(a) Trainmen in through freight service who do not
lay-off of their own accord, will be paid not less than
the equivalent of 3,000  miles in any one month. This
will not apply to spare men. This provision will not
prevent crews from making as many miles as they
are consistently able to make, provided they take
the proper rest, up to the maximums specified in
Article 44.

(b) Under this article, regularly set-up crews run-
ning only a part of a month will be paid for such
mileage at the rate of 100  miles for each day; rest
booked will not be considered as a lay-off.
8.2 Minimum Guarantee - Yardmen

(a) Regularly assigned yardmen  on permanent as-
signments will be paid not less than five days in any
one work week exclusive of overtime. In any one
work week in which one or more general holidays
occur, the work week guarantee shall be reduced
by the number of general holidays occuring  in the
work week. Extra service may be used to make up
the guarantee.

In a work week in which a general holiday oc-
curs, time worked on such holiday or holiday pay
will not be used to make up the guarantee. In the
application of the preceding sentence, in situations
where an employee is assigned to a relief assign-
ment which works two shifts on the general holiday,
only the first shift will be considered as ‘Work on the
general holiday’.
(b)  Yardmen  in regularly assigned service laying
off of their own accord or where the permanent as-
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signment  is on for only a part of the work week, will
receive their full proportion of the work week guaran-
tee. Classed yard foremen filling permanent assign-
ments as yard helpers, who are taken from their
assignments to work as yard foremen on a tempo-
rary vacancy or temporary assignment will be enti-
tled to the guarantee.
(c) This article 8.2 does not apply to spare men.

8.3 Monthly Guarantee - Passenger Service

(See Article 99.1)
ARTICLE 9

Pilots and “In Charge” Conductors

9.1 When a pilot, as defined in the operating rules,
is required, a competent man will be supplied in
addition to the regular crew. A man unfamiliar with
the physical characteristics of the road will not be
required to go.
9.2 Trainmen acting as pilots will be paid conduc-
tors’ through freight rates.
9.3 An “in charge” conductor and a trainman will
be furnishedpk  testing (Sperry) cars operating on
main lines. 3 #A/
9.4 When self-propelled cranes are required to
work on the main line outside of yard limits, a con-
-ductor  will be placed in charge except on lines where
there is but one train a day, or less, operated in each
direction.

9.5 An “in-charge” Conductor will be furnished
speno  type self-propelled rail grinder equipment (or
similar) operating on main lines. When flagging is
required a brakeman will also be supplied.
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ARTICLE 10

Consist of Crews - Passenger Service

10.1(a)  All passenger and mixed trains will have
at least one conductor, train baggageman and one
brakeman, but passenger trains of eight or more
cars will have two brakemen and one baggageman,
if there is a local baggage car on train. Steam
generator unit in service and coupled to locomotive
will not be included in the count of cars.

(b) Manning of oil electric and other motor coaches
( b y  r a i l )
(1) When no trailer is operated, crew will consist
of conductor, and baggageman or brakeman.
(2) When one or more trailers areoperated, consist
of crew will be as provided in paragraph (a) of this
rule.
(3) When only one trailer is operated and condi-
tions warrant, an agreement may be made whereby
crew will consist of conductor, and baggageman and
brakeman.
10.2 The provisions of this Article shall modify Ar-
ticle 10.1

Section 1

(a) The Railway shall notify the General Chairman
of the Union in writing of its desire to meet with
respect to reaching agreement on a reduction in the
crew consist provided by Article 10.1  for crews gov-
erned thereby.
(b) Reductions in the consist of a crew or crews,
as the case may be, shall be subject to the two
conditions set forth hereunder:
(1)  that adequate safety can be maintained with
the proposed crew consist reduction; and
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(2) that such reduction will not result in undue bur-
den being placed on the reduced crew.
(c) The time and place for the Railway and Union
representatives to meet shall be agreed upon within
15 calendar days from the date of the notice referred
to in Clause (a) and the parties shall meet within 21
calendar days of the date of such notice. The time
limits specified in this clause may be extended by
mutual agreement between the parties.

(d) The meeting shall be limited to a determination
of whether or not the two conditions set forth in
Clause (b) can be met with the proposed crew con-
sist reduction. If the parties do not reach agreement
or if the meeting referred to herein does not take
place, the Railway may, by so advising the General
Chairman in writing, commence a survey period of
one calendar week for the operations concerned,
during which Union representatives may observe
such operations. The survey period shall commence
not less than 10 and not more than 20 calendar days
from the date of the Railway’s advice with respect
to the survey period.
(e) If, after completion of the survey period, the
Union fails to agree that the two conditions set forth
in Clause (b) can be met with the proposed crew con-
sist reduction, they will, within 60 calendar days of
the completion of the survey period, give the Com-
pany specific reasons in writing why, in their opinion,
such conditions cannot be met. The Company may,
by so advising the General Chairman in writing, refer
the dispute or any part thereof to arbitration.

Failure to provide such specific reasons in writ-
ing within the time limit contained in this Clause (e)
will indicate that the Union agrees that the conditions
set forth in Clause (b) can be met. Such crews shall
thereafter be considered “reducible crews” and the
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proposed reductions in the consist of such crews
may be implemented subject to the conditions set
forth in Sections 2 and 3 of this Article 10.2

The time limits specified in this clause may be
extended by mutual agreeement  between the par-
ties.
(f) Arbitration shall be conducted by the Canadian
Railway Office of Arbitration, uniess:
(1) There are disputes requiring final determination
during a period in which there is no incumbent arbit-
rator; or
(2) The Canadian Railway Office of Arbitration is
terminated; or
(3)  The Canadian Railway office of Arbitration
ceases to have jurisdiction to arbitrate such disputes.

In any of the above events the parties will within
15 days of the notice by the Railway referring the
dispute to arbitration select an arbitrator to hear the
dispute. If the parties fail to agree on a suitable
candidate for arbitrator, the Minister of Labour shall
be requested to appoint an arbitrator within 14 calen-
dar days following receipt of such request.

The arbitrator shall be limited to making a deter-
mination of whether or not the two conditions set
forth in Clause (b)  can be met with the proposed
crew consist reduction. The arbitrator’s decision
shall be rendered within 30 calendar days following
the conclusion of the hearing and shall be final and
binding on both parties.
(g) Where arbitration is conducted by other than
the Canadian Railway Office of Arbitration, the fees
and expenses of the arbitrator shall be shared
equally by the parties.
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(h) VVnere  11 nas  oeen aetermlnea  oy agreement
or arbrtratton  that the two conditions set forth In
Clause (b) can be met with a reduced crew consrst,
such crews shall thereafter be considered “reducible
crews” and the proposed reductions in the consist
of such crews may be implemented subject to the
conditions set forth in this Article.

(i) At a home terminal where there are reducible
crews, an up-to-date list of such crews shall be
posted and a copy supplied to the General Chair-
man.

Section 2

(a) An employee who has a seniority date as a
brakeman on or before December 31,  1968 shall,
for the purpose of this Article, be known and desig-
nated as a “protected brakeman”.
(b) A protected brakeman shall have the right and
obligation to perform service for which he is qualified,
as provided in the collective agreement, ta the extent
that positions are available to him in his seniority
district subject to the following:
(1) A protected brakeman shall not have any right
to positions the Railway discontinues pursuant to
the provisions of this Article except as provided in
Section 3;

and
(2) A non-protected brakeman shall not have any
right to positions the Railway discontinues pursuant
to the provisions of this Article.
(c) A protected brakeman moving from one termi-
nal to another shall retain his protected brakeman
status.
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Section 3

(a) Reducible crews will not be operated with a
reduced consist if by reason thereof a protected
brakeman would be on laid-off status.
(b) The following guarantee shall apply at a termi-
nal where a crew or crews are operated with a re-
duced consist under the provisions of this Article.

A protected brakeman on a spare board from
which relief for passenger train service is drawn,
who is unable to hold a position in a crew regularly
assigned or regularly set up in road or yard service
at such terminal as a consequence of the discon-
tinuance of brakeman positions under the terms of
this Article, shall, provided he is available for service,
be guaranteed the equivalent of 2800  miles per
month at the brakeman’s through freight rate. In the
event a protected brakeman on a spare board who
is entitled to the guarantee under the provisions of
this Clause is assigned to such spare board for only
a portion of a month, he will be paid his full proportion
of the guarantee pro rated according to the number
of days in the calendar month. An employee who
books 14 hours’ rest or less upon completion of a
tour of duty shall not be considered unavailable,
under this Clause, because of such rest period.

If a crew or crews are operated with a reduced
consist for only a portion of the guarantee period
shown above, the guarantee shall apply on a prop-
ortionate basis for the portion of the guarantee period
such crews were operated with a reduced consist
as related to the guarantee period.

The guarantee provided herein shall be re-
duced by the equivalent of 100  miles at the brake-
man’s through freight rate for each call missed by
a protected brakeman who is on the spare board
and available for service.
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(c) In the applicatlan  of this Sectron references to
“brakeman” shall include “flagman”, and references
to “brakeman position” or “brakeman positions”
shall Include “flagman positron” or “flagman posi-
tions” respectively.
(d) In the application of this Section, a terminal and
the stations subsidiary thereto shall be considered
as one terminal.
(e) The reference in this Section to “protected
brakeman” shall apply only to protected brakemen
who by virtue of their seniority have entitlement to
work in the group affected by the reduction.

Section 4

(a) The crew consist provisions of Article 10 are
amended effective August 1, 1982,  as provided
hereinafter.
(b) Passenger trains, having not more than two (2)
working coaches vestibule between coaches,
maximum five (5) cars overall, will be operated with
one (1) conductor and (1)  brakeman. Where
checked baggage is handled enroute,  the brakeman
will perform the additional related duties as required
and be compensated at baggagemen’s rates.

(c) Passenger trains having more than two (2) but
less than five (5)  working coaches ‘.‘. :j have (2) em-
ployees, a conductor and a brakeman.
(d) Passenger trains having five (5)  or more work-
ing coaches, will have one (7) conductor and (1)
assistant conductor who will work under the direction
of the conductor to help with the collection of trans-
portation and one (1) brakeman.
NOTE: In the application of Clauses (b),  (c) and (d)
hereof, a working coach is defined as an in-service
passenger car which comes under the responsibility
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of the conductor for the collectton  of transportatton
llmrted  to the followrng  passenger cars

(a) day coaches:
(b)  day-nighters;
(c) cafe-coach lounge cars: and/or
(d) snack coaches.
(e) In the application of Clause (d) above. when
an assistant conductor is necessary on an intermit-
tent basis, a spare conductor will be called in senior-
ity order.

(f) In the application of Clauses (d) and (e) above,
when an assistant conductor is used he will go
through to the final terminal of the assignment.
(g) When a passenger train has cars to pick up
enroute  which  WIII Increase the number of cars to
the level spectfied  in Clause (d) the assistant con-
ductor required by Clauses (d) and (e) will  be taken
from the initial termrnal.
(h) When a passenger train described  in Clauses
(c) and (d) above operates with a working baggage
car. a train baggageman will be assigned. Such bag-
gageman  will operate and cycle independent from
the balance of the train crew.



Consist of Crews - Freight Service

11.1 All freight and work trains will have at least a
conductor and two brakemen. Where conditions
warrant, an additional brakeman will be supplied on
wayfreight and pickup trains.

ARTICLE 11 A

Consist of Crews - Road Service

1 l.al Notwithstanding the provisions of Article
11 .l , all  trains in any class of freight service operat-
ing on any subdivision on the system are considered
to be “reducible crews” subject to the following:
(a) The requirement under the U.C.O.R.  to provide
flagging to the rear in A.B.S. territory is removed.
On non-signalled subdivisions, the requirement
under the U.C.O.R.  to provide manual flagging to
the rear can be removed by train order.
Note 1
This Clause (a) does not prevent the operation of a
reduced crew on territory where flagging may be
required under U.C.O.R.  Rule 102.

(b) Where a reducible crew is operated pursuant
to Clause (a) above, such crew may be reduced by
one brakeman, provided:
(i) That trains are supplied with radios which pro-
vide end-to-end communication so that there will be
instantaneous and continuous communication avail-
able between the conductor of the train in or out of
the caboose and the locomotive engineer;
(ii) That steel cabooses with cushioned drawbar
and safety glass are supplied:
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(ii{) That no train operated with a reduced crew
shall be put in motion at any time except on receipt
by the locomotive engineer of a clear direction tc co
so from the conductor of such train:

(iv) That, except in the event of an emergency af-
fecting the movement of the train, when the require-
ment under the U.C.O.R.  to provide manual flagging
to the rear is removed by train order, the removal
of such requirement shall be effective for the com-
plete tour of duty.
lla.2 Reduced crews will have the right to book
rest after 10 hours on duty. Every effort will be made
to have such reduced crews reach the objective ter-
minal within the 10 hours which could require the
discontinuance of switching enroute.
1 la.3 For the purpose of this article, an employee
who has a seniority date as a trainmanlyardman  on
or prior to March 7, 1979, shall be known and desig-
nated as a protected freight man.
1 la.4 A brakeman s position on a “reducible crew”
may be discontinued at any time hereafter, provided
that “protected freight men” shall have the right to
work in their seniority turn on any brakeman’s pos-
ition in any class of assigned or unassigned freight
service in which, under the rules or practices in effect
prior to the effective date of this agreement, the use
of two brakemen would have been required, subject
to the following:

(a) There shall not be any preference as between
the head-end brakeman’s position and the rear-end
brakeman’s position where such practice may now
be in effect, on crew or crews declared reducible
pursuant to the provisions of this article if such pre-
ference results in the filling of a vacancy on such
crew by an unprotected man.
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(01 vvnen vacancies occur. ano  wnen aaaltlonal
positions are created in a pool of crews In which
crews are reducible and which would otherwise re-
quire the employment of unprotected men, such pos-
rtions  shall be filled to the extent available by “pro-
tected freight men” then filling reducible brakemen’s
positions in such pool of crews.

Note:
“In the application of this Clause (b) a man holding
a permanent position in assigned or unassigned
freight service will not be compelled to protect a
two.-man  position at an away-from-home terminal.”
(c) Should no applications be received from a pro-
tected freight man for a permanent vacancy on a
reducible position, such position need not be filled
until claimed by a “protected freight man” who is
later displaced or who has been reduced or who
was absent at the time the vacancy occured.  Such
reducible position shall again be bulletined In as-
signed service and made available in unassigned
service at each general advertisement of assignments
and the same conditions will apply. Arrangements
may be made between the general chairman and
the supenntendent  (or their delegates) to post notice
advising of permanent vacancies in unassigned ser-
vice.
(d) When no application is received from a “pro-
tected freight man” for a temporary vacancy of 5
days or more on a reducible posrtion, such position
need not be filled for the duration of the temporary
vacancy until claimed by a “protected freight man”
who IS later displaced, or who has been reduced or
who was absent at the time the temporary vacancy
occurred. However, a temporary vacancy of less
than 5 days in a reducible position will be filled by
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the frrst  out available “protected frerght man” on the
spareboard. This will  not constitute a runaround of
unprotected freight men on the spareboard.
1la.S A “protected freight man” moving from one
terminal to another shall retain his “protected freight
man” status.
1 la.6 When the consist of a freight crew is reduced
under the provisions of this article, existing rules or
practices which are in conflict therewith will not
apply.
1 la.7ta) During each of the first ten years that this
article is in effect, the company, at the end of each
year, shall place in a “special fund” an amount which
will be 25% of the gross wages of the brakemen’s
positions which, in accordance with the provisions
of this article, were not filled during that year. The
General Chairman will be advised as to such amount
at the end of each year together with supporting data.
(b)  At the end of each year during the 10 year
period referred to in the preceding paragraph, the
parties to this agreement will meet to negotiate the
distribution of the “special fund”. In doing so and
while not necessarily limited thereto the parties
agree that:
(i) Only “protected freight men” will share in the
distribution of the “special fund”;
(ii) The “special fund” will be distributed as mutu-
ally agreed between the parties;

(iii) For the duration of the ten year period. monies
accumulating in the special fund will be distributed
only to protected men who worked in two-man freight
crews during each respective year This procedure
will continue to apply unless 12 months’ written
notice to the contrary is given to the company.
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(c) special  paymenrs  mdue iv errlpluyat3  p~ib~d~  I~
to this Section 7 shall not be considered as wages
or earning in me application of vacation rules or of
the company’s pension regulations.

lla.8

(a) Effective January 1, 1980,  and subject to the
provisions of this Section 8, a “protected freight
man” as defined in Section 3 hereof who is working
in a position covered by this collective agreement
and who is eligible for early retirement under the
company’s pension rules will be entitled to elect to
take early retirement and receive a separation allow-
ance as hereinafter provided.
(b) An employee defined in Clause (a) above shall
receive a monthly separation allowance until the age
of 65 which, when added to his company pension,
will give him an amount equal to a percentage of
his average annual earnings over his best five year
period, as defined under the pension rules, in accor-
dance with the following formula:
Years of Service at
Time Employee Elects Percentage Amount
Retirement As Defined Above
35 and over 80
34 78
33 76

3”:
74
72

:i
70
68

28 66
27 64
26 62
(c) An employee entitled to the separation allow-
ance as herein above set out may elect to receive
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in its stead a lump sum equal to the present value
of his monthly separation payments calculated on
the basis of a discount rate of ten per centum  per
annum. An employee electing to receive a lump sum
payment and who has not yet attained the age of
60 years will be entitled to receive the Life Insurance
upon retirement in accordance with Article 56.3  pro-
vided he is at least 55 years of age.
(d) A separation allowance shall cease upon the
death of the employee who dies before reaching the
age of 65.
(e) An employee who is in receipt of the monthly
separation allowance provided in Clause (b)
(i) Shall be entitled to have his group life insurance
coverage continued until age 65 and paid for by the
company;
(ii) Shall be entitled at age 65 to a life insurance
policy, fully paid up by the company, in an amount
equal to that in effect under the existing collective
agreement;
(iii) Who lives in a province where medicare  pre-
miums are required, will have his premiums paid by
the company for the duration of his allowance but
only up to the amount of the maximum medicare
allowance provided under the existing collective ag-
reement.
(f) In the application of this Section 8, the maximum
number of “protected freight men” who may elect
either the monthly separation allowance as provided
in Clause (b) or the lump sum payment as provided
in Clause (c) will be limited, unless otherwise mutu-
ally agreed by the parties, to the following number
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01 eliglole  prorectea  rrergni men  Iri ~~LII UI lb VI LI tt:
years 1980  to 1984:

1980-2
1981  - 3
1982 - 3
1983 - 3
1984 - 3

Note: The number of eligible employees listed
above will commence upon removal of the require-
ment under the U.C.O.R.  for flagging to the rear in
A.B.S. territory.
In the event that the number of reducible crews is
increased by virtue of the ability to remove by train
order the requirement under the U.C.O.R.  to provide
manual flagging to the rear on non-signalled subdivi-
sions, the parties will meet to arrange a proportionate
increase in the number of “protected freight men”
who will be entitled to elect to take early retirement
and receive a separation allowance.

(g) If in any one year the number of eligible employ-
ees who elect benefits under the provisions of this
Section 8 are less than the number of opportunities
available in that year, the number of unused oppor-
tunities may be carried over from one year to the
other with the understanding that no more than an
additional two-thirds of the annual opportunities pro-
vided in Clause (f) hereof will be permitted to elect
either the monthly separation allowance provided in
Clause (b) or the lump sum payment provided in
Clause (c) in any one year.

(h) Bulletins for applications from eligible “pro-
tected freight men” as defined in Clause (a) for the
benefits provided under this Section 8 will be issued
on October 15th of the year prior to the year referred
to in Clause (f).  Such bulletins will close on De-
cember 15th of each such year. Applicants shall be
selected on the basis of their seniority as trainman/
yardman. 57



(I) The General Manager and the General Chair-
man will co-operate in the application of this Section
8 to ensure that a shortage of qualified conductors/
yard foremen will not develop at any one terminal.
1 la.9 This article will become effective on January
1, 1980 and crews will be declared reducible there-
after subject to the requirements of Section 1 (b) on
the following schedule:
January 1, 1980

Temagami  Sub - Trains 1071208
109/210
1131214

Englehart  - North -Trains 21 l/512
2131414

January 1, 1981
Rouyn Roustabout
Timmins  Roustabout

As agreed:
Elk Lake Swing
Trains 4251426
Work Trains
Others

ARTICLE 12

Consist of Crews- Yard Service

12.1 A yard crew shall consist of not less than one
foreman and two yardmen.
12.2 The provisions of this Article shall modify Ar-
ticle 12.1 as it applies to yard service crews, whether
manned by yardmen  or roadmen,  and shall super-
sede any agreement provision in conflicttherewith.



Section 1

(a) The Raiiway  shall notify the General Chairman
of the Unron  in writing of its desire to meet with
respect to reaching agreement on reduced consist
of one Yard Foreman and one Yard Helper for crews
in any class of yard or transfer service. The time
and place for the Railway and Union representatives
to meet shall be agreed upon within fifteen calendar
days from the date of such notice and the patties
shall meet within twenty-one calendar days of the
date of such notice.

(b) The meeting shall be limited to a determination
of whether or not adeqtiate  safety can be maintained
with the proposed crew consist reduction. If the par-
ties do not reach agreement or if the meeting referred
to herein does not take place, the Railway may, by
so advising the General Chairman in writing, com-
mence a survey period of five working days for the
yard operations concerned, during which Union rep-
resentatives may observe such operations. The sur-
vey period shall commence not less than 10 and not
more than 20 calendar days from the date of the
Railway’s advice with respect to the survey period.

(c) If, after completion of the survey period, the
parties do not agree that adequate safety can be
maintained with the proposed crew consist reduc-
tion, the union will, within 60 calendar days of the
completion of the survey period, give the Company
specific reasons in writing why, in their opinion,
adequate safety cannot be maintained. The Com-
pany may, by so advising the General Chairman in
writing, refer the dispute or any part thereof to arbit-
ration.

Failure to provide such specific reasons in writ-
ing within the time limit contained in this Clause (c)
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will indicate that the Union agrees that adequate
safety can be marntained.  Such crews shall thereaf-
ter be considered “reducible crews” and the prop-
osed reductions In the consist of such crews may
be made subject to the conditions set forth In Sec-
tions 2 and 3 of this Article 12.2.

The time limits specified in this clause may be
extended by mutual agreement between the parties.
(d) Arbitration shall be conducted by the Canadian
Railway Office of Arbitration, unless:
(1) there are disputes requiring final determination
during a period in which there is no incumbent arbit-
rator, or
(2)  the Canadian Railway Office of Arbitration is
terminated, or
(3)  the Canadian Railway Office of Arbitration
ceases to have jurisdiction to arbitrate such disputes.

In any of the above events the parties will within
fifteen days of the notice by the Railway referring
the dispute to arbitration, select an arbitrator to hear
the dispute. If the parties fail to agree on a suitable
candidate for arbitrator, the Minister of Labour shall
be requested to appoint an arbitrator within fourteen
calendar days following receipt of such request.

The arbitrator shall be limited to making a deter-
mination of whether or not adequate safety can be
maintained with the proposed crew consist reduc-
tion. The arbitrator’s decision shall be rendered
within 30 calendar days following the conclusion of
the hearing and shall be final and binding on both
parties.
(e)  Where arbitration is conducted by other than
the Canadian Railway Office of Arbitration, the fees
and expenses of the arbitrator shall be shared
equally by the parties.
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(t) wnere  rf has Deen aetermtneo  by agreement or
arbttration  that adequate safety can be maintained
with a reduced crew consist, such crews shall there-
after be considered “reducible crews” and the prop-
osed reductions in the consist of such crews shall
be made only in accordance with the conditions set
forth in this Article.
(g) At a yard where there are reducible crews, an
up-to-date list of such crews shall be posted and a
copy supplied to the General Chairman.

Section 2

(a) An employee who meets one of the following
qualifications shall, for the purpose of this Article,
be known and designated  as a “protected employ-
ee”.
(1) an employee who has a seniority date as a
brakeman prior to December 16, 1966;  or
(2) an employee who has seniority  date as a yard
helper prior to December 16,  1966.
(b) A protected employee shall have the right and
obligation to perform service for which he is qualified,
as provided in the collective agreement, to the extent
that positions are available to him in his seniority
district subject to the following:
(1) A protected employee shall not have any right
to helper positions the Railway discontinues pur-
suant to the provisions of this Article except as pro-
vided in Section 3,
(2) A non-protected employee shall not have any
right to helper positions the Railway discontinues
pursuant to the provision of this Article.

(c) A protected employee moving from one yard
to another shall retain his protected employee status.



Section 3

(a) One helper position in a reducible crew may
be discontinued for each protected employee enti-
tled to a regular position who is, subsequent to such
crew being determined reducible, removed from the
active working lists of yard foremen, or yard helpers,
other than by lay-off, discharge or temporary prom-
otion to yardmaster or non-scheduled position and
for each non-protected employee who is on a regular
assignment or who has sufficient seniority to hold
such an assignment.
(b) Reductions in reducible crews on the basis of
a non-protected employeee  who is holding or who
is able to hold a regular assignment will not be made
if such reduction would require a protected employee
to move from a regular yard assignment in one start-
ing time period to a regular yard assignment in
another starting time period nor if such reduction
would deprive a protected employee from exercising
his seniority from a regular yard assignment in one
starting .time  period to a regular yard assignment in
the starting time period of the reducible crew or
crews. The starting time periods are those set out
in Article 3.6.
(c) Helper positions shall be discontinued at the
same yard at which the protected employees were
removed from the active working lists or at which a
non-protected employee is holding or is able to hold
a regular position, except that, at yards where yard
service is manned by yardmen,  reductions shall be
effected only on the basis of protected employees
and non-protected employees who are in yard ser-
vice.
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(d) Should the number of reducible  crews in any
yard exceed the number of helper positionsthat may
be discontinued under the terms of this Article the
reducible helper positions to be discontinued shall
be those filled by the junior protected employees
manning such reducible positions. If the application
of this clause involves the bulletining of positions,
the bulletins shall be issued only to the yard con-
cerned.

(e) Where the removal of a protected employee
from the active working lists by a permanent prom-
otion to a Yardmaster or non-scheduled position has
resulted in a helper position in a crew being discon-
tinued at a yard, the return of such protected em-
ployee to the working lists shall result in one discon-
tinued helper position being reestablished at that
yard. When a protected employee who was prom-
oted to Yardmaster or non-scheduled position prior
to the effective date of this Article returns to the
working lists and a protected employee is promoted
as a result thereof, the provisions of clause (a) of
this Section shall not apply.
(f) When an assignment manned by a reduced
crew is abolished, a like reduction may be made in
another reducible crew subject to the provisions of
clause (g) of this Section.
(g) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (a) of
this Section, if a reduction in regular yard assign-
ments at a yard will result in protected employees
becoming reduced from regular assignments at that
yard, a sufficient number of helper positions which
are discontinued under the provisions of clause (a)
of this Section shall be filled so as to avoid such
reductions from regular assignments. The helper
positions concerned shall be filled only until such
time as the protected employees referred to can
hold other positions in regular assignments at that
yard.
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(h) When a regular yard assrgnment  which  has
been posted as a reducible crew but which has not
actually been reduced is bulletined and no applica-
tions are received from a protected employee for a
helper position in that crew such position need not
be filled until claimed by a protected employee at
that yard who is later displaced from another regular
assignment or by a protected employee who has
been absent during the period the assignment was
under bulletin. Such positions shall again be bul-
letined at each change of timetable and the same
conditions will apply.

Reductions in crew consists of reducible crews
made under the terms of this clause shall be in ad-
dition to those provided for in clause (a) of this Sec-
tion.
(i) A temporary vacancy in a yard helper’s position
in a reducible crew in which the consist has not yet
been reduced shall be filled, on a tour of duty basis,
by the first protected employee on the yard service
spare board who is available to work at the pro-rata
rate. If there is no protected employee on the yard
service spare board who is available to work at the
pro-rata rate, the vacancy need not be filled. This
clause shall not apply to such vacancies which occur
in reducible crews located at subsidiary stations.

Non-protected employees on the spare board
shall have no claim for penalty payments if in the
application of this clause, they are run-around by
spare protected employees.
(j)(l) Any protected employee on a yard service
spare board who is unable to hold a position in a
regular assignment as a consequence of the discon-
tinuance of helper positions under the terms of this
Article shall, provided he is available for service, be
guaranteed forty hours per week, except that for any
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week tn which one or more general holidays occur,
the guarantee shall be reduced by eight hours for
each general holiday occurring in the week. In the
event a protected employee on a yard service spare
board entitled to the guarantee under the provisions
of this clause is assigned to such spare board for
only a portion of the week, he will be paid his full
proportion of the guarantee pro rated according to
the number of days he was assigned to such spare
board as related to the number of days in the calen-
dar week.

(2) If a crew or crews are operated with a reduced
consist for only a portion of the guarantee period
shown in (1) above, the applicable guarantee shall
apply on a proportionate basis for the portion of the
guarantee period such crews were operated with a
reduced consist as related to the guarantee period.
(k) At a terminal where there is a series of yards
all yards in such terminal shall in the application of
this Article be considered as one yard.
(I) In the event of the establishment of joint spare
boards or spare boards, from which relief for both
road and yard sewice  is drawn, the reference in
clauses (i) and (j) to a yard service spare board shall
include these types of spare boards and, for the
purpose of the guarantee, miles paid for in road
service shall be converted to hours by dividing freight
service miles by 12% and passenger service miles
by 20.
(m) Reference in this Article to “regular position”,
“regular assignment” and “regular assignments”
shall include positions regularly assigned or regu-
larly set up in road or yard service.

(n) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (a) of
this section, reducible crews will not be operated
with a reduced consist if:
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(1) such operation would result in a protected em-
ployee at the yard having insufficient seniority to
hold a position (including a spare board position) at
that yard:

or
(2) there are protected employees laid off at the
yard who are qualified and available for work as a
yard helper.

Where, in the application of this clause, the
Company is required to fill a helper position in a
reduced crew, the position shall be filled only until
such time as the protected employee placed on the
position by the Company can hold another position
(including a spare board position) at that yard. While
such crew is operating with two yard helpers, tempo-
rary vacancies in the helper positions need not be
filled except to the extent necessary to ensure that
there is one yard helper in the crew. The filling of a
helper position in a reduced crew under this clause
shall not obligate the company to use the yard helper
concerned on the sixth or seventh day of a work
week.

12.3 It is agreed that reduced crew consist provi-
sions will apply on all yard assignments including
extra and additional assignments at Cochrane.

Memorandum of Agreement between Ontario
Northland Railway and United Transportation Union
in Connection with Yard Assignments at Englehart,
Ontario and North Bay, Ontario.

Whereas in letters dated January 28th,  1974
and February 7th, 1974 the Railway served notice
on the Union in accordance with Article 89A of its
desire to meet with respect to reaching agreement
on a reduced consist of one Yard Foreman and one
Yard Helper for all yard assignments in Englehart
and North Bay yards.
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Ana Whereas at a meeting  neld  on February
7th.  1974 the Representatives of the Union,agreed
that adequate safety could be maintained on all yard
assignments in Englehart  and North Bay yards and
further agree to reduced crew consists for all such
assignments.

Now Therefore the Railway agrees that
Yardmen  who are not protected under Section 3 of
Article 89A, namely P.J.  Laporte,  F.A. Prior, R.H.
Belanger,  S.G. Brydle, F.G. Field, P. Carey, L.G.
Vickery, F.A. Urquhart,  G.A. Seguin,  G.L. Cliche,
L.K. Church, D.J.  Mills, and M.H. Bond will not be
laid off as a direct result of reduced crew consists.
This will generally be accomplished by modifying
Section 4 of Rule 89A to the following extent:

(a) The four unprotected Yardmen  presently at En-
glehart  namely F.G. Field, P. Carey, L.G. Vickery
and G.A. Seguin  will be allowed to work at Englehart
on reduced positions on a regular basis, but will be
required to protect necessary work at North Bay and
Cochrane  when a shortage of men exists at those
points. However should they voluntarily exercise
their seniority to positions at other yards they will
lose such rights to reduced positions at Englehart.
(b) Unprotected men at Cochrane  and North Bay
will not be allowed to displace the above named
Englehart  employees or work on reduced positions
at Englehart  unless they do not stand for work at
any other terminal.

(c) Except as required to prevent lay-off of the thir-
teen (13)  employees named above, there will be no
relief for a vacancy in a three (3)  man crew unless
relief is considered necessary by the Company.
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Signed at North Bay, Ontario thus  11 th day of Feb-
ruary 1974.

For United Transportation
Union

C.G. Johnston
General Chairman

For Ontario Northland
Railway

F.S. Clifford
General Manager

ARTICLE 13

Roustabout Switching Assignments

13.1 Roustabout assignments may be established
to do yard switching and road work on a turnaround
basis.
13.2 Trainmen on roustabout assignments who
are required to perform five or more hours switching
at the home terminal in a tour of duty will be paid at
yard rates. Road service performed will be allowed
on the basis of hours or miles, whichever is greater.
Switching and road service may be combined to
make up the basic day. Road service will be paid in
accordance with Article 2.4(a).

13.3 Road Switcher Service

Employees operating on a turnaround basis in Road
Switcher type service within a radius of 30 miles
from the point required to report for duty will be
compensated as indicated in Article 99.2(c).
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13.4 Trainmen performIng  road switcher (Including
road switcher runs operating in turn-around service
beyond a 30 mile radius), work train, snow piow,  or
snow spreader service and on regular wayfreight
assignments, will have an opportunity of having a
meal at a reasonable hour by previously advising
the dispatcher sufficient time in advance. While so
occupied, for 20 minutes or less, no deduction will
be made; if over 20 minutes, all time will be deducted
in computing overtime.

Note: This Article 13.4 shall not apply to Trainmen
in any other class of service who qualify for and are
paid wayfreight rates for a tour of duty pursuant to
Article 2.10.

ARTICLE 14
Deadheading

Joint
14.1 (a) Tralnmen  or yardmen  deadheading or
travelling passenger will be paid same mileage and
rate (and overtime earned in any) of the correspond-
ing men in charge of the trains on which they travel.
Passenger rates will apply when deadheading on
passengertrains, buses, or other highway vehicles.

(b) Deadheading is miles involved between termi-
nals (as outlined in Article 6) at rate of corresponding
men in charge of trains on which they travel. This
will be wayfreight. through freight or passenger. In-
itial and final terminal time is not allowed except that
initial terminal time will be used In calculating over-
time.

14.2 When, under the terms of this Article  14,  an
employee is entitled to compensation for deadhead-
ing, the company will provide or arrange for, the
necessary transportation. When company or public
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transportation is not available and an employee is
authorized  by the company to use his private au-
tomobile, he will be reimbursed for the miles travelled
via the most direct highway route as follows:
Effective May 1, 1987,

28~ per km for the first 4,000 km
22.&i! per km - 4,001  to 10,700  km
18.5~ per km - 10.701  to 24,000  km
16~ per km over 24,000 km

14.3 Employees when deadheading to exercise
seniority rights or returning after having done so, or
as a result of the application of mileage regulations
for trainmen or maximum hours regulations for
yardmen  will not be entitled to compensation there-
for.
Note: Deadheading will not be paid to trainmen
deadheading to relieve another employee for
mileage or returning from such relief.

14.4 Deadheading in connection with relief work
which men have bid in or claimed on seniority basis
shall not be paid for, but when not so bid in or
claimed, any such deadheading will be paid for.
14.5 Trainmen deadheading from one terminal to
another will receive not less than the minimum day
in class of service in which regularly employed, but
when deadheading to an intermediate point and they
then go from such point to a terminal in service or
go into work train or other service for the balance
of the day, they will be paid continuous time or
mileage for class of service performed, but not less
than the daily minimum for that service. For
deadheading other than between terminals and
when no other service is performed the same day,
the compensation for such deadheading shall not
be less than the minimum day in class of service in
which regularly employed.
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14.6 A passenger trainman required to deadhead
to an intermediate point, returning thence to initial
point in service, shall be paid on the basis of continu-
ous time if the distance to the turning point is less
than 150  miles. If 150  miles or more to turning pOint,
pay shall be as two separate days the going trip
being completed on arrival at turning point, and time
at turning point considered as initial detention on
return trip.
14.7 A Trainman moving from his home terminal
to any outlying point on his own time to relieve on
account of mileage limitations, and after performing
the relief is used further at that point to relieve on
account of sickness, leave of absence or similar
reasons, will be allowed deadhead mileage in one
direction.
14.8 When trainmen at outlying points request
temporary relief, other than on account of mileage
or sickness, and such relief is for four working days
or over, men sent by the Railway wirnot be entitled
to claim deadhead mileage, but if for less than four
working days men requesting relief will be required
to pay necessary deadheading involved. Where the
application of this Article 14.8 causes a vacancy
under Article 42 no deadheading will be paid.
14.9 Where in the application of the five day work
week, the company is compelled to order yardmen
to go to a subsidiary or outlying point because (1)
no spare board has been established there, and (2)
sufficient regular relief assignments cannot be set
up to take care of all days off, resulting in excessive
deadheading mileage being involved, representa-
tives of the employees and representatives of man-
agement will co-operate in working out suitable ar-
rangements in individual cases with the view to pro-
viding relief at mrnimum  expense to the company.
A yardman  exerctsing  seniority to a job or assign-
ment will not be patd deadheading.
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14.10 Any posttlon.  temporary or permanent,
which has been advertised and men have not bid
in or claimed and the junior trainman (yardman) IS
forced on to the vacancy, deadheading shall not be
paid for as this is termed exercised seniority.

14.11 Men required to deadhead will be sent on
the closest possible means of transportation to the
ordering time of the service required.

14.12 Nothing in this Article 14 will be construed
to imply an obligation on any employee to use his
own automobile for deadheading.
14.13 If a man is sent temporarily to fill a vacancy
and is paid deadheading in both directions to protect
the job for a successful applicant. he will remain with
the job until the successful applicant arrives. The
successful applicant will be placed on the job as
promptly as reasonably possible.

If an assigned man bids out he will be expected
to remain with his assignment until the vacancy so
created can be bulletined and filled in the recognized
manner.

ARTICLE 15
Held for Investigation

Joint

15.1 Employees who, during their off time, are re-
quired to attend company investigations or who are
held of-f work by the company for such Investigations,
and no responsibility is attached to them in connec-
tion with the matter under investigation (i.e. not sub-
ject to discipline), and employees who are held off
work on company business on order of the proper
officer will be paid as follows:
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(a) Employees In assigned service will be paid ac-
tual time  lost: when no ttme  IS lost, pay wilt be allowed
hour for hour for the first etght hours in each twenty-
four hours so held (computed from the time required
to report or to deadhead) at a rate per hour of %I of
the daily rate applicable to the service in which usu-
ally assigned.
(b) Employees in unassigned service or on the
spareboard WIII be allowed pay hour for hour for the
first eight hours In each twenty-four hours so held
(computed from the time required to repon  or to
deadhead) at a rate per hour of ‘/a of the daily rate
applicable to the service in which usually assigned
and if they lose their turn, they will be allowed for a
full day of eight hours. Men who lose their turn will
take their standing on the board as from the time
they are released.
(c) Employees who are on night duty shall not be
required to attend investigation Into a matter duly
reported until they have had at least 8 hours rest,
except In extreme cases.
15.2 Actual reasonable expenses will be allowed
when away from home terminal.
15.3 In the applrcation  of this rule, an allowance
WIII be made for deadheading under Article 14.

ARTICLE 16
Called and Cancelled

Joint

16.1(a) Trainmen called for service and afterwards
cancelled, will be paid a minimum of 50 miles at the
pro rata rate of pay applrcable  to the class of service
called for. Trainmen held in excess of 4 hours after
reportrng  for duty before being cancelled will be paid
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for all time so held on the minute basis (each 4.8
minutes to count as 1 mile) at the pro rata rate of
pay applicable to the class of service called for.
(b) Trainmen who, after time required to report for
duty perform any work required of them preparatory
to departure of train and afterwards cancelled will
be paid not less than a minimum day at the rate of
pay applicable to the class of service called for.
(c) Trainmen in unassigned service who are al-
lowed less than 100  miles under this Article will hold
their turn out, but if allowed 100 miles or over will
be dropped to the bottom of the list.

(d)  This Article shall not apply to trainmen who
after reporting for duty are held on duty and used
in service other than that for which originally called.
16.2 Trainmen called for service between the
hours of 2200 and 0800  and not permitted to come
on duty at the time called for on account of being
set back will be considered as called and cancelled.
16.3 When regular yardmen  are required to come
on duty and are not used they will be paid erght
hours at scheduled rates. Spare yardmen  called and
not used will be paid for three hours at scheduled
rates and hold their turn first out. If held for a longer
period before being cancelled they will  be paid for
all time so held on the minute basis at schedule rates.

ARTICLE 17

Runaround

Joint

17.1 When unassigned crews are available and
are run around at terminals they will except as other-
wise provided in Article 213(b),  be paid fifty miles
for each runaround and hold their turn out.
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17.2 A crew may be asslgned  by bulletln  partly lo
terminal swltchlng  and partly to road service.  When
such crews are used in road service, unassigned
crews at the termlnal  WIN not be consldered  as having
been runaround.
17.3 In case of accident,  when main line is blocked.
the first crew available may be called to take out
auxtliary  outfit. This will not constitute a runaround
under thrs rule.
17.4 A spare yardman  standing first out and avail-
able for service not called in his turn will be paid
four (4) hours and hold his turn out.

ARTICLE 18
Held away from Home Terminal

Unassigned Service
18.1  Trainmen in unassigned service held at
other than their home terminal longer than 8
hours without being called for duty will be paid on
the minute basis at 118  of the daily fate per hour
of the class of service last performed for all time
held in excess of 8 hours except that in cases of
wrecks, snow blockades or washouts on their
assigned territory trainmen held longer than 8
hours will be paid for the first eight hours or por-
tion thereof in each subsequent 24 hours
thereafter. Time will be computed from the time
pay ceases on the incoming trip until the time pay
commences on the next outgoing trip.

18.2 When men book rest of their own accord, time
In excess of etght hours so booked will&i) be in-_ _ _  - - _-._ _ ..-_
eluded rn computing time  held away from home ter-
mrnal.

18.3 Payments accruing under this article shall be
paid separate and apart from pay for the subsequent
service or deadheading.
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18.4 For the purpose of applying thts article. the
railway will designate a home terminal for each crew
In pool freight and unassigned servlce.

ARTICLE 19

Held away from Home Terminal

Assigned Setrvice

19.1 Trainmen in assigned service who are held
at away-from-home terminal of their assignment, are
off duty and available for service, will be paid for all
trme so held beyond a period of five hours after the
advertised departure time from that point fo the train
they are assigned to operate. Payment shall be
made on the basis of ‘/a of the daily rate per hour
at the rate applicable to the service last performed.
Time to be submitted on a separate time return. This
provision shall not apply to assigned work train ser-
vice, nor shall it apply in cases of wrecks, snow
blockade or washouts (between the location at which
held and the home terminal) on the territory to which
such trainmen are assigned.
19.2 In order to avoid excessive held away from
home terminal time. the company may deadhead
the trainmen who are in assigned service to the
home terminal of their assignment and use other
trainmen to operate the assigned train.

ARTICLE 20

Vans - Road Service

20.1 Vans shall be utilized  to meet the require-
ments of the service subject to the conditions set
forth in this Rule. Vans may be assigned to crews,
may be pooled. or may be used in through operation
arrangements.
20.2 The Company shall furnish sleeping quarters
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at locations regularly used as away-from-home ter-
mrnals.  as specified hereunder. for men In:

pool van operations,
through van operations,
passenger service,
crews which have a van on an assigned basis
but have been instructed by the Company that
they are not to use the van as sleeping quar-
ters as a specified away-from-home terminal.

(i) Where men are accommodated in quarters pro-
vided by the Company such quarters shall be com-
fortable and sanltafy.  Such accommodation shall be
for the use of Trainmen and Enginemen.

(II) Where men are accommodated in other quar-
ters (such as hotels. or motels) and eating facilities
are not available at time released or called, the COm-
pany  shall arrangeforprovision  of cooking facilities
and utensils.

Locker space shall be furnished at the home
terminal and at the away-from-home terminal for
men in pooled van operations and/or through van
operations.
20.3 A van in road service shall be cleaned and
properly suppfred,  including fresh water, at desig-
nated servicing  points  by personnel other than train-
men. However, trainmen shall be responsible for
canng for markers and lanterns when used and must
ascertain that proper flagging equipment IS available
In the van. Trainmen shall also be responsible for
keeping the van in a clean and orderly condition
enroute  between servicing pornts.  On arrival at ser-
vrclng  porn&, conductor shall leave requisition (on
forms provided by the company) for normal supplies
needed on the van and report any known defects in
the van in accordance with local instructrons.  Where



a van IS assrgned  on a regular basrs to a crew out
of a point other than a servrcrng pornt. Trarnmen
shall be responsrble  for keeping the rntenor  of the
van in a clean and orderly condttron  and. where
necessary. for placing the required supplies on the
van. When a van so assigned is changed off. the
replacement van shall be In a clean and orderly
condition.

20.4 When a van assigned on a regular or tempo-
rary basis to a crew IS to be used as sleeping quarters
it shall be equipped with spring mattresses.

20.5 Where a van IS assigned on a regular basis
to a crew, such van shall not be taken away wrthout
the crew berng  notified so as to give them an oppor-
tunity to remove their effects. Except in an
emergency situation, a van while so assrgned  shall
not be used for other crews without the consent of
the conductor of the crew to which  assgned.  Trarn-
men WIII  not be requrred  to transhtp  van equipment
on their own time,  this does not refer to personal
effects

At terminals where carmen  are employed. vans
WIII  be supplted  with dope, hard grease. brasses.
hose. wreckrng  charns and tail hose. Conductors to
reqursrtron  supplies required  on the prescribed form.

20.6 Not more than one crew shall be deadheaded
In a pooled or through operation van occupied by a
workng crew.

20.7 A van in a pooled or through operatron  ar-
rangement shall be supplred  wtth the equipment
shown In Appendix A.

20.8 The provisons  of Artrcle 59 shall not apply to
complaints or grievances concerning the interpreta-
tion or application of agreement provisions respect-
tng vans or bunk house accommodation. nor to com-



plaints or grievances concerning the condition Of
such facilities. Such complaints or grievances may
be referred to a committee composed of two officers
of the company, and two Brotherhood representa-
tives. The committee shall examine the complaints
or grievances referred to it and, where necessary,
ensure suitable corrective action is taken.

APPENDIX A
-1 Wa!er Container (insulated, with spigot, or
superior type container)

1 Tea Kettle
1 Coffee Percolator

1 Tea Pot
1 Large Saucepan
1 Small Saucepan
1 Large Frying Pan (cast iron)

1 Egg Lifter
1 Broom

1 Paring Knife
1 Can Opener

1 Dish Pan and Dish Mop
Paper Towels
Laundry Soap
Toilet Soap

1 Water Pitcher or Dipper
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ARTICLE 21
Commisslon’s  Business or Court Duty

Joint
21.1 Employees held off on Commission’s busl-
ness, or on Commission’s order will be pald
schedule rates for mileage or time lost and reason-
able expenses if away from home.

21.2 Employees called as witnesses in court by
the Commission or before a Coroner’s inquest, will
be compensated as follows:

Assigned and Unassigned Trainmen - will re-
ceive not less than their regular pay for the time lost.

Yardmen  - will receive 8 hours minimum pay
for each 24 hours or poRion  thereof detained from
duty.

Spareboard Men - will be compensated actual
ttme  lost when such can be clearly determined.

Actual reasonable expenses incurred while
away from home will be ailowed.  Court witness fees
and mileage will be assigned to the Commisston  In
cases in which pay is allowed.
21.3 Should court witness fees be greater than the
allowances under this schedule the employee will
receive the full amount allowed by the court.

ARTICLE 22

Jury Duty

Joint

22.1 An employee summoned for jury  duty and
who is required to lose time from his assignment as
a result thereof shall be paid for actual time lost less
the amount allowed him for jury  duty for each such
day, excluding allowances paid by the court for
meals, lodging or transportation subject to the follow-
ing requirements and limitations.
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(aI An empinyee must furnish the company with a
statement from the court of jury allowancff pard and
the days of which jury duty was performed

(b) The number of working days for whtch jury duty
pay shall be paid is limited to a maximum of 60 days
in any calendar year.

(c) No ]ury duty pay will be allowed for any day for
which the employee is entitled to vacation or general
holiday pay. An employee who has been allotted his
vacation  dates will not be required to change his
vacation because he is called for jury duty.

ARTICLE 23
Time Returns

23.1 In preparing trip tickets covering service pay-
lng freight rates, conductors will show time required
to report for duty. time engine passes desfgnated
outer switch, time  engine reaches designated outer
switch and time off duty. If switching IS ordered, time
occupied in switching to be shown.

23.2 Time not allowed (Joint)

When there IS a question regarding the time  or
mileage to be paid for, any portion not in dispute will
be allowed, and the employee advised within thirty
calendar days from the date of receipt of ticket re-
garding the portion which is not allowed together
with the reason why not allowed, otherwlse  such
claim will be paid. In cases where all time or mileage
claimed on any return is disallowed such time  return
will be returned to the employee within thirty calendar
days by the proper officer of the railway, otherwise
such claim will be paid. When a time return is re-
turned each employee whose name appears there-
on will also be advised.
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Note: The time limtt of thirty calendar days does
not apply to clatms  for guarantee payments.
23.3  Broken Time

(a) Employees prevented from completing a day’s
work due to illness. will be paid for actual time on
duty up to the time relieved from duty.

(b) Employees prevented from completing a day’s
work due to injury sustained on duty will be paid for
actual time on duty up to the time relieved from duty
but not less than a basic day’s pay.
(c) Employees called to relieve other employees
for completion of a day’s work due to illness or injury
on duty will be paid not less than a basic day’s pay.

23.4  Short Pay

(a) An employee will- be considered short paid
when not in receipt of wages to which entitled on
the designated pay day for the pay period in which
the claim for such wages was submitted.
(b) An emptoyee  who has been short paid may
request of the designated officer the issuance of a
voucher to cover such shortage provided that:

(i) the amount short paid is equivalent to or
more than a basic day; and

(ii) the time return involved was submitted
promptly in accordance with the provisions
of this Article.

Such voucher will be issued within three working
days (i.e., excluding weekends and General Holi-
days) of the employee’s request.
(c) Vouchers will not be issued in respect to:

(i) maintenance of earnings claims.
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(ii) claims arising out of an alleged violation of
the Collective Agreement involving disputed
wages.

23.5 Wage tickets must be submitted promptly
at completion of each tour of duty.

ARTICLE 24

Probationary Period

24.1 An employee will be considered on probation
until he has completed six months’ oOntinUOuS  em-
ployment relationship. If found unsuitable prior  to
the expiration of such probationary period, an em-
ployee will not be retained in service under this ag-
reement. This action will not be construed as discip-
line or dismissal under the terms of this agreement.
24.2 Employees retained beyond the probationary
period will be accorded seniority from date of last
entry into the service.

ARTICLE 25

Calling Men

Joint

25.1 Employees will be called as far as prac-
ticable two hours in advance of the time required
to report for duty, except in cases of emergency.
Employees will be called by telephone. When
employees are accommodated in the facilities
provided by the company, and telephone service
is not available, other means may be used for call-
ing. In the application of this rule, if employees in
assigned service desire to be called on a regular
basis, they will so request in writing.



In the application of this rule should there be
no answer to a call by telephone, and the tramman
being called lives within two miles of the station or
yard office, as the case may be, a caller will be sent.
25.2 Unless otherwise advised, trainmen will re-
port for duty fifteen minutes in advance of the time
for which ordered.
25.3 Men regularly assigned to crew. run or yard
shift, not available or located when called. will remain
out of service until return of crew, or completion of
yard shift.
25.4 Except in cases of shortage of men, men as-
signed to regular crews or runs, in assigned or un-
assigned service, will not be subject to call for other
service outside of exercising seniority as conductor.
unless advised on arrival they may be required.
25.5 Where a brakeman in a terminal declines a
call for service as a conductor his standing as a
brakeman will not be affected.
25.6  Where a brakeman’s spare list or board IS
maintained, spare brakeman required will be drawn

3 from the board on the basis of first-in first-out, Where
a spare brakeman is not available when called, he
will be taken off the list and not booked on again
until the man who went out in his place returns and
books on. He then goes behind him on the list, but
if used in emergency, he will take his place on the
list on completion of such a tour of duty. Declining
to accept or missing calls will be investigated and
in the absence of a satisfactory explanation, such
employees are liable for discipline in addition to the
above penalties.
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25.7 Except as otherwise provided in Articles 39
and 42,  when extra or spare conductors are required,
conductors in the terminal at the time and holding
positions as brakemen, will be entitled to such extra
work, provrded that they have not booked off duty,
or on sick leave within the previous 24 hours calcu-
lated from time of call, and they will be called in the
order of their seniority as conductor; having due re-
gard to the provisions of Article 31.  When such men
cannot be located when required, or decline the call,
they will not be used out of that terminal as conductor
(except in emergency cases, where no other men
are available) until the man or men who accepted
the call and are used. return to the terminal.
25.8 Except In cases of shortage of men, a
yardman  assigned to a regular shift as yard helper
will not be used as a yard foreman, provided he has
booked off duty or on sick leave within the previous
eight  hours calculated from the trme required to be
called.
25.9 Men used for relief or as extra conductor on
passenger trams  must, on return to North Bay, im-
mediately upon arrival at CNR station. communicate
with the Yard Office to be booked on.
25.10 Protecting Service at Outlying Points

At outlying points when an extra brakeman is
required and it is not possible to send a spare man,
trarnmen  will be called in the following order:

(a) Brakemen stationed at the outlying point will
be called In seniority order for such work.

(b) Brakemen working into such outlying point will
be called in seniority order.

(c) When no roadmen  are available, yardmen  and
then assigned yard foremen will be called in seniority
order and will be paid road rates applicable to the
servrce performed.
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(d) Assigned conductors will only be used where
no brakemen are available. When called it will be in
seniority order and such conductors used in the ca-
pacity of a brakeman, will be paid conductor’s rate
for the service performed.
(e) It is understood that in any of the above cases
the junior available man must respond.
(f) The employee so available will be called when
such call will not interfere with him filling his regular
assignment.

Understanding RI: Article 25.7
In the Application of Artlcle 25.7:  -

It is understood where sufficient men are available,
one or more brakemen who are classed conductors
may, according to seniority, book “OK as conduc-
tor”, provided it will not interfere with the manning
of crews.

ARTICLE 26

k& blank

ARTICLE 27
Cancellation ot Regular Assignments

27.1 Trainmen in assigned road setvice  whose as-
signments are to be cancelled will be given as much
advance notice as possible. Except in unforeseen
circumstances and emergencies, if less than two
hours’ notice of cancellation in advance of the adver-
tised departure time is given, trainmen will be paid
a basic day at the minimum rate applicable to the
class of service to which assigned for each tour of
duty lost. The provisions of the Article apply only at
the home terminal of an assignment and do not apply
to trainmen in those classes of service in which a
daily guarantee applies.



ARJICLE  28
Not Conddered Absent

28.1 Trainmen assigned to regular runs will not be
considered absent from duty after arrival at final ter-
minal at end of day’s run, but if called for service,
will be given their turn out with unassigned crews;
28.2 Trainmen employed on regular runs will be
allowed to go home for Sunday provided regular
service permits.

ARTICLE 29

Running Off Own Subdivisions

29.1 Crews will not be required to run off their own
subdivisions except in cases of shortage of men. In
no case will men be required to run more than one
round trip off their own subdivision. Shortage of men
will not be considered to exist where there are men
available that could be moved to the point required.

29.2 In accordance with past practice, Temagami
subdivision unassigned crews have the right to man
unassigned servtce  on the Elk Lake subdivision ex-
cept that when unassigned service is operated En-
glehart to Englehart  via Elk Lake subdivison  points,
same will be manned by unassigned crews with
home terminal at Englehart  and such action will not
constitute a runaround with respect to the standing
of Temagami  Subdivision unassigned crews at En-
glehart

29.3 The operation of Article 29.2 is not intended
to prevent a through movement North Bay to En-
glehart  via Elk Lake subdivision points or vice-versa
or the operatIn* of a Temagami  subdivcsron  work
train on the Ike subdivision.
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ARTICLE 30

Rest

30.1 Trainmen who have been on duty 11 hours
or more (10 hours or more, when operating with a
reduced freight crew consist) will have the right to
book rest enroute,  if they so desire, in accordance
with the following provisions. Trainmen are to be the
judges of their own condition. “Enroute” may also
include the initial or final terminal.

30.2  Notice

(a) Not less than 3 hours notification of the desire
to book rest will be given to the Train Dispatcher.
Such notification shall include the number of hours
rest required.

(b) When proper notification of the desire to book
rest has been given, and the Train Dispatcher orders
the discontinuance of all work enroute,  the train may,
at the Trainmen’s option, be taken through to the
objective terminal or location where relief can be
provided.

(c) When proper notification of the desire to book
rest is given, the company will communicate the
necessary information, including the discontinuance
of work enroute  when applicable, to any other au-
thority having responsibility over the train’s run, such
as the proper supervisory officer at the objective
terminal, other Train Dispatchers, etc.

30.3 Rest Period

(a) Trainmen may book a minimum of 4 and a
maximum of 8 hours rest on the road. Rest booked
must be in whole hours.
(b) When one member of the train crew books rest
enroute.  all other members of the train crew will be
considered as on rest and aUtOfIIatiCally tied UP. In



such circumstances, Trainmen Will not be consi-
dered as tied up between terminals.
(c) When the Locomotive Engineer books rest en-
route, Trainmen will, if they require rest, book rest
at the same time. If rest is not required at that time,
Trainmen will complete the tour of duty.
(d) When rest is booked,  the maximum number Of
hours rest booked  by any one member of the train
or engine crew shall be the number of hours rest for
all other members of the train and engine crew.
(e) Except as provided by Article 30.5(b)  of this
Article, when rest is booked, the rest period  shall
commence at the time all memhe%  of the train and
engine crew go off duty.

(f) All time off duty for rest shall be deducted in
computing time for the continuous trip.
30.4 Arrangements

(a) When rest is booked enroute,  Trainmen will, at
the company’s optlon:
(i) be relieved of duty and provided with accommo-
dations either in a company facility or an available
hotel or motel: or

(ii) be replaced and deadheaded immediately
either to the point for which ordered or to the home
terminal where they will be relieved of duty.

Note (1): When deadheaded in the application of
Clause (ii) above, Trainmen will be compensated on
a continuous time basis for service and deadheading
(miles or hours whichever is the greater) as per class
of service.

Note (2):  In the application of Clause (ii) above,
Trainmen who are returned to the home terminal
after being replaced on a trip to the away-from-home
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terminal will  be paid, in addii to the earnings
specified in Note (1) above, the additional  actual
road miles they would have otherwise eamed for
the round trip had they not been replaced.

(b) Except in circumstances beyond the com-
pany’s control. such as accident, impassable track,
equipment malfunction, plant failure, etc., Trainmen
will be relieved of duty by the time rest booked is
due to commence.

(c) Trainmen taking rest enroute  under the provi-
sions of this Article will first  arrange to clear trains
which would otherwise be unable to proceed. This
shall not be used as a means of relief from the
requirement to have Trainmen relieved of duty in
accordance with the provisions of Clause (b)  above.
(d)  Trainmen arriving at the objective terminal at
the time rest booked is due to commence will, upon
request, be relieved when there are yard assign-
ments on duty.
30.5  Accommodatiar  Enroute
(a) When accommodations are to be provided en-
route, the Train Dispatcher may instruct Trainmen
to take rest prior to the expiration of the 10th hour
ondutyorthellthhouronduty,asthecasemay
be, so that accommodations can be readily provided.
In such circumstances, Trainmen will not be consi-
dered as tied up between terminals.

(b) Where accommodations are unavailable at the
location where the crew ties-up or is relieved, the
Trainmen will be transported to a location where
accommodations are available. In such cases, me
rest period will commence at the time accommoda-
tions are reached. If, in me application of this Clause
(b),  this results in Trainmen being on duty beyond
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the the rest  booked is due to commence, they will
be paid for such extra time on a minute basis (each
4.8 minutes to count as one mile), with a minimum
of 12 % miles for each hour or portton  thereof, at
the rate applicable to the service performed on the
tour of duty, until such time as accommodations are
reached. In the application of this Clause (b), time
occupied in travelling between locations shall not be
considered deadheading, nor shall mites travelled
be paid for.
30.6 (a) When accommodations are to be pro
vided enroute,  such quarters shall be clean and
sanitary. When available at the location, single room
occupancy shall be provided. In determining the
facilities where Trainmen are to be accommodated,
preference will be given to accommodations where
eating facilities are available; when not available,
the company will provide, arrange, or reimburse the
Trainmen for transportation to an eating facility at
the location. Claims for authorized  transportation ex-
penses must be submitted on Form 1320 accom-
panied by receipts.
(b) When accommodations are provided enroute,
Trainmen will be provided an allowance of $8.50
where meals are not provided by me company or at
company expense.
30.7  Resuming Duty

(a) When accommodations are provided enroute
and the train does not proceed, Trainmen will re-
sume duty when the rest period has expired and will
handle the train to the objective temQnal.
(b)  When accommodations are provided enroute
and the train proceeds without them, Trainmen will
resume duty when the rest period has expired and
will be deadheaded as swn as possible to the point
for which ordered, or to the home terminal, at the
option of the company.
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Note (1): When deadheaded in the application of
Clause (b)  above, Trainmen will be compensated
on a continuous time basis for service and
deadheading (miles or hours whichever is greater)
as per class of service.
Note (2): In the application of Clause (b)  above,
Trainmen who are returned to the home terminal
when their train has proceeded to the away-from-
home terminal without them, will be paid, in addition
to the earnings specified in Note (1)  above, the ad-
ditional actual road miles they would otherwise have
earned for the round trip had the train not proceeded
without them.

ARTICLE 31
Rest Booked at Terminals

31.1(a)(i) Trainmen will have the right, upon going
off duty, to take a minimum of 3 and a maximum of
24 hours’ rest at the home terminal. Spare trainmen
who book more than 14 hours’ rest at their home
terminals will have their names placed at the bottom
of their list after the period of rest has expired.
(ii) The turns of regular assigned and unassigned
freight crews in which men have booked rest will not
be sent out with spare trainmen In them if the rest
booked does not exceed 8 hours.
(b) Trainmen will have the right, upon going off
duty, to take a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 8
hours’ rest at the away-from-home terminal. Train-
men in assigned service will follow their assignment
out of the away-from-home terminal. Trainmen in
assigned service will follow their assignment out of
the away-from-home terminals provided they have
booked not more than six hours’ rest.
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(c) Rest must be booked in even hours and once
booked cannot be changed or cancelled. Rest taken
wtll be exclusive of call time.
31.2(a)  Yardmen  who have been on duty eleven
hours or more will have the right to book rest subject
to.2 hours notice of their intention to do so, the men
to be the judge of their own condition.
(b) Yardmen  who have worked two shifts in a 24-
hour period, shall have the right to boo! up to 14
hours rest at the end of the second  shift.
(c) All Yardmen  at the completion of their shifts will
have the right to book rest up to 12 hours clear, with
two hours call, the understanding being that if re-
quired to continue working on an overtime basis,
they may be required to continue working up to ele-
ven hours.
31.3 Men who are entitled to rest shall not be dis-
turbed by call for the purpose of investigation, until
the expiration of time specified for rest, except in
case of absolute necessity.

ARTICLE 32

Expenses Away From Home
Joint

32.1 Except as provided in Article 32.3 an em-
ployee who is required by the company to move
from a main (home) terminal to another main (home)
terminal where a shortage of employees exists, will
be allowed $14.00  per day for meals where such
are not provided by the company or at company
expense.
32.2 The allowance will be paid for each calendar
day such employee works or is available for work
at or out of the point where the shortage exists pro-
vided such point is not his normal place of residence.
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32.3 This Article does not apply to an employee
moving on his seniority district  in the exercise of
seniority rights, or upon recall from layoff, or while
filling vacancies at subsidiary or outpost stations to
the maln  (home) terminal except when he is entitfed
to the allowance at suoh main (home) terminal.
32.4 Employees who, through the application of
seniority rules, are forced account no applicatiis
received to fill  a posHion on a regular or temporary
assignment which is home temWalled  at a loo&ion
which is subsidiary or outpost to their home station
will be permitted, if accommodation is required, to
stay in company resthouse facflities  at the location
if available, and, if there are nona,  they will be
supplii  accommodation, provided that such as-
signments are not located at me employees’ place
of residence and the distance from me city or town
hall at the home station to the location of the as-
signment is 40 miles or more by the most direct high-
way route. Such employees will receive an allow-
ance of $14.OO/day  for meals for each day the ern-
ployee is held at that location to protect the assign-
ment.

ARTICLE 33
Laid Off Employees

Joint
33.1 An employee who is laid off shall be given
preference of re-employment  in the service from
which he was laid off when staff is increased and
shall be returned to the service in order of seniority.

33.2 A laid off employee who desires to return to
the service when work is available for him, I?WSt
keep the proper officer advised of his address in
order that he may be readily located.

t
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33.3 A laid off employee who is employed Jse-
where at the time he is notified to report for duty
may, without loss of seniority, be allowed ninety (90)
days in which to report, providing:
(a) That it is definitely known that the duration of
the work will not exceed ninety (90) days.
(b) That other laid off employees are available in
his seniority group.
(c) That written application is made to his superior
officer imm&iately on receipt  of notification to re-
sume duty.
33.4 A laid off employee who fails to report for
duty, or to give satisfactory reasons for not doing
so, within fifteen (15)  days from date of notification,
shall forfeit his seniority rights and his name shall
be struck off the seniority list.

ARTICLE 34
Investigation and Dlsclpline

Joint

34.1 No employee will be disciplined or dismissed
until the charges against him have been investi-
gated; the investigation to be presided over by the
man’s superior officer. He may, however, be held
off for investigation not exceeding three days. He
will be given 48 hours’ notice of the investigation
and will be properly notified of the charges against
him. He may select a fellow employee to appear
with him at the investigation, and he and such fellow
employee will have the right to hear all of the evi-
dence submitted, and will be given an opportunity
through the presiding officer to ask questions of wit-
nesses whose evidence may have bearing on his
responsibility, questions and answers will be re-
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corded. He will be furnished with a CODV  of his state-
ment taken at the investigation. The’employee  will
be advised in writing of the decision within 28 days
from the date investigation is completed except as
otherwise mutually agreed. If not satisfied with the
decision he will have the right to appeal in accor-
dance with the grievance procedure.

34.2 On request, the General Chairman will be
shown all evidence in the case. In case discipline
or dismissal is found to ba unjust, he will ba exoner-
ated, reinstated if dismissed, and paid a minimum
day for each twenty-four (24) hours for time held out
of service at schedule rates for the class of service
in which he was last employed. When employees
are to be disciplined, the discipline will be put into
effect within thirty (30) days from the date investiga-
tion is held.
34.3 It is understood that the investigation will be
held as quickly as possible, and the layover time will
be used as far as practicable. Employees will not
be held out of service pending rendering of decision
except in cases of dismissable offences.

34.4 (a) Employees will not be taken away from
their home terminal for investigation except when
the situation renders such action unavoidable.

(b) An employee who is instructed to report for
investigation at a location other than his home tenni-
nal whether or not responsibility in the matter under
investigation is subsequentty  attached, i.e., subject
to discipline, shall nevertheless be paid for actual
time spent travelling hour for hour, up to a maximum
cumulative total of 8 hours in each 24 hours, at a
rate per hour  of %th of the daily rate for passenger
service.
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34.5 When a discipline assessment will be only a
reprimand, warning or cautron, or the like. a “hear-
ing” or “investigation” is not necessary. In such
cases, when the matter is discussed directly with
the employee by the supervisor, a third party, such
as a fellow employee, other supervisor or union rep-
resentative, shall not be in attendance. This provi-
slon  will not operate to extend the one year period
for the clearrng  of previous demerit marks. Interac-
tion management discussion forms will not be placed
on employee files.

ARTICLE 35
Transfers

35.1 When trainmen are to be transferred from one
subdivision to another the junior men will be called
unless senior men wish to go.

ARTICLE 36

Leave of Absence

Joint

36.1 Employees desiring leave of absence must
make application therefor  to the appropriate super-
visory officer.
36.2(a) The minimum penod  for which a spare em-
ployee can book off for sickness or leave of absence
is twenty-four hours.

(b) Except where deadheading relief is involved,
trainmen, on resuming duty after having booked off
on sick leave. will not be required to produce a doc-
tor’s certificate except when local officers consider
an employee a continual offender, or where sharp
practice IS apparent in which case the employee will
be required to submit a ddctor’s certificate within 72
hours after his return to ‘duty.
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An employee failing to submit a doctor’s certifi-
cate within that time will  be removed from the service
until he produces it.

36.3 Employees now filling, or promoted to a com-
pany official or other position not covered by any
collective agreement, and employees elected as full
time representatives Of the employees. will retain
their seniority and their names will continue to ap-
pear on the seniority list. When released from such
position they may exercise their seniority to return
to a position covered by this agreement provided
seniority rights are asserted within 30 calendar days.

ARTICLE 37

Certificate of Service

Joint

37.1 When an employee is discharged or resigns,
he will, within five days, be paid and as soon as
possible be given a certificate stating term of service
and in what capacity he was employed.

ARTICLE 38

Senior&y

Joint

36.1 Separate seniority lists shall be established
for passenger, freight and yard service. A composite
list will aIS0 be prepared. Such lists shall show date
of entry to service of the railway in any classification
referred to herein, and date of standing in the particu-
lar classification to which assigned.
36.2 Superintendent will prepare composite
seniority lists for each class of service and will have
them posted on the first day of January and the first
day of July in each year. Said lists will be posted in
conspicuous places at all terminal registering points
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or yard offices. and employees whose standing is
incorrectly shown must protest rn writing within
ninety days thereafter or no action thereafter will be
taken. The standing of any man who is absent on
leave, or through illness, will not be affected by this
Article.
33.3 Interchangeabk Seniority Right8

(a) All trainmen hired subsequent to December 31,
1963  will rank junior to all freight men in passenger
service and all passenger men in freight service.
(b) All men hired subsequent to May 1, 1974 will
rank junior to all yardmen  in road service (including
passenger men) and to all road men (including pass-
enger men) in yard service.
(c) All men hired subsequent to May 1, 1974 will
be placed on one seniority list and will be subject to
work in road, yard and passenger service.
(d) Men hired after May 1, 1974 will not be eligible
to apply for yard spare board positions.

When yard spare boards are depleted, the com-
pany will protect this service from the main line spare
board except that main line spare board men hired
before May 1, 1974  may elect in writing at the spring
and fall job assignment change not to be Called for
yard work.

A regular main line trainman with a seniority
date pnor  to May 1, 1974 who is reduced to a spare
board position between the regular job assignment
changes will be required to make such election at
the time of reduction. Other main line men with a
seniority date prior to May 1, 1974 will not be forced
to work yard positions.

Yardmen  hired before May 1, 1974 will not  be
called for main line service unless they so elect in
writing at the job assignment change.
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Such elections must be renewed at each spring
and fall change.

ARTICLE 39

Promotion

Joint

39.1 Promotion will be made according to seniority
of men and, subject to the other provisions of this
Article, will be governed by merit, fitness and ability.
39.2 Brakemen shall be examined for promotion
to conductor according to seniority on the brake-
men’s seniority list after 24 months’ cumulative ser-
vice.

Note: In applying the “24 months” cumulative ser-
vice, brakemen must have completed a minimum of
200 shifts or tours of duty before they are examined
for promotion. Yard foremen and passenger brake-
men may use up to 100  shifts or tours of duty in
their respective services to make up the 200 shifts
or tours of duty provided that the remaining 100
shifts or tours of duty are sewed after August 17,
1979.
39.3 Brakemen will be notified by bulletin when
required for examination for conductor and copy
thereof will be furnished to the General Chairman.
39.4 Brakemen passing the required examination
shall be given a certificate of qualification and when
promoted to conductor shall hold their same relative
standing on the conductors seniority list.

39.5 No brakeman will be deprived of his rights of
examination or promotion because of any failure to
take examination due to requirements of the com-
pany’s service, sickness or proper leave of absence,
provided that on his return he shall be immediately
called and required to take examination.
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39.6 Brakemen shall not be permitted to refuse
examination. Any brakeman failing to pass the first
examination for promotion to conductor shall be
given another examination within 6 months and
should they fail to pass on the second examination
their names shall be placed at the foot of the seniority
list or their services dispensed with at the option of
the company. This clause does not apply to brakemen
with a seniority date as yardman  prior to December
1, 1972,  or to men with passenger seniority prior to
July 12,  1954.
39.7 Conductors demoted to brakemen by action
of the company will retain their brakeman’s seniority
and be permitted to exercise same.
39.6 Yard helpers shall be examined for promotion
to yard foreman according to seniority on the yard
helpers seniority list after 24 months cumulative ser-
vice. Such service will include service as yard helper
or brakeman, at least 16 months of which must be
in yard service and/or joint spare board.
Note: In applying the “24 months” cumulative ser-
vice, yard helpers must have completed a minimum
of 200 shifts or tours of duty before they are
examined for promotion.
39.9 Yard helpers will be notified by bulletin when
required for examination for yard foreman, and a
copy thereof will be furnished to the General Chair-
man.
39.10 Yard helpers passing the required examina-
tion shall be given a certificate of qualification and
when promoted to yard foreman shall hold their
same relative standing on the yard foreman’s senior-
ity list.
39.11 No yard helper shall be deprived of his rights
of examination or promotion because of any failure
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to we examination due to requirements of the corn--
pany’s  service, sickness or proper leave of absence,
provided that on his return he shall bs  immediately
catted and required to take examination.

39.12 Yard helpers shaJl  not be permitted to refuse
examination. Any yard helper failing to pass the first
examination for promotton  to yard foreman shall be
given another examination within 6 months and
should they fail to pass on the second examinatton
their names shall be p&ad at the foot of the seniority
list or their services dispensed wtth at the option of
the ampany. This clause does not apply  to yardmen
wtthasenMtydateasbrakemanpriortoApril17,
1974 or to men with passenger seniority prior to Juty
21,1954.
39.13 Yard foremen demoted to yard helpers by
action of the company will retain their yard helpers’
seniority and be permitted to exercise same.
39.14 Any yard helper refusing promotion to yard
foreman on any particular shii will thereafter rank
junior to the man or men promoted to that shift only
until that shift  again becomes vacant.

39.15 Men not promoted and retained in the ser-
vice will be designated as permanent brakemen or
yard helpers by placing the letter “Fr”  against their
names on the seniority lists.
39.16 In the reduction of crews, the junior men will
be reduced.
39.17 When a request is made by a trainman hold-
ing a regular assignment for penission  to revert to
the spare board at North Bay or Englehatt,  and such
request is approved by the General Chairman, such
request will be granted, when possible, on the under-
standing that such trainman 50 epptying  must  remain
on the spare board, until next change of timetable.
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39.18 A promoted or classed Conductor or Yard
Foreman may relinqursh  his rights as such for justi-
fiable cause only when such action is concurred In
by the proper officer of the Company and the General
Chairman. His name will be placed on the approp
nate seniority lists in accordance with his seniority
thereon. He will be designated as permanent brake-
man or yard helper and be permitted to exercise his
seniority as such.

ARTICLE 40

Bulletining  Runs

40.1 All runs become vacant at change of tlmeta-
ble.  and will be bulletined.
40.2 Permanent vacancies and new runs created
will be bulletined for five days and given to the senior
qualified man applying therefor.
40.3 Employees will be required to bid in suffictent
positions In writing to properly protect their seniority;
filing one copy with the proper officer and one copy
with the Chairman of their organization.  Failing to
do so, they may be assigned to junior positions with
the concurrence of the General Chairman.
40.4 Changes of assignments will be made within
ten days from date timetable takes effect.
40.5  The preference of passenger trainmen for
place of duty on the train will be respected at change
of timetable; always with the understanding that the
conductor may at any time require them to perform
any duties pertaining to their class of train servlce.

ARTICLE 41

Bulletining Runs When Timetable
Not Being Changed

41 .l Notwithstanding anything contained in these
rules, the Railway will recognize  a written request
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from the representattve  of the Trainmen to bulletin
all runs and assignments. Such requests shatl not
be presented more than twice each year, and shall
be acted upon onty when it is apparent that a new
spring or fall timetable is not likely to be issued.
When such a request is received by the Railway
under the condttons  herein stated, it will have the
same effect insofar as assignments and appoint-
ments are concerned as a new timetable.

ARTICLE 42
Tempomy  Vacancks

Joint

42.1 Trainmen

(a) Temporary vacancies that are open or are
known to be open for five calendar days will be
bulletined for twenty-four hours and will be filled by
the senior qualified applicant.
(b) If the senior applicant is not available at the
time relief is required the vacancy will be protected
from the spare board until such time as he is avail-
able. At points where spare boards are maintained
the senior applicant will be released as soon as
possible.
(c) When a trainman moves from one vacancy to
another under this article  he will forfeit his temporary
right to the vacancy he is leaving and it will then be
treated in the same manner as an original vacancy.
(d) A trainman who has been off duty account sick-
ness, leave of absence, mileage or vacation who
desires to take a temporary vacancy rather than
return to his regular assignment may do so provided
that he must displace the junior man on a temporary
vacancy in the class of service, with the assigned
days off and at the terminal of his choice. but he
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may only do so if there was a temporary vacancy
buf&ined in that class of service at that termrnal
during his absence. A trainman wishing to displace
in accordance with this provision must indicate his
intention and his choice prior to the time he declares
himself okay for duty or prior to the time he is to be
placed on the working list as the case may be.
(e)  The junior man displaced under Clause (d)
above may exercise his seniority to a temporary
vacancy held by a junior man following the same
procedure.

(1) A trainman who has completed a temporary va-
cancy and who desires to take another temporary
vacancy rather than returning to his own position
must displace the junior trainman in the class of
service desired on a temporary vacancy he did not
bid because he preferred to remain on the vacancy
just completed.
(g) Trainmen who are displaced from a permanent
position will be allowed to displace the junior man
in any class of service at the terminal of his choice.
(h) When a man is exercising seniority as a result
of displacement or on return from mileage, leave of
absence, or vacation, he must declare himself im-
mediately unless he himself is immediately booking
off for mileage, vacation or leave of absence in which
case he will declare on his return to work.

In the application of this provision, when a man de-
clares himself, the person affected is immediately
displaced.
42.2 Yardmen

(a) When yardmen,  either foreman or helpers, lay
off for three days or more, or a vacancy has been



open three days. the sentor  yardman  will fill the va-
cancy, if he so desires. Senlonty  to govern in men’s
respective classes.
(b) Yardmen  holding foreman’s positions on the
night shift will not lose their right to such assignments
while relieving helpers on a day shift.

(c) left blank

(d) When a yard foreman’s position, temporary or
permanent, becomes vacant and no applications are
received, the junior foreman at the terminal with the
necessary experience will be forced to the positron.
At an outlying point where no spareboard is main-
tained, the junior qualified foreman on the system
with a seniority date subsequent to May 1, 1974 will
be forced to the position unless a protected yardman
named in the letter of February 11,  1974 is working
as third man in a reducible crew in which event the
junior such man will be forced to the unbid position
subject to his right to displace a junior yard foreman
from a reduced crew at his terminal.

(e) When a foreman’s position is temporarily vac-
ant on account of sickness, leave, or until the vac-
ancy is bulletined, or an extra shift, the senior qual-
ified helper starting work at the same time will be
compelled to fill the vacancy. If qualified helper start-
ing work at the same time is not available, the one
starting nearest to that time will be compelled to fill
the vacancy.
When unable to fill a vacancy in this manner qualified
Yard Foremen in the terminal at the time  and holding
a position as brakeman or yard helper will be called
for such work in the order of their seniority as fore-
man, having due regard to Article 31.  When such
men cannot be located when required or decline the
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call as Yard Foreman their seniority as conductor,
brakeman or yard helper will not be restricted. In
this situation the junior available foreman in the ter-
minal must respond. Main line men hired before May
1, 1974 may elect in writing to be called in their turn
for such work.

(1) A yardman  appointed to fill a vacancy which he
has bid in will not have the tight to bid in the position
he has vacated when advertised as a result of his
leaving it.
42.3 When a vacancy is open for five calendar
days in passenger, assigned freight or assigned yard
service, the man filling the vacancy will not be held
on the lay-over for the remainder of the vacancy,
provided the vacancy does not continue after the
lay-over days.

ARTICLE 43

Terminals

42.1 Points on current timetable where one or
more trains end, are terminal points for such trains.
The meaning of “Terminal” in the foregoing is under-
stood to be the regular points between which crews
regularly run: for instance, the terminal from which
a branch line projects would be the terminal for the
branch, but not necessarily for the section from
which the branch line springs.

ARTICLE 44

Mileage Regulations

44.1 Maximum Mileage

The mileage for which trainmen are paid will,
as far as practicable, be confined to the following
limitations:

In assigned passenger service - Conduc-
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tors, baggagemen and brakemen - 6,460
miles per checking period or equivalent
no carry-over.
In all other train service -
Conductors - 4,300 miles per checking
period or equivalent no carry-over.
Brakemen - 4,300 miles per checking
period or equivalent no carry-over.
Spare  Lists will  be regulated as nearly as
possible to permit spare men to average
the following minimums:
Passenger Spare List - 4,OOCl  miles  or
equivalent
Freight Spare List - 3,OtIO miles or equiva-
lent
Yard Spare List - 8 days per semi-monthly
checking period.

44.2  Exoess  Mllas

(a) Trainmen making excess mileage will carry-
over to the next checking period, twice the excess
miles so made.
44.3
(a) More Than One Claee of Service

When trainmen are used in more than one class
of service during a calendar month or checking
period, the following equivalents will be booked:

For 150  miles at passenger rates - 100
miles freight
For each tour of duty of eight hours or more
at yard rates - 140 miles freight
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(b) Mileage made by an ES6 as an engineman will
be included with mlleages  made as trainman/
yardman  in the calculation of his total mileage in
monthly checking period.

44.4 Shortage of Men

Maximum mileage will not apply when there is
a shortage of men.

l 44.5 Booking On

Men will not be held out of service after 12
o’clock noon on the last day of their respective
checking periods. Men returning from mileage will
be placed on the working lists at 2200  hours on the
last day of their checking period.

‘44.6 Outslde  Points

Men working at outside points will advise Termi-
nal Agent in sufficient time in order that relief may
be furnished by him when they have accumulated
their maximum mileage, and they will be relieved at
point where relief is regularly furnished.

l 44.7 Checking Mileage

The railway will co-operate with Trainmen’s
Committee in carrying out the provisions of these
rules in that Chairman of the Committee will, upon
request, be allowed to check mileage with Chief
Timekeeper, and arrange for any adjustment
through Superintendent or his assistants. Mileage
checks when requested will not exceed 90 days.
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V4.0 Records
Records will be maintained by the railway, how-

ever no part of this rule shall be used against the
railway in any manner whatsoever, either directly or
indirectly, as a basis for a grievance or time claim
by or on behalf of any employee.

‘44.9 Mileage not Guaranteed

The mileages specified herein are not in any
manner to be considered as guaranteed mileage
allowances.

‘44.10 Checking  Perlodr

A monthly checking period will be assigned to
each man.

‘44.11 BookIng  Mllea9e~

Each member of a crew on arrival at the desig-
nated terminal where mileage is to be booked, will
be required to book their mileage, including accumu-
lated mileage for the checking period. Men failing to
do so will not be called for further service until their
mileage has been booked.

44.12 In the application of this article, the following
earnings will not be charged against an employee’s
mileage record:
(a) General Holiday Pay
(b)  Travel Allowance
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(c) Bereavement Leave
(d) Annual vacation
(e) Allowanc8s  for perfodii medical or rules  exami-
nations
(9 Penalty Payments under Articles 13 and 19

(g) Work performed off assignment account shor-
tage of men.
l Applies also to yardmen.

(h) Trainmen called for yard foremen (when no
men available) while assigned to other classes of
service.

ARTICLE 45

Van Track8

45.1 Caboose or van tracks will be provided at
terminal points, and other cars will not be placed on
van tracks. In no case will switching be done with
van attached, or will trains be buift on vans.

ARTICLE 46

Exemption8

46.1 Trainmen will not be required to brass cars,
except perishable or livestock, nor to pick up cars
on line that need brassing.
46.2 Trainmen will not be compelled to clean cars,
light lamps, couple or uncouple hose bags on trains
where car repairers are on duty, but will be expected
when train porters are not employed, to remove rub-
bish from coaches while enroute,  so as to give them
a tidy appearance.
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46.3 Trainmen will not be compelled to handle cars
in trains, the draft gears of which are defective, and
require to be chained, further than to take a car of
perishable freight or livestock, which may become
disabled enroute to the first terminal. Under no cir-
cumstances will trainmen be compelled to handle
cars behind van, other than official cars or flangers.
49.4 Yardmen  will not be required to couple or
uncouple hose bags. or chain up cars in yard or on
repair tracks, where Car Repairers are on duty.

ARTlCLE  47
Electric  Lanterns

47.1 Effective March 1, 1960,  all employees must
provide themselves with an electric white lantern.
The electric lantern, bulbs and batteries must be of
a standard prescribed by the Railway and the lantern
must be equipped with not less than two white bulbs
for instant use and a provision for a spare white bulb
to be carried in the lantern.
47.2 Employees will be furnished white electric lan-
terns by the Railway upon signing payroll deduction

order for the actual cost of the lantern supplied, not
including the cost of bulbs and batteries. This deduc-
tion will be made from the pay cheque in the current
payroll.
47.3 Employees, who prior to March lst, 1960,
have already provided themselves with electric lan-
terns, may continue to use them until they are worn
out, provided such lantern is of a satisfactory type
and contains two serviceable white bulbs and a pro-
vision for carrying a spare white bulb in the lantern,
as required under the provisions of Article 47.1.
47.4 When an employee leaves the service of the
Railway, either voluntarily, by discharge, or by death,
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the lantern if in satisfactory condition, may be re-
turned to the Railway whereupon the amount of de-
posit made when the lantern was issued, shall be
refunded to the employee or his estate.
47.5 Replacement of lanterns issued by the Rail-
way will be made without cost to the employee under
the following conditions:

(1) When worn out or damaged in the perfor-
mance of Railway service upon return of the lantern.

(2) When stolen while employee is on the
premises of the Railway without neglect on the part
of the employee.

(3) When destroyed in the performance of
duty.
47.6 The Railway will maintain at convenient loca-
tions, a supply of bulbs and batteries to be drawn
as required upon presentation of those worn out or
broken, without cost to the employee.
47.7 In the event that due to conditions beyond
the control of the Railway it becomes unable to ob-
tain a sufficient quantity of such electric lanterns,
bulbs or batteries for the purpose set forth herein,
the Railway shall thereby be relieved of compliance
with the provisions of this Article to the extent that
such inability makes it impossible to comply
herewith.

ARTICLE 48

Engine Equipment

Joint

46.1 All engines to be equipped with suitable seats
and wrecking chains.
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48.2 Yardmen will not be required  to work with
yard engines not equipped with automatic couplers,
grab irons, foot boards and suitable headlights. Foot
boards must be in safe condiin to work with when
turned out from shop.

ARTICLE 49

Ebggw  Car Equipment and SupplIes  to Vans

49.1 Ontario Northland Railway baggage cars run-
ning exclusively over this line will be equipped with
emergency kit -- (including stretcher) - same to be
left in car.

ARllCLE 50

Mannlng  New Lines

Joint

50.1 Preference in manning new lines or exten-
sions will be given trainmen on promotion district
from which new line diverts. In future when a new
line connects two promotion districts it will be man-
ned by men taken equally from these districts, pro-
vided they are competent, having regard to the
men’s seniority  dating from time of entering the ser-
vice, and these men will then rank with the men on
the promotiin  district to which they have been trans-
ferred, according to the dates from which they rank
in the service, as Conductors, Baggeman  or Brake-
man respectively. This will not apply to diversions
reducing grades or distances on existing lines.

ARTICLE 51
Payment for Examinations

Joint

51 .l Pwlodic  Medical Exrmlnatlons

An employee required to take a periodic med-
ical examination during his off-duty hours shall be

I
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allowed payment of 3 hours’ pay on the basis of
one-eighth  of the dally  rate applicable to the service
last performed.
51.2 Periodic Rules Examinations

An employee required to take a periodic exami-
nation in the Uniform Code of Operating Rules during
his off-duty hours shall be allowed payment on the
following basis:

(a) Payment of a minimum of a basic day or
loss of earnings, whichever is greater at the daily
rate applicable to the service last performed for
periodic rule examinations, safety training.
Note: Where the training location is at other
than the employee’s home terminal, the company
will provide accommodation which may be in
hotels, motels, or company facilities. Such ac-
commodation will be in clean, single occupancy
rooms and to the extent it is practicable, will in-
clude cooking facilities. Employees will be paid
an allowance of $14.00 per day.

(b) Payment will not be made to an employee
directed to take a rules examination as a disciplinary
measure, nor will an employee be paid for taking a
rules examination which he fails to pass to the satis-
faction of the Rule Examiner.

ARTICLE 52

Local Rules

Joint

52.1 Train crews (other than assigned passenger
or mixed train crews) required to perform duty be-
tween North Bay CNR and North Bay ONR will be
patd 12% miles per hour with a minimum of 12%
miles for such service and will hold their turn out of
North Bay ONR.



52.2 North Bay freight spare board will protect all
passenger spare work out of that terminal and when
used as extra men in passenger service will be paid
at passenger rates.

52.3 Train baggageman on mixed train operating
between Cochrane  and Moosonee,  Island Falls Sub-
division will be paid an arbitrary of $36.00 per month
for checking operation of steam generator car when
this unit is operating (pro-rated when used intermit-
tently) under the following arrangement.

During the season when heat is required, the
unit will be started by the shop staff before leaving
Cochrane  and Moosonee.

Train baggageman while enroute  will frequently
check the steam gauge in the baggage car to assure
that steam pressure is normal, and will also make
periodical inspection of the steam generator car.

In the event of a malfunction indicated by the
sound of the siren, or during inspection, baggage-
man will advise the conductor, and the crew will take
whatever action is necessary in an effort to correct
the defecl  and failing this, take all necessary precau-
tions to protect the generator car and passenger
equipment.
52.4 Employees, after being absent for any
reason, must book on at least 3 hours in advance
of the reporting time of their assignment. This rule
will not conflict with the provisions of Article 44.6.

52.5 No trainman shall be allowed to bid in any
position while on sick leave, leave of absence, or
on vacation.
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AR?lCLE  53

Mate&l changes In Worlting Condttlons
53.1 (a) The Company will not initiate any material
change in working conditions which will have mate-
rially adverse effects on employees without giving
as much advance notice as possible to the General
Chairman concerned, along with a full description
thereof and with appropriate details as to the con-
templated effects upon empioyees.concemed.  NO
material change will be made until agreement iS
reached or a decision has been rendered in accor-
dance with the provisions of Section 1 of this Article.
(b) The Company will negotiate with the Union,
measures other than the benefits covered by Sec-
tions 2 and 3 of this Article to minimize  such adverse
effects of the material change on employees who
are affected thereby. Such measures shall not in-
clude changes in rates of pay. Relaxation in
schedule rules considered necessary for the im-
plementation of a material change 1s also subject
to negotiation.
(c) While not necessarily limited thereto, the meas-
ures to minimize  adverse effects considered negot-
iable under Clause (b)  above, may include the follow-
ing:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)

Appropriate timing.
Appropriate phasing.
Hours on duty.
Equalization  of miles.
Work distribution.
Adequate accommodation.
Bulletining.
Seniority Arrangements.
Learning the road.
Eating enroute.
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(11)  Work enroute.
(12)  Layoff benefits.
(13) Severance pay.
(14) Maintenance of basic rates.
(15) Constructive miles.
(16) Deadheading.

The foregoing list is not intended to imply that
any particular item will necessarily form part of any
agreement negotiated in respect of a material
change in working conditions.

(d) The negotiations referred to in Clause (b) above
shall be conducted between the General Manager
(or his delegate) and the General Chairman and
shall commence within 20 days of the date of the
notice specified in Clause (a) above. If the negotia-
tions do not result in mutual agreement within 30
calendar days of their commencement, the issue,
or issues, remaining in dispute shall, within seven
days of the cessation of negotiations, be referred
for mediation by a board of Review composed of
two senior officers from each party. Such referral
shall be accompanied by a Joint Statement of Issue,
or Issues, remaining in dispute together with a copy
of the notices served by the Company on the Union
under Section 1 (a) hereof and a summary of the
items agreed upon.

In the event neither party desires to submit the
issue, or issues, remaining in dispute to a Board of
Review the dispute shall be referred to the Arbitrator
as provided in Clause (e) below.
(e) The Board of Review shall, within 20 days from
the date of reference of the dispute, make its findings
and recommendations. If the Board is unable to ar-
rive at a decision within the time limits specified
herein or such extended time limits as provided in
Clause (f)  hereof, or if its recommendations are not



agreeable to either party, a Joint Statement of Issue,
or Issues. remaining in dispute may be referred
within seven days by either party to a single arbitrator
who shall be the person from time to time occupying
the position of Arbitrator for the Canadian Railway
Office of Arbitration.

In the event that the parties do not agree upon
a Joint Statement of Issue, or Issues, remaining in
dispute, either or each may submit a separate state-
ment to the Arbitrator in accordance with the proce-
dure outlined above for the Joint Statement and the
other party will be provided with a copy thereof.

The Arbitrator shall hear the dispute within 30
days from date of the request for arbitration and
shall render his decision together with reason there-
for in writing within 15 days of the completion of the
hearing.

At the hearing before the Arbitrator, argument
may be presented orally or in writing and each party
may call such witnesses as it deems necessary.
(f) Eme limits specified in Clauses (d)  and (e)
above may be extended by mutual agreement, or
upon request of the Arbitrator, in respect of time
limits specified for the hearing and the rendering of
the decision.

(g) The decision of the Arbitrator shall be confined
to the issue or issues placed before him which shall
be limited to measures for minimiting  the adverse
effects of the material change upon employees who
are affected thereby, and to the relaxation in
schedule rules considered necessary for the im-
plementation of the material change, and shall be
final and binding upon the parties concerned.
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(h) The Company and the Union shal! rcqectively
bear any expenses each has incurred in the presen-
tation of the case to the arbitrator but any general
or common expenses, including the remuneration
of the arbitrator, shall be divided equafly.
(i) The appointment of the Arbitrator referred to in
Clause  (e) above may be revoked at any time by
either party upon 60 days written notice to the other
and replaced by mutual agreement between the par-
ties.
(j) In the event either party serves notice as pro-
vided in Clause (i) above, or the pem?anent  arbitrator
serves notice on the parties of his intention to termi-
nate his appointment, and there are disputes requiring
final determination during a period in which there is
no permanent arbitrator, the parties will, within 27
days of cessation of negotiations, agree upon an
arbitrator to hear such dispute. If the parties cannot
agree on the selection of an arbitrator, either party
may immediately request the Minister of Labour to
appoint an arbitrator to hear such dispute. If the
parties cannot agree on the selection of an arbitrator,
either party may immediately request the Minister
of Labour to appoint an arbitrator to hear such dis-
pute. Such ad hoc arbitrator will, in respect of hearing
the dispute and rendering a decision,  be governed
by the time limits specified in Clause (e)  and by the
provjsion of Clause (g)  above.
(k) Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause (a)
above, changes involving the relocation of employ-
ees shall not be made earlier than 15 days following
the decision of the Arbitrator.
(I) This Rule does not apply in respect of changes
brought about by the normal application of the collec-
We agreement, changes resulting from a deckne  In
business activity, fluctuations in traffic, traditional
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reassignment of work or other normal changes Inher-
ent In me nature of the work in which employees
are engaged.
(m)  A dispute concerning the applicability of this
Rule to a change in working conditions will be pro-
cessed as a grievance by the General Chairman
direct to the General Manager, and must be pre-
sented within 60 days from the date of the cause of
the Grievance.

Relocation Expenses
53.2(a) The benefits set forth hereunder shall be
allowed, where applicable, to an eligible employee.
They shall apply to an eligible employee only once
for each change.
(b) Eligibility

The eligibility of specific employees for reloca-
tion benefits specified below will be negotiated pro-
vided that in each case the following basic qualifica-
tions are fulfilled:
An employee:
(1) Must have 24 months cumulative compensated
service (to establish one month of cumulative com-
pensated service, an employee must, for the pur-
pose of this rule, in that month have worked and/or
been available for service on:

30 days if in road service,
21 days if in yard service,
25 days if in both road and yard service or a

major portion thereof.
(2) Must occupy unfurnished living accommoda-
tion to be eligible for benefits under paragraphs (2)
(6) and (7) of Clause (c) of this Section.
(3) Must establish that it is impractical for him to
commute daily to new location.
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(c) Relocation Benefits
(1) Payment of door-to-door moving expenses for
the eligible employee’s household goods and his
automobile, including packing and unpacking, insur-
ance, and up to one month’s storage; the mode of
transportation to be determined by the Raitway.

(2) An aftowance  of up to $660. for incidental ex-
penses actually incurred as a resutt  of relocation.

(3) Reasonable transportation expenses from his
former location to his new location, by rail, or if au-
thorized,  by bus or employee-owned automobile,
and up to $140. for an employee without depen-
dents, and an additional amount of $55. will be paid
for each dependent for meals and temporary living
accommodation. Receipts will be required for rail or
bus transportation. In the application of this sub-
paragraph, a spouse will be considered as a depen-
dent.

(4) Upon authoriration,  an employee may drive his
automobile to his new location at an allowance of
l&t per mite.
(5)  In order to seek accommodation in his new
location and/or to move to his new location, an em-
ployee will be allowed a continuous period of leave
up to one week (seven consecutive calendar days).
Payment for such leave will be a basic day’s pay
for each such day, up to a maximum of 5 days, at
the rate applicable to the service last performed.
(6)(a)  Reimbursement for loss sustained on the
sale of a relocating employee’s private home which
he occupied as a year-round residence, provided
that the company is given the right in priority to
everyone else io purchase the home. Loss sustained
is determined as the difference between the value
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delermined  in accordance with Appendix A-l plus
any real estate agent and legal fees, and the amount
established as the selling price in the deed Of Sale.

(b) The procedure to be followed in respect of de-
termining the loss, if any, on the sale of a home shall
be as described in Appendix A-l of this article.
(c) An eligible employee who desires to sell his
house and receive any benefit to which he may be
entitled under this item 6 must advise the company’s
officer concerned accordingly within 12 months of
the date the initial change takes place. No employee
shall be entitled to any claim under this item 6 if the
house is not llsted for sale within 60 days of the date
of the final determinabon  of value and thereafter the
house continues to be listed for sale. Any claim for
rermbursement  under this item 6 must be made
within 12 months of the final determination of value.
(d)  Payment of the cost of moving a wheeled
mobile house which the employee occupies as a
year-round residence. The selection of the mover
and the cost of moving the mobile home shall require
the prior approval of the company and shall not, in
any event, exceed a total cost of $4,400.  Receipts
shall be required.
(7) If an employee who is eligible for moving ex-
penses does not wish to move his household to his
new location, he may opt for a monthly allowance
of $120.  effective January 1, 1986,  which will be
payable, so long as he remains at his new location,
for a marmum  of 12 months from date of transfer
tc his new location. An employee claiming under
this clause may elect within such 12-month  period
to move his household effects, in which case the
amount paid out under this clause shall not be de-
ducted from the relocation expenses allowable.
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(8) Alternatively to (6) the cost of terminating an
unexpired lease and legal costs connected therewith
up to a value of three months’ rent, where the relocat-
ing employee was renting a dwelling which he oc-
cupied as a year-round residence except that where
such lease was entered into following the notice of
the change without prior approval of the railway no
benefit will be provided. Such prior approval will not
be unreaSOnaMy withheld. Should the law require
payment of more than three months’ rent in order
to terminate a lease, such addWnal  amount will be
paid providing the employee first secures the com-
pany’s approval to pay in excess of three months’
rent.

Early Retirement Allowanoe
53.3 An employee whose position is abolished by
a change made under the provisions of Section 1 (a)
of this article or who is displaced by a senior employ-
ee, such displacement being brought about directly
by and at the time of implementation of such change
will, if he is efiiible  to receive an early retirement
pension with an actuarial cutback, be entitled to re-
ceive:

(1) An allowance of $60. per month commencing
in the month immediately following the last month
in which the employee received wages and continu-
ing each mOnth  until the date at which he would
have been eligible for the pension without a cutback.
The maximum period for which the employee will
be eligible for the allowance is 5 years:

Or
(2) A lump sum payment calculated as follows:

Age at Lump sum equivalent to the total
Retirement value of monthly allowances he

could have received under this
provision
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55
56
57

z

75% up to 60 months entitlement
80% up to 48 months entitlement
85% up to 36 months entitlement
90% up to 24 months entitlement
95% up to 12 months entitlement

An employee who elects benefits under this
Article 53.3 will not be entitled to any other benefits
provided elsewhere in this Article.

The early retirement  allowance will cease upon
the death of the employee.
53.4 The benefits granted under this Article shall
be reduced in whole or in part in each case by any
amount to which an employee is entitled from any
other assistance program established for similar pur-
poses.
53.5 Material changes in working conditions provi-
sions are intended to assist employees affected by
any technological change to adjust to the effects of
the technological change and Sections 150,  152,
and 153,  Part V of the Canada Labour Code do not
apply.
The provisions of this Article 53 are intended as well,
to minimize  the impact of termination of employment
on the employees represented herein and Sections
60.11  and 60.15  of Part III of the Canada Labour
Code do not apply.

Appraisal Procedure
Appendlx  A-l

When an affected employee desires to sell his
home under the provisions of Section 2(c) (6) of this
Rule, of which this Appendix A-l forms part, the
following procedure will apply:



(a) In advising the Company officer concerned of
his desire to sell his house, the employee shall in-
clude pertinent particulars as outlined in sample form
attached, including his opinion as to the fair market
value of his house.
(b) This fair market price of the house shall be the
price determined as of a date sufficiently prior to the
date of the change in order that the fair value will
be unaffected thereby.
(c) Within 15 working days from date of receipt of
employee’s advice of his desire to make a claim,
the Company officer shall advise the employee con-
cerned whether the suggested fair market value is
satisfactory and, if so, such price shall be the fair
market value as contemplated by Section 2(c)  and
6(a) of this Rule.
(d) If, however, the officer concerned is not satis-
fied that the price requested by the employee is the
fair market value, then an effort shall be made to
resolve the matter through joint conference of the
officer and employee concerned and the appropriate
union representative if so desired by the employee;
such joint conference to be held within seven days
from date of advice to employee concerned as refer-
red to in Clause (c) of this Appendix A-l.
(e) If such joint conference does not resolve the
matter then within five days from the date of the final
joint conference, arrangements shall be made for
an impartial appraisal to be undertaken as soon as
possible by an independent real estate appraiser.
The fair market price established by such appraiser
shall become the fair market value for the purpose
of this Rule and such price shall be binding on both
parties.

(1) The employee and Company officer concerned
shall endeavour to mutually agree upon the indepen-
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dent appraiser referred to in Clause (e).  lf they are
unable to agree, then the Minister  of Labour shall
be requested to appoint such an independent ap-
praiser.
(9) The residence shall not have been listed for
sale wtth any appraiser appointed pursuant to the
provisions of this Appendix A-l, nor with such ap-
praiser’s employee, fellow employee or partner.

(h)  The fees and expenses of any appraiser ap-
potnted in accordance with Clauses (e) and (f) shall
be paid by the Company.



Particulars of House to be Sold

Name of Owner

Address
. No Street City-Town

Type of House 1.e  Cottage

Bungalow

-* S$rt Level

Year Built.

No of Rooms

Type of Construction

(I.e.. Brick veneer,
Stucco. clapboard)

.-

B a t h r o o m s  - -

Ftnlshed  basement, Yes -No -

Type of Heating

(I.e.. 011.  coal.
gas, electrraty)

Garage: Yes

Stze of Lot

Fair Market Value: S

Other Comments

No

Signature
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ARTICLE 53 A
Preferred Employment Security

53A.l An employee  who was in the service on
December 31,  1988  and who has or subsequently ,
attains 7 years’ service shall be defined as having
“Preferred Employment Security”.
53A.2  Such employee, who is displaced or has
his/her  lob abolished. shall exercise his/her seniority
as presently provided  in his/her collective agree-
ment, up to and lncludrng his/her basic seniority ter-
rrtory If necessary, In order to retain hrs:her  Employ-
ment Security.
53A.  3 If still unable to hold a position, then in
order to retain Employment Security he/she shall
(subject to qualifications);

(I) fill an unfilled permanent vacancy within the
jurisdiction of another seniority group of the same
union covered by the same collective agreement;
(II) there being none. fill an unfilled permanent va-
cancy within the jurrsdrction  of another seniority
group and another signatory union.

(iii) there being none, fill an unfilled permanent va-
cancy within the jurisdiction of another seniority
group and a non-signatory union or In a position
which is not covered by a collective agreement.

Note: In the appkation of above Clauses (i), (ii)
and (iii) maintenance of basic wage rates shall apply.

(iv) There being none, be placed In a “waiting”
status until such trme as a vacancy occurs within
h&her classification on the seniority territory, or as
per Clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) above. During this period
the employee’s U.I. benefits (subject to U.I. ap-
proval), and/or  outstde  earnrngs.  will be supple-
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mented  to a level equal to 60 percent of his/her
weekly base pay continuing until such time as a
posttlon  is found for the employee in accordance
with the foregoing.
Also during this period the employee must accept
temporary work at his/her lay-off location.

53A.4 In each of the above cases, before proceed-
ing to the next option, the employee shall be required
to fill such unfilled vacancy as far as the basic senior-
ity territory if necessary.
53A.5 Such employee shall retain and continue to
accumulate seniority on his/her original list and be
subject to recall. There will be no transfer of seniority
rights on moves except as may be already provided
by the current rules.
53A.6 Training shall be provided if necessary to
achieve qualifications, with maintenance of earnings
as described above to prevail throughout the training
period.
S3A.7 An employee who declines to exercise any
of the options detailed in Article 53.A.3 hereof, or
who while on “waiting” status refuses recall to any
permanent vacancy or temporary work as therein
described, or refuses recall to a permanent position
on his/her original basic seniority territory, shall for-
feit his/her employment security. Such employee
will, however, be entitled to such other benefits under
The Plan for which he/she is eligible.

53A.6 This Article 53 A does not apply to reduc-
tions in forces made necessary by strikes or lockouts
in the Railway Industry.
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Article 54
Annual Vacations

Section 1
1 .(a) An employee who at the beginning of the
calendar year IS not qualified for vacation under
Clause (b) hereof will be allowed one calendar day’s
vacation  for each twenty-six days worked and/or  av-
allable  for servlce,  or major portion of such days
dunng the preceding calendar year with a maximum
of two weeks. Compensation for such vacation will
be 4% of the gross wages of the employee during
the preceding  calendar year. This basis applies dur-
ing subsequent years until qualifying for further va-
cation under Clause (b)  of this section.
(b) Subject to the provisions of Clause (c) hereof,
an employee who, at the beginning of the calendar
year. has maintained a continuous employment re-
lationship for at least 3 years and who has rendered
compensated service in 30 calendar months calcu-
lated from the date of entering service, shall have
his vacation scheduled on the basis of one calendar
day’s vacation for each 17 days worked and/or  av-
arlable  for service, or major portion of such days,
during the preceding calendar year, with a maximum
of three weeks. Compensation for such vacation will
be 6% of the gross wages of the employee during
the preceding calendar year. This basis applies dur-
ing subsequent years until qualifying for further va-
cation under Clause (d) of this section.
(c) An employee covered by Clause (b),  hereof will
be entitled to vacation on the basis outlined therein
if on his fourth or subsequent service anniversary date
he has rendered compensated service in 40 calen
dar months; otherwise his vacation entitlement will
be calculated as set out in Clause (a) hereof. Any
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vacation granted for which the employee does not
subsequently qualify will be deducted from the em-
ployee’s vacation entitlement in the next calendar
year. If such employee’s employment relationship
with the company is terminated for any reason prior
to his next vacation, the adjustment will be made at
time of leaving.
(d) Subject to the provisions of Clause (e) hereof, an
employee who, at the beginning of the calendar year,
has maintained a continuous employment relation-
ship for at least 7 years and who has rendered
compensated service in 70 calendar months calcu-
lated from the date of entering service shall have
his vacation scheduled on the basis of one calendar
day’s vacation for each 13 days worked and/or av-
ailable for service, or major portron of such days,
during the preceding calendar year, with a maximum
of four weeks. Compensation for such vacation will
be 8% of the gross wages of the employee during
the preceding calendar year. This basis applies dur-
ing subsequent years until qualifying for funher  va-
cation under Clause (1)  of this secion.
(e) An employee covered by Clause(d) hereof will
be entitled to vacation on the basis outlinedtherein
if on his 8th or subsequent anniversary date he
has rendered compensated service in 80 months
his vacation entitlement will be calculated as set out
in Clause (b) hereof. Any vacation granted for which
the employee does not subsequently qualify will be
deducted from the employee’s vacation entitlement
in the next calendar year. If such employee’s em-
ployment relationship with the company is termi-
nated for any reason prior to his next vacation, the
adjustment will be made at time of leaving.
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(f) Subject to the provisions of Clause (g) hereof. an
employee who. at the beginntng  of the calendar year.
has maintained a continuous employment relation-
ship for at least 15 years and who has rendered com-
pensated service in 150 calendar months. calculated
from date of entering service, shall have his vaca-
tion scheduled on the basis of one calendar day’s
vacation for each 10 days worked and/or available
for service, or major portion of such days, during the
preceding calendar year, with a maximum of five
weeks. Compensation for such vacation will be 100/o
of the gross wages of the employee during the
preceding calendar year. This basis applies during
subsequent years until qualifying for further vaca-
tron  under Clause (h) of this section.

(g)  An employee covered by Clause (f) hereof will
be entitled to vacation on the basis outlined therein
if on his sixteenth or subsequent service anniver-
sary date he has rendered compensated service in
160  calendar months: otherwrse  his vacation entitle-
ment will be calculated as set out in Clause (d)
hereof. Any vacation granted for which the employee
does not subsequently qualify will be deducted from
the employee’s vacation entitlement in the next
calendar year. If such employee’s employment rela-
tionship with the company is terminated for any
reason prior to his next vacatron,  the adjustment will
be made at time of leaving.

(h)  Subject to the provisions of Clauses (i) and (j)
hereof, an employee who, at the beginning of the
calendar year, has maintained a continuous employ-
ment relationship for at least 25 years and who has
rendered compensated service in 250 calendar
months, calculated from date of entering service,
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shall have his vacation scheduled on the basis of
one calendar day’s vacation for each 8% days work-
ed and/or available for service, or major portion of
such days, during the preceding calendar year, with
a maximum of six weeks. Compensation for such
vacation will be 12% of the gross wages of the
employee during the preceding calendar year.

(i) An employee covered by Clause (h) hereof will be
entitled to vacation on the basis outlined therein if
on his twenty-sixth or subsequent service anniver-
sary date he has rendered compensated service in
260 calendar months; otherwise his vacation entitle-
ment will be calculated as set out in Clause (9 hereof.
Any vacation granted for which the employee does
not subsequently qualify will be deducted from the
employee’s vacation entitlement in the next calen-
dar year. If such employee’s employment relation-
ship with the company is terminated for any reason
prior to his next vacation, the adjustment will be
made at time of leaving.

(j) In the application of Clause (h), the company
will have the option of:
1. Scheduling an employee for five weeks’ vaca-
tion with the employee being paid for the sixth week
at pro rata rates; or
2. Splitting the vacation on the basis of five weeks
and one week.
(k) In computing service under Clauses (a) to (j)
inclusive of this section 1 ., days worked in any pos-
ition covered by similar vacation rules will be ac-
cumulated for the purpose of qualifying for vacation
with pay.
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Section 2
(a) Subject to the provisions of Clauses (c),  (e)
and (g)  of Section 1, an employee who is retired,
leaves the service of his own accord, is dismissed
for cause, or whose services are dispensed with,
shall be paid an amount appropriate to his service
entitlement calculated as provided for in Section 1,
for any vacation due him up to the time of termination
of his service.

(b) An employee who at the time of termination of
his service has not qualified for vacation as provided
for in Clause (a) of Section 1 shall be paid 4% of
his gross earnings for the calendar year in which his
service is terminated.

(c) An employee who leaves the service of his own
accord, or is dismissed for cause and not reinstated
in the service within two years of date of such dismis-
sal, will if subsequently returned to the service, be
required to again qualify for vacation with pay as
per Section 1.

(d) In the event of death of an employee, vacation
pay to which he is entitled up to the time of his death
will be paid to the estate of the deceased.
(e) An employee who is laid off during the year
and who has not been recalled at the beginning of
the ensuing calendar year will have the right to re-
quest on two weeks’ notice vacation pay due at any
time during the ensuing calendar year prior to being
recalled to service.
(f) Time off duty because of lay-off, bona fide ill-
ness, injury, or attendance to organization  business
(except on full-time basis), shall be included for qual-
ification purposes in Section 1.
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Section 3
(a) An employee who has become entitled to a
vacation with pay shall be granted such vacation
within a twelve-month period immediately following
the completion of the calendar year of employment
in respect of which the employee became entitled
to the vacation.

(b)  Insofar as practicable, preference shall be
given in order of seniority of the applicants where
applications for vacation have been filed on or before
January 15th of each year; such preference shall
not be granted where applications have been filed
after January 15th.  Employees must take their vaca-
tion at the time allotted and those who do not apply
for it prior to January 15th shall be required to take
their vacation at a time prescribed by the company.
(c) An employee who, while on annual vacation,
becomes ill of is injured, shall have the right to ter-
minate (temporarily) his vacation  and be placed on
weekly indemnity. An employee who is again fit for
duty shall immediately so inform the company officer
in charge and will  continue his vacation if within his
scheduled dates. If the remaining vacation falls out-
side the employee’s scheduled dates, such vacation
will be m-scheduled as may be mutually agreed be-
tween the proper officer of the company and the
local chairman of the Union.

(d) An employee who, due to sickness or injury, is
unable to take or complete his annual vacation in
that year shall, at the option of that employee, have
the right to have such vacation carried to the follow-
ing year.
(e) An employee who is entitled to vacation shall
take same at the time scheduled. However, if the
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company reschedules an employee’s scheduled
vacation  dates  other than on request of the employ-
ee; by mutual agreement with the employee; or
where the vacation is rescheduled under Clauses
(c) and (d) of thus  section, he shall be given at least
3 weeks’ advance notice of such re-scheduling  and
will be entitled to the following penalty payment:

For each calendar day during his originally
scheduled vacation period on which he performs
service  or is available for service, one-seventh of
one percent of the employee’s gross wages during
the precedrng  calendar year: payable during the
period of his rescheduled vacation dates.

The re-scheduled  vacation with pay to which
he is entitled will be granted at a mutually agreed
upon later date. This Clause (e) does not apply
where rescheduling IS a result of an employee exer-
crsrng  his seniority to a position covered by another
vacatron schedule.
(1) Employees desiring an advance vacation pay-
ment must make application for same not later than
five weeks prior to commencing their vacation. The
advance vacation payment shall be 4% of the em-
ployee’s prevrous  year’s earnings, less an approp-
riate amount (approximately 30%) to cover standard
deductions.

Note 1 - Provided that at least one period of split
vacation is taken in the months of January to May
inclusive or September to December inclusive em-
ployees entitled to vacation of two weeks or more
may, provided proper application is made prior to
January 15th,  and there is no additional expense to
the railway, take his vacation in up to four portions,
none of which will be less than 5 days. Only one
portion of split vacation will be alloted  during July
and August. This will not be interpreted to prevent
an employee from taking all of his vacation at one
time.
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Note2  - Employees retumrng  from vacation will be
placeron the boards at 2200  hours on the last day
of their vacation period.
Note 3 - Section 3(e) of Article 54 is suspended and
will not again become effective until the first day of
January in the year to be specified by the union.
The union will notify the company not later than
December 15 of the year preceding the year in which
the suspended provision is to become effeCtiVe.

ARTICLE 55
General Holidays

Joint

55.1 An employee who qualifies in accordance
with Article 55.2  shall be granted a holiday with pay
on the following general holidays:
New Year’s Day St. Jean Baptiste Day
Dav after New Year’s (Quebec only)

Day (Ontario only) Civic Holiday
(First Monday in August)

Good Friday Labour Day
Victoria Day Thanksgiving Day
Dominion Day Remembrance Day
Christmas Day Boxing Day

Note: If the Government of Canada designates
“Heritage Day” or such other day as a General Holi-
day, the day so designated by the Government shall
be substituted for “the day after New Year’s Day”
in Ontario and for “the first Monday in August” in
the Province of Quebec.

55.2 In order to qualify for pay on any of the holi-
days specified in Article 55.1, an employee shall
have completed thirty days of continuous employee
reiationship  and in addition:
(a) Shall commence a shift or tour of duty on the
general holiday: or
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(b) Except as otherwise provided herein shall be
entitled to wa2es  for at least 12 shifta or tours of
duty during the 30 calendar days immediately pre-
ceding the general holiday; and

CNote: Provided that an employee is available for
work on the general holiday, absences from shifts
or tours of duty because of bona fide injury, hospkali-
zation,  illness for which the employee qualifies  for
weekly sickness benefits and author&d  maternity
leave will be included in determining the 12 shifts
or tours of duty referred to in this sub-paragraph (b).
(c) Unless cancelled, shall  be available for duty on
such holiday if it occurs on one of his work days
excluding vacation days.

An employee under rest for any portion  of a
holiday where the rest booked is twelve hours or
less consecutive with his last shift or tour of duty
shall not be considered unavailable under this
Clause (c) because of such rest period.

This Clause (c) shall not apply in respect of an
employee who is laid off of suffering from a bonafide
injury or who is hospitalized  on the holiday or who
is in receipt of, or who subsequently qualifies  for
weekly indemnity benefits because of illness on such
holiday.

(d) In the application of sub-paragraph (b) of this
paragraph, an employee assigned to a regular as-
signment who:
(i) is available for such assignment throughout the
entire 30 day period immediately preceding the gen-
eral holiday will not be disqualified from general holi-
day pay on the basis of not accumulating the re-
quired 12 tours of duty on that assignment in the 30
calendar days.
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(ii) Reaches his/her maximum monthly mileage
during the 30 calendar days immediately preceding
the general holiday, provided he/she is available for
work subsequent to his/her mileage date during the
remainder of this 30 day period immediately preced-
ing the general holiday and on the holiday, will not
be disqualified from general holiday pay on the basis
of not accumulating the required 12 tours of duty in
the 30 calendar days immediately preceding the
general holiday.
(e) A trainman, except if on the spare board, who
makes himself unavailable when called or books off
for his job which commences on the day before the
general holiday and thereby makes himself unavail-
able for a return movement on the general holiday
will not be considered as available under Clause (c)
hereof. This Clause (e)  shall not apply to an em-
ployee who books not more than 12 hours’ rest con-
secutive with his last tour of duty prior to the general
holiday or to an employee covered by the provisions
of Clause (c) hereof.
55.3 A qualified employee whose vacation period
coincides with a general holiday specified in Article
55.1 shall be paid the amount specified for his class-
ification in Article 55.5(a).

55.4 An employee who does not qualify under
Article 55.2  with respect to pay for a general holiday
and who is required by the company to work on that
day shall be paid in accordance with the provisions l
of the wage agreement.
55.5 (a) An employee qualified under Article 55.2
and who is not required to work on a general holiday
shall be paid in accordance with the following:
(i) An assigned yardman shall be paid eight hours
pay at the straight time rate of the position he would
have filled had his assignment worked on the holi-
day.
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(ii) Spare yardmen  shall be paid eight hours pay
at the yard helper’s str&ght  time rate.
(iii) A conductor, baggageman or brakeman shall
be paid an amount equal to his earnings, exclusive
of overtime for the last tour of duty he worked prior
to the general holiday, provided that in the case of
an employee paid at passenger rates, if such amount
is less than the equivalent of 150 miles at the rate
applicable to the passenger service, the equivalent
of 150  miles shall be paid.
(b) An employee qualified under Article 55.2  and
who is required to work on a general holiday shall,

Y at the option of the railway>
(i) Be paid, in addition to the pay provided in Article
55.5(a)  at a rate equal to one and one half times his
regular rate of wages for the shift or tour of duty
worked by him on that holiday. When more than one
shift or tour of duty is worked by an employee on a
general holiday, the provisions of this clause (i) shall
apply to the first shift or tour of duty only: or
(ii) Be paid for work performed by him on the holi-
day in accordance with the provisions of the Wage
Agreement and in addition shall be given a holiday
with pay at the rate specified in Article 55.5(a)  on
the first calendar day on which the employee is not
entitled to wages following that holiday.

(iii) In the application of this Clause (b),  yardmen
shall be paid in accordance with paragraph (i),  and
paragraph (ii) will not apply to such employees.
55.6 Shifts or tours of duty commencing between
mid-night and 2359  both inclusive on the general
holidays specified in Article 55.1 shall be considered
as work on that holiday.
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55.7 For the purpose of this Article 55,  deadhead-
ing for which compensation is paid shall be deemed
to be a tour of duty worked.
55.8 Holiday payments made under this Article will
not result in a duplicate payment as a resutt  of the
application of Article 8.2.
55.9 The application of this Article shall not resuft
in a duplicate payment consequent upon the inclusion
of a general holiday provision in any other agreement.

ARTICLE 58

Jolnt

Health and Welfare

55.1 Weekly Indemnity and Llte Insumnce

The railway shall provide an Employee Benefit Plan
which shall be in accordance with the provisions of
the governing Supplemental Agreement.
56.2  MedIcam Allowances

Eligible employees shall be provided with medicare
allowance as provided for in the Supplemental Ag
reement  governing an Employee Benefit Plan for
Ontario Northland Employees.

58.3 Life Insurance Upon Retirement

An employee who retires from the service with a
company pension will be entitled to a $8,000. life
insurance policy fully paid up by the company. If
retirement on pension is earlier than age 85 and an
employee’s term life insurance is extended to age
85, the paid up policy will be provided at age 65.



56.4 Continuation of Benefits

Effective July 1, 1986.  employees rettnng from the
service prior  to age 65 will have their Life insurance.
Dental Plan and Extended Health Care Plan con-
ttnued until they attatn the age of 65.

ARTICLE 57

J o i n t

Bereavement Leave

57.1 Upon the death of an employee’s spouse,
child, parent, grandparent, father-in-law, mother-
in-law, brother, sister, step-parent, step-brother or
stepsister, an employee who has not less than 3
months’ cumulative compensated service shall
bs entitled to 3 consecutive calendar days’
bereavement leave with payment of lost earnings
exclusive of overtime within such 3 days. In the
application of this Article 57,  an employee’s
spouse is defined as the person who is legally
married to the employee and who is residing with
or supported by the employee, provided that if
there is no legally married spouse that is eligible,
it means the person that qualifies as a spouse
under the definition of that word in Section 2 (1) of
the Canadian Human Rights Benefit Regulations,
so long as such person is residing with the
employee.

ARTICLE 58
Deduction of Union Dues

Joint

58.1 The Company shall deduct on the payroll, for
any pay period which contains the twenty-fourth
calendar day of a month, from wages due and pay-
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able to each employee coming within the scope of
thts collective agreement an amount equivalent to
the uniform monthly union dues of the Organitation,
subject to the conditions and exceptions set forth
herein.
58.2 The amount to be deducted shall be equiva-
lent to the uniform, regular dues payment of the
Organization  and shall not include initiation fees or
special assessments. The amount to be deducted
shall not be changed during the term of the agree-
ment except to conform with a change in amount of
regular dues of the Organization  in accordance with
its constitutional provisions.
55.3  Employees filling positions of a supervisory
capacity not subject to the rules of this agreement
shall be excepted from dues deduction.
55.4  Membership shall be available to any em-
ployee eligible under the constitution of the Organi-
zation  on payment of the initiation or reinstatement
fees uniformly required of all other such applicants.
Membership shall not be denied for reasons of race,
national origin, colour or religion.

55.5 Deductions  shall commence on the payroll
for the first pay period which contains the twenty-
fourth calendar day of the month following comple-
tion of thirty calendar days after date of first service.
55.8 If the wages of an employee payable on the
payroll for the pay period which contains the twenty-
fourth calendar day of any month are insufficient to
permit the deduction of the full amount of dues, no
such deduction shall be made from the wages of
such employee by the Company in such month. The
Company shall not, because the employee did not
have sufficient wages payable to him on the desig
nated  payroll, carry forward and deduct from any
subsequent wages the dues not deducted in an ear-
lier month.
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58.7 Employees filling positions coming within the
scope of more than one wage agreement in the pay
period  in which deduction is made shall have dues
deducted for the Organization  holding the agree-
ment under which the preponderance of the time is
worked in that period. No more than one deduction
of dues shall be made from any employee in any
month.

98.8 Only payroll deductions now or hereafter re-
quired by law, deductions of monies due or owing
the Company, pension deductions, and deductions
for provident funds shall be made from wages prior
to the deduction of dues.
59.9 The amounts of dues so deducted from
wages accompanied by a statement of deductions
from individuals shall be remitted by the Company
to the local Treasurer of the Organization  not later
than forty calendar days following the pay period in
which the deductions are made.
59.10 The Company shall not be responsible finan-
cially or otherwise, either to the Organization  or to
any employee for any failure to make deductions or
for making improper or inaccurate deductions or re-
mittances. However, in any instance in which an
error occurs in the amount of any deduction of dues
from any employee’s wages, the Company shall ad-
just it directly with the employee. In the event of any
mistake by the Company in the amount of its remit-
tance to the Organization,  the Company shall adjust
the amount in a subsequent remittance. The Com-
pany’s liability for any and all amounts deducted
pursuant to the provisions of this Article shall termi-
nate at the time it remits the amounts payable to the
Treasurer of the Local Organitation.
58.11 The question of what compensation, if any,
shall be paid the Company by the Union in recogni-
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tion of services performed under this Artiile shall be
subject to reconsideration at the request of either
party on fifteen days notice in writing.
58.12 In the event of any action at law against the
parties hereto or any of them resulting from any
deduction or deductions from payrolls made or to
be made by the Company pursuant to Article 58.2,
all parties shall co-operate fully in the defence of
such action. Each party shall bear its own cost of
such defence except that if at the request of the
Organization,  council fees are incurred these shall
be borne by the Organization.  Save as aforesaid the
Organization  jointly and severally, shall  indemnify
and save harmless the Company from any losses,
damages, costs, liability or expenses suffered or
sustained by them or any of them as a result of any
such deduction  or deductions from payrolls.

ARTICLE 59

Grievance  Procedure and Final Settlement ot
Disputes

Joint

59.1 Grlovmce  Procedure - Interpret&Ion  or
Vlolatlon of Agraement

A grievance concerning the interpretation or al-
leged violation of this agreement (including one in-
volving a time claim) shall be processed in the follow-
ing manner:

An appeal against discipline imposed shall be
initiated at Step 2 of this grievance procedure.
Step 1 Presentation of Grievance to Immediate
Supervisor.

Within sixty calendar days from the date of
cause of grievance the employee or the Local Chair-
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man or General Chairman  may present the grie-
vance In writing to the immediate supervisor, who
will give a decision in writing within sixty calendar
days of receipt of grievance.
Step 2 Appeal to Superintendent of Train Opera-
tions

Within sixty calendar days from the date of the
decision under Step 1, or in the case of an appeal
against discipline imposed within thirty calendar
days of the date on which the employee was notified
of the discipline assessed, the Local Chairman or
General Chairman may appeal the decision in writing
to the Superintendent of Train Operations.

The appeal shall include a written statement of
grievance as it concerns the interpretation or alleged
violation of the agreement, and identify the specific
provisions involved. The written statement in the
case of an appeal against discipline imposed shall
outline the union’s contention as to why thediscipline
should be reduced or removed.

The decision will be rendered in writing within
sixty calendar days of receipt of the appeal.
Step 3 Appeal to General Manager

Within sixty calendar days of the date of the
decision under Step 2, the General Chairman may
appeal the decision in writing to the General Man-
ager.

The appeal shall be accompanied by the
union’s contention, and all relevant information con-
cerning the grievance. The General Manager shall
render his decision in writing within sixty calendar
days of receipt of the appeal. The General Chairman
may request a meeting with the General Manager
or his delegate when presenting the appeal.
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59.2  Final  Settlement of Disputes.

A grievance which is not settled at the General
Manager’s step of the grievance procedure may be
referred by either party to the Canadian Railway
Office of Arbitration for final and binding settlement
without stoppage of work.

A request for arbitration shall be made within
sixty calendar days from the date decision is ren-
dered in writing by the General Manager by filing
written notice thereof with the Canadian Railway Of-
fice of Arbitration and on the same date a copy of
such filed notice will be transmitted to the other party
to the grievance.
59.3 Any grievance not progressed by the union
within the prescribed time limits shall be considered
settled on the basis of the last decision and shall
not be subject to further appeal. The settlement of
a grievance on this basis will not constitute a prece-
dent or waiver of the contentions of the union in that
case or in respect of other similar claims. Where a
decision is not rendered by the appropriate officer
of the Company within the prescribed time limits,
the grievance may, except where Article 59.4
applies, be progressed to the next step in the grie-
vance procedure.
59.4 In the application of Article 59.1 to a grievance
concerning an alleged violation which involves a dis-
puted time claim, if a decision is not rendered by
the appropriate officer of the Company within the

I

time limits specified, the claim will be paid. Payment
of time claims in such circumstances will not consti-
tute a precedent or waiver of the contentions of the
Company in that case or in respect of other similar
claims.
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59.5 The settlement of a grievance shall not under
any ckcumstances  involve retroactive pay beyond
a period of ninety calendar days prior to the date
that such grievance was submitted at the first applic-
able step of the grievance procedure.
59.6  Time limits specified in this Article may be
extended by mutual agreement.

59.7 When a recorded conversation may be relev-
ant to the disposition of a grievance, the Local or
General Chairman may make a request to hear a
specific recorded conversation. Such requests must
be made within 60 days from the date of the conver-
sation. Arrangements will then be made to permit
the Local or General Chairman to listen to the re-
corded conversation.

ARTICLE 60

Training Employees

66.1 Conductors and Yard Foremen will not be
required to work a tour of duty without the assistance
of at least one employee who has completed the
company’s training course for new trainmen which
will consist of classroom training and 20 trial
tours of duty for brakemen trainees in road ser-
vice and 15 trial shifts as yardman  trainee.
66.2 Conductors and Yard Foremen will receive
an allowance (as shown in Article 99.8)  while provid-
ing on-the-job training to brakemerVyardmen
trainees during the trial tours of duty referred to in
Article 60.1.
66.3 During such trial tours of duty, the Conductor
or Yard Foreman will provide such advice, counsel
and supervision as may be required to ensure Safe
operation and to assist the trainee in the improve-
ment of his skill and competence. Conductors and
Yard Foremen will complete progress reports as
necessary.



66.4 Conductors finding a trainman/brakeman in-
competent must so report complaint in writing to the
proper officer of the company. A Conductor will not
again be required to take out an incompetent train-
man/brakeman unless the alleged incompetency is
disproved.
66.5 During the time new employees are assign-
ed to a company training program they will be
paid $6.00 per hour.

ARTICLE 61
Printing  of Colkctlve  Agrwments

61.1 The company undertakes the responsibility
for the printing of collective agreements as may be
required from time to time and will absorb the cost
of printing as weil as the cost of delivery of sufficient
copies to the Local Chairman. This will include such
costs incurred with the printing and delivery of up-
dated pages.

ARTICLE 62

Uw of Communication  Systems

62.1 It is recognized  that pursuant to the Uniform
Code of Operating Rules and Special Instructions
relating thereto, the use of the railway radio com-
munication system is a pan of the duties of employ-
ees covered by this agreement.
62.2 In the application of this Article employees
will carry portable radios and use radios to give and
take information as required in the performance of
their duties.

62.3 Portable radios used and carried by yardmen
will not exceed 3 pounds in weight and will be equip-
ped with a suitable holder which will firmly hold the
radio close to the body, or will be of such size as to
permit being placed in coat or trouser pockets.
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62.4 The size and weight of portable radios used
by trainmen will not exceed that presently in use
and portable radios hereafter purchased for use in
road service will be of a minimum size and weight
necessary to ensure safe and adequate communica-
tion. This paragraph in not intended to require the
purchase of radios weighing less than three pounds.

62.5 Subject always to the proper application of
the Uniform Code of Operating Rules employees
covered by this agreement will not be held respon-
sible for accidents caused by failure of radio equip-
ment to properly function.
62.6 At locations where radio is used sufficient fre-
quency channels will be utilized  to provide safe com-
munication.
62.7 When radios are used by a yard or transfer
crew in the performance of their duties each member
of the crew will be supplied with a radio.
62.6 In the application of this Article 62,  when train-
men are ordered to deadhead and instructed to pick
up and/or deliver radio(s) they will be paid a flat
allowance of thirty minutes (6 miles) in addition to
their deadheading.
62.9 Trainmen will be required to use telephone
and other methods of communication in order to
obtain train orders where there are no employees
on duty at the location for that purpose. Conductors
in Work Train Service required to come on duty early
to copy Train Orders will be paid for such time
worked with a minimum of 30 minutes.
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ARTICLE 99
- Rates of Pay

99.1 Passenger Service
(a) Rates of Pay
The rates of pay for passenger trainmen on trains
propelled by steam or other motive power shall be:

Per Mile, Effective
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189  Jan. 1190  Jan. l/91

Conductors 71.ggc 75.23e 78.99e
Baggagemen 59.00 61.66 64.74
Brakemen 58.08 60.67 63.70
Minimum Day
me minimum allowance for passenger trainmen in
steam or other train service for each day used shall
be:

Per Day, Effective
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189  Jan. 1190 Jan. 1191
Conductors $107.99 $112.85 $118.49
Baggagemen 88.50 92.48 97.10
Brakemen 87.09 91.01  95.56
Monthly Guarantee
Regularly assigned passenger trainmen who are
ready for service the entire month and who do not
lay off of their own accord, shall receive the follow-
ing minimum sums, exclusive of overtime earned,
if any, for the calendar month:

Per Month, Effective
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189  Jan. 1190 Jan. l/91

Conductors $3,239.70 $3385.50 $3,554.70
Baggagemen 2,655.09  2,774.40 2,913.OO
Brakemen 2,612.70 2,730.30 2.866.80
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(b) Overtime
Overtime in ail passenger service shall be com-
puted for each employee on the basis of actual
overtime worked, or held for duty, at the following
rates:

Conductors
Baggagemen
Brakemen

Per Hour, Effective
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189  Jan. l/90  Jan. l/91

$13.50  $14.11 $14.82
11.07 11.57 12.15
10.89 11.38 11.95

99.2 Freight Service
(a) The pay in through, irregular, freight, pusher,
helper, work, wreck, construction, snow plow  and
circus trains, shall be:

Per Mile, Effective
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189  Jan 1.190 Jan. 1191
Conductors
Brakemen

$lO$$  $104.81  $110.05
92.20 96.81

(b) Wayfreight Service
The pay for wayfreight sewice  shall be:

Per Mile, Effective
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189 Jan. 1190 Jan. 1191
Conductors 104.866  109.586  115.06c
Brakemen 91.82 95.95 109.75
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(c) Road Switcher Sewice  (Eff.  Feb. 1186)
Per Mile, Effective

4.5% 4.5% 5%
Jan. 1189  Jan. 1190 Jan. 1191

Conductors 128.35~  134.13s  140.84e
Brakemen 111.02  116.02 121.82

Montiy Guarantee
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189  Jan. l/99 Jan. 1191

Conductors Q337.10  Q487.38  Q861.84
Brakemen 2,886.52  3,016.52 3,167.32

99.3 Yard Sewke
(a) The rates of pay for Yardmen  shall be:

Pro Rata Time and
Foremen Per Day Per Hour OneHalf

4.5% 4.5% 4.5%

January 1,1989 $138.07 $17.258 $25.888
January 1,199O 144.28 18.035 27.053

5% 5% 5%
January 1,199l 151.49 18.937 28.406
Helpers 4.5% 4.5% 4.5%
January 1,1989 125.60 15.700 23.550
January 1,199O 131.25 16.407 24.610

5% 5% 5%
January 1,199l 137.81 17.227 25.841
98.4 Effective the first of the month following the
signing of the agreement, Yard Foremen and Yard
Helpers whose regularly assigned shifts com-
mence between 1430  and 2229 hours will receive a
shift differential of 3Oa per hour and Yard Foremen
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and Yard Helpers whose regularly assigned shifts
commence between 2236  hours and 0629 hours
will receive a shift differential of 35s per hour. Over-
time shall not be calculated on the shift differential
nor shall the shift differential be paid for paid
absences from duty such as vacations, general
holidays, etc.

99.5 Engine Service Brakemen

Per Week, Effective
4.5% 4.5% 5%

Jan. 1189 Jan. 11’90  Jan. 11’91
In Training -

Brakemen 8693.57  $724.78 $761.02
Yardmen 647.22 676.34 710.16

Special Allowance
(Clause 9(b)) 3.66

&&ay for handling mail
3.82 4.01

cPer Mile ePer Mile @Per  Mile
Column A Column B ColumnC

January 1,1989 .864  1.735  3.493
January 1, 1990 903 1.813 3.650
January 1,199l 948 1.904 3.833

99.7 Addiiional  Cars Diffmntisi  - Article 2.1(d)
Effective January 1, 1989 47~  per day

January 1,199O 49~ per day
January 1,199l 516 per day

99.8 Training Rate - Article 60.1
Effective January 1, 1989 622.31

January 1,199O 23.31
January 1, 1991 24.48
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98.6 EmryLmrdFtstes
Employees hired on or after February 1, 1986  will
receive 75% of the applicable rates during their first
year of service.

Duration of Agreement

The revised provisions of this agreement super-
sede all rates, rules and regulations in conflict
therewith. The revised agreement shall continue
in effect uniti December 31, 1991 and thereafter,
subject to t%k months’ notice from either party
of its desire to cancel or revise it, which notice
may be sewed at any time after September 30,
1991.
Signed at North Bay, Ontario this 7th day of
March 1999.
-For  the Union:.--’ For the Company
L Marshall P.A. Dyment
General Chairman General Manager
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Memorandum of Agreemen t Between ontsrio
Northland

Railway and United  Trsnsportation Union (T)

it is agreed that trainmen and yardmen  so de-
siring may apply to take training for promotion to
locomotive engineer subject to the following condi-
tions:
1. To be eligible for selection, an applicant must:
Have at least two years of cumulative service in train
service.
2. (a) Bulletins calling for applications for seiec-
tion as trainees will be posted at all terminals for
five days and will indicate the territory on which suc-
cessful candidates will be required to work when
qualified.
(b) The company shall attach to each bulletin re-
questing applications for trainees a copy of this ag-
reement. Candidates selected will be provided with
full information concerning the training plan and work
requirements.
3. Selection of candidates for training shall be the
responsibility of the Company. Where qualifications
are relatively equal applicants will be selected on
the basis of seniority and location. An applicant not
selected will be advised the reason therefor  in writing
should he so request.
4. Candidates selected shall, from the time of
notification of selection, be required to occupy the
position of head end trainman where seniority and
working conditions permit. This shall not apply to a
trainman when working as a conductor. The intent
of this clause 4 is to allow candidates maximum
exposure to head end conditions during the period
immediately preceding their formal training. This ex-



posure  period will be arranged in such a manner
that it will commence not sooner than four months
prior to the date scheduled for the start of formal
training.

5. Candidates selected will not be required to work
as a trainman during the period of formal off the job
training. Time engaged during such training period
shall not interrupt the candidate’s continuous em-
ployee relationship.

6. During the period of time that a candidate is
assigned to formal off the job training, the following
conditions will apply:

(a) He will make himself available for training as
required and will be paid  therefor  at an all inclusive
rate per calendar week.
(b) He will not be considered as being in a road
service classification, and will be subject only to the
collective agreement provisions governing vacation,
general holidays, health and welfare, bereavement
leave and deduction of union dues:
(c) Away from home accommodation will be pro-
vided when reasonably required:
(d) He will be allowed $6.00  per day for meals
when meals are not provided.
(e) He will be allowed an additional sum of money
equal to l/7 of all the inclusive rate referred to in
clause (a) hereof for each general holiday which
falls during the period of time he is assigned to the
company’s training course.
7. The term “formal off the job training” as used
in this Memorandum of Agreement means those oc-
casions designated by management when a candi-
date is required to undergo class-room-type training
and/or training on the premises and because of such
training the candidate cannot work his regular as-
signment.
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8. Candidates will be considered qualified as
locomotive engineers on the successful completion
of the company’s training course. A candidate may
be dropped from the training program at any time
during the training period if in the judgment of the
company he does not demonstrate the fitness and
ability required to serve in the capacity of a locomo-
tive engineer. If a candidate is dropped from the
training program by the company, he shall be ad-
vised the reason therefor  in writing should he so
request. A candidate may withdraw from the training
program by so advising the company and may return
to service as a trainman in accordance with his
seniority.
9. (a) A trainman shall retain his seniority stand-
ing as such and after being qualified to work as a
locomotive engineer, shall be known as an engine
service brakeman, designated by the letters ESB
which will be shown opposite his name on the senior-
ity lists where his name appears. He shall have the
right to work as a trainman in accordance with his
seniority when not required to work as an engineer.
Engine service brakemen while working as locomo-
tive engineers will continue to accumulate seniority
under the agreement with the United Transportation
Union and their names will continue to appear on
the appropriate seniority lists.

(b) An engine service brakeman who is not working
as a locomotive engineer will when working as a I
brakeman, work on a position as head end brakeman
in a crew on a train operated in other than passenger
service in preference to working on any other posi-
tion in the crew. An engine service brakeman will
be entitled to a position in a crew according to his
seniority but not otherwise. He will firstly perform the



duties required of him as a member of the train crew
and secondly will assist the locomotive engineer in
engine  service as required. In order to comply with
this provision an engine service brakeman will, to
the extent necessary, be entitled to and shall work
on the position of head end brakemen. The applica-
tion of this provision shall not, however, result in a
brakeman who is senior to the engine service brake-
man being forced out of a crew or a class of service.
The basic daily rate applicable to brakemen in the
class of service performed will be increased by $1.38
for engine service brakemen required to man a pos-
ition as head end brakeman under the terms of this
Clause 9(b).
10. After completion of training and certified as
qualified to work as an engineer, candidates shall
be placed on the Engineers’ seniority list in the same
order as they appear on the Trainmen’s seniority
list with a date the same as that of the closing date
of the bulletin requesting applications. Trainmen
placed on the Engineers’ seniority list pursuant to
this clause shall not have any right to work as firemen
(helpers) in freight or yard service.

11. Engine service brakemen who do not desire
to accept calls for work as a locomotive engineer
on a tour of duty basis will so notify their supervisor
in writing at the time they become qualified for prom-
otion to locomotive engineer, at each Spring and
Fall change of timetable, and at time of demotion
from the locomotive engineers’ working list. Engine
service brakemen who do not advise their supervisor
in accordance with the previous sentence will, when
available for service, be called as required in senior-
ity order to protect work as locomotive engineers. If
there are no such engine service brakemen available
when service as a locomotive engineer is required,
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the lunror  avarlable  engine servrce brakeman who
has advised his supervisor rn accordance with the
first sentence of this item II will be called and must
accept such service. In the event that an engine
service brakeman fails to respond to a call on a tour
of duty basis, he will not be considered as available
for service in any capacity until such time as the
employee accepting the call has returned and is
released from duty at that terminal. The foregoing
penalty provision will not apply when there are no
other qualified employees available to protect a pos-
ition on which the engine service brakeman can be
used.
12. When an engine service brakeman who is not
working as a locomotive engineer is held back from
the position to which he is assigned to protect work
as a locomotive engineer on a tour of duty basis,
he will, if so held and not used, be paid the earnings
of the position to which assigned, unless he is as-
signed to the spare board when he will be paid 100
miles for each eight hours or part  thereof and stand
first out on the board. When assigned to the spare
board, time held will be computed from the time
compensation would have commenced on the tour
of duty from which he was held back. Payments
made under the provisions of this clause will be used
to make up any guarantee to which a trainman may
be entitled.
13. An engine service brakeman will be required
to perform service as a locomotive engineer in accor-
dance with the agreement governing that classifica-
tion, in preference to performing service in classifica-
tions covered by the collective agreement with the
United Transportation Union. Should an engine ser-
vice brakeman who has established seniority as a
locomotive engineer lose such seniority for any
reason he will also forfeit his right to work as an
engine service brakeman.
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14.  An engine service brakeman may relinquish
his status as such for justifiable cause only with the
prior concurrence of both the proper officer of the
company and the General Chairman.
15. Yardmen  will be permitted to apply for training
in accordance with this memorandum of agreement
only after interchangeable seniority rights between
road service employees and yard service employees
are mutually agreed upon and included in the collec-
tive agreement governing the services of trainmen
and yardmen.
16. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed
as giving to the United Transportation Union a con-
tractual right to be the only source of trainees for
the position of locomotive engineer. When sufficient
applications from trainmen and yardmen  are re-
ceived, preference shall be given such applicants.
17.  It is understood that existing firemen/helpers
may be used as locomotive engineers in preference
to engine service brakemen if the company so de-
sires and that nothing in this memorandum of agree-
ment implies an obligation on the company to employ
engine service brakemen as locomotive engineers
when existing firemen/helpers can be so used.

18. The provisions of this memorandum of agree-
ment shall prevail notwithstanding provisions in ag-
reements with the United Transportation Union
which may be in conflict with or restrict the full appli-
cation of the provisions hereof.
19. When a trainman is in training to be a locomo-
tive engineer or when an E.S.B. is promoted to the
engineers’ working list resulting in a vacancy of more
than five days it will be bulletined as a permanent
position.
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20. An E.S.B.  who does not stand for work as an
engineer may exercise his seniority in the trainmen’s
group subject to the requirement to protect en-
gineers’ work at certain terminals.



Memorandum of Agreement Between Ontario
Northland Railway and United Transporation

Union

It is agreed that:

1. Effective October 1, 1977,  the classification of
yardmaster, including general yardmaster and re-
lieving yardmaster, will be abolished and references
to such classifications will be removed from the col-
lective agreement.
2. Effective October 1, 1977,  a new classification
of Yard co-ordinator  will be established in the man-
agement group. Positions in this classification will
be completely excepted from the collective agree-
ment.

3. Employees filling permanent positions of
yardmaster on September 1, 1977,  will be selected
to fill the positions of yard co-ordinator.  No similar
commitment is made with respect to relieving
yardmasters.
4. Future appointments to positions of yard co-
ordinator and appointments of relief yard co-
ordinators will be made by the company in its discre-
tion from those employees in rail services rep-
resented by the United Transportation Union.
Seniority will not be a factor in making such appoint-
ments.

Signed at North Bay, Ontario this 13th day of Sept.
1977
For Untted Transportation For Ontario Northland
Union: Railway:

B. F. Newman F. S. Clifford
General Chairman General Manager
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Table Showing Time After Which Overtime Accrues on
Runs of 100 Miles to 199 Miles in Length, on Speed

Basis of 12 l/2 Miles Per Hour

Overtime Overtime Overtime
Accrues Accrues Accrues

Miles
Distance

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

After Miles After Miles After
Hours Distance Hours Distance Hours

8.00 134 10.43
8.05 135 10.48
8.10 136 10.53
8.14 137 10.58
8.19 138 11.02
8.24 139 11.07
8.29 140 11.12
8.34 141 11.17
8.38 142 11.22
8.43 143 11.26
8.48 144 11.31
8.53 145 11.36
8.58 146 11.41
9.02 147 11.46
9.07 148 11.50
9.12 149 11.55
9.17 150 12.00
9.22 151 12.05
9.26 152 12.10
9.31 153 12.14
9.36 154 12.19
9.41 155 12.24
9.46 156 12.29
9.50 157 12.34
9.55 158 12.38

10.00 159 12.43
10.05 160 12.48
10.10 161 12.53
10.14 162 12.58
10.19 163 13.02
10.24 164 13.07
10.29 165 13.12
10.34 166 13.17
10.38 167 13.22

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

13.26
13.31
13.36
13.41
13.46
13.50
13.55
14.00
14.05
14.10
14.14
14.19
14.24
14.29
14.34
14.38
14.43
14.48
14.53
14.58
15.02
15.07
15.12
15.17
15.22
15.26
15.31
15.36
15.41
15.46
15.50
15.55
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Table Showing Equlvaient  Mlk at 12 112 Miles Per
Hour at Prc-Rats Rates

Minutes

0"
1"
2"
3"
4"
5"
6"
7"
8"
9"

10"
1 1 'I
1 2"
1 3"
14"
15"
16"
1 7"
18"
19"
20"
21 )'
22"
23"
24"
25"
26"
27"
28"
29"
30"
31"

0’ 1' 2' 3'
0 12 25 37
0 13 25 38
0 13 25 38
1 13 26 38
1 13 26 38
1 14 26 39
1 14 26 39
1 14 26 39
2 14 27 39
2 14 27 39
2 15 27 40
2 15 27 40
2 15 27 40
3 15 28 40
3 15 28 40
3 16 28 41
3 16 28 41
4 16 29 41
4 16 29 41
4 16 29 41
4 17 29 42
4 17 29 42
5 17 30 42
5 17 30 42
5 17 30 42
5 18 30 43
5 18 30 43
6 18 31 43
6 18 31 43
6 19 31 44
6 19 31 44
6 19 31 44

Hours
4'
50
50
50
51
51
51
51
51
52
52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
54
54
54
54
54
55
55
55
55
55
56
56
56
56
56

5'
62
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
65
66
66
66
66
66
67
67
67
67
67
68
68
68
68
69
69
69
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32" 7 19 32 44 57 69
33" 7 19 32 44 57 69
34" 7 20 32 45 57 70
35" 7 20 32 45 57 70
36" 7 20 32 45 57 70
37" 8 20 33 45 58 70
38" 8 20 33 45 58 70
39" 8 21 33 46 58 71
40" 8 21 33 46 58 71
41" g 21 34 46 59 71
42" 9 21 34 46 59 71
43" 9 21 34 46 59 71
44" 9 22 34 47 59 72
45" 9 22 34 47 59 72
46" 10 22 35 47 60 72
47" 10 22 35 47 60 72
48" IO 22 35 47 60 72
49" 10 23 35 48 60 73
50" 10 23 35 48 60 73
51" 11 23 36 48 61 73
52" 11 23 36 48 61 73
53" 11 24 36 49 61 74
54" 11 24 36 49 61 74
55" 11 24 36 49 61 74
56" 12 24 37 49 62 74
57" 12 24 37 49 62 74
58" 12 25 37 50 62 75
59" 12 25 37 50 62 75
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TABLE SHOWING EQUIVALENT MILEAGE ON
OVERTIME BASIS OF 18 3/4 MILES PER HOUR

Note: Fractions of mile up to one-half dropped - over one-half counted as one mle

Min. o' 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6' 7' 6' 9' 10' 11' 12'

0 0 19 37 56 75 94 112 131 150 169 187 206 225
1 0 19 38 57 75 94 113 132 150 169 188 207 225
2 1 19 38 57 76 94 113 132 151 169 188 207 226
3 1 20 38 57 76 95 113 132 151 170 188 207 226
4 1 20 39 57 76 95 114 132 151 170 189 207 226
5 2 20 39 50 77 95 114 133 152 170 189 208 227
6 2 21 39 58 77 96 114 133 152 171 189 208 227
7 2 21 40 58 77 96 115 133 152 171 190 208 227
8 2 21 40 59 77 96 115 134 152 171 190 209 227
9 3 22 40 59 78 97 115 134 153 172 190 209 226

10 3 22 41 59 70 97 116 134 153 172 191 209 228
11 3 22 41 60 78 97 116 135 153 172 191 210 228
12 4 22 41 60 78 97 116 135 154 172 191 210 229
13 4 23 42 60 79 98 117 135 154 173 192 210 229
14 4 23 42 61 79 98 117 136 154 173 192 211 229
15 5 23 42 61 00 98 117 136 155 173 192 211 230



16 5 24 42 61 80 99 117 136 155 174 192 211 230
17 5 24 43 62 80 99 118 137 155 174 193 212 230
18 6 24 43 62 81 99 118 137 156 175 193 212 231
19 6 25 44 62 81 100 118 137 156 175 193 212 231
20 6 25 44 62 81 100 119 137 156 175 194 212 231
21 7 25 44 63 82 100 119 138 157 175 194 213 232
22 7 26 44 63 82 101 119 138 157 176 194 213 232
23 7 26 45 63 82 101 120 138 157 176 195 213 232
24 7 26 45 64 82 101 120 139 157 176 195 214 232
25 8 27 45 64 83 102 120 139 158 I77 195 214 233
26 8 27 46 64 83 102 121 139 158 177 196 214 233
27 8 27 46 65 83 102 121 140 158 177 196 215 233

9 27 46 65 84 102 121 140 159 177 196 215 234
9 28 47 65 84 103 122 140 159 178 197 215 234

30 9 28 47 66 84 103 122 141 159 178 197 216 234
31 10 28 47 66 85 103 122 141 160 178 197 216 235
32 10 29 47 66 65 104 122 141 160 179 197 216 235
33 10 29 48 67 85 104 123 142 160 179 198 217 235
34 11 29 48 67 86 104 123 142 161 179 198 217 236
35 11 30 48 67 86 105 123 142 161 180 198 217 236
36 11 30 49 67 86 105 124 142 161 180 199 217 236
37 12 30 49 68 87 105 124 143 162 180 199 218 237



36
39
40
41
42
43
44
46
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

12 31 49 68 87 106 124 143 162 181 199 216 237
12 31 50 68 87 106 125 144 162 181 199 218 237
12 31 50 69 87 106 125 144 162 181 200 219 237
13 31 50 69 88 107 125 144 163 182 200 219 238
13 31 51 69 88 107 126 144 163 182 201 219 236
13 32 51 70 88 107 126 145 163 182 201 220 238
14 32 51 70 89 107 126 145 164 182 201 220 239
14 33 52 70 89 108 127 145 164 183 202 220 239
14 33 52 71 89 108 127 146 164 183 202 221 239
15 33 52 71 90 108 127 146 165 183 202 221 240
15 34 52 71 90 109 127 146 165 184 202 221 240
15 34 53 72 90 109 128 147 165 184 203 222 240
16 34 53 72 91 109 128 147 166 184 203 222 241
16 35 53 72 91 110 128 147 166 185 203 222 241
16 35 54 72 91 110 129 147 166 186 204 222 241
17 35 54 73 92 110 129 148 167 185 204 223 242
17 36 54 73 92 111 129 148 167 186 204 223 242
17 36 55 73 92 111 130 148 167 186 205 223 242
17 36 55 74 92 111 130 149 167 186 205 224 242
18 37 55 74 93 112 130 149 168 187 205 224 243
18 37 56 74 93 112 131 149 168 187 206 224 243
18 37 56 75 93 112 131 150 168 187 206 225 243

III usmg  lhts  table. hrst  lmd  the column showmg number 01 hours overtime  lhen fun  down leli  hand column unl~l
number ol minutes IS reached. and Ihe llgure  in the hour column stunvs the eqwalent  mileage Thus 5 hours and 12
mmutes  ~vsrbme 15 equal lo 97 mks al mileage rates



Questions on Reduced Crews

1. Q. Is it the Railway’s intention to operate re-
duced crews on all trains in any class of freight ser-
vice on any subdivision?

A. Yes, except No. 421-622,  auxiliary trains in
other than through service, spreader outfits and
snow plows assigned to plow  sidings and other
tracks. Also see General Manager’s letter of June
26,  1981.
2. QTrains  occasionally set off or switch enroute;
will this require a full crew?

A. No. Current practices wherein the head-end
brakeman presently does such work without the as-
sistance of the rear-end brakeman are not changed.
3. Q. Occasionally we have trains do terminal
switching. In such a case a crew might be required
to perform considerable switching at an industry or
to make up a train in the yard. Would such switching
require the use of a full crew.

A. Yes.
4. Q. If No. 113 were to handle the way car or No.
213 were to do all of 207’s work, would a reduced
crew be used?

A. It is the present intention to provide a third
man in these circumstances.
5. d. If the auxiliary were to be moved from North
Bay to Englehart  (through train), could a reduced
crew be used?

A. Yes.

6. 0. Can a detour train be operated with a reduced
crew?

A. Yes, if all conditions are met.
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7. Q. Can a work train be operated as a reduced
crew?

A. It is not the present intention to operate a
work train with a reduced crew.

8. 0. Is snow removal considered work train ser-
vice?

A. A snowplow  cleaning main track only could
be operated with a reduced crew. However, a plow
cleaning all tracks or a spreader outfit would not be
operated with a reduced crew. A flanger  would be
covered by the train on which it was used.
9. Q. What radio requirements must be met in order
to operate a reduced crew?

A. Train must have working radios, i.e., one in
lead unit, one portaphone  in van, and a handie-talkie
each for the Conductor and Head-end Brakeman.
10. Ct. If a “protected freight man” books sick prior
to departure after having reported for duty, can train
proceed without third man?

A. If there are protected freight men available
on spareboard, they must be called.

11.  Q. if a protected freight man books on
spareboard after reduced crew has been called, will
he be used.?

A. No.
12. Q. If an employee books sick at an away-from-
home terminal, can the train return to its home ter-
minal as a reduced crew?

A. Yes, providing there are no available “pro-
tected freight men” on spareboard at that location.
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13. Q. If there are no “protected freight men” on
the mainline spareboard, do we have to go to the
yard spareboard for a “protected freight man”?

A. No, crew would operate reduced.
14. Q. There are four trains to operate and each
crew which would be ordered has a conductor and
a brakeman. There are three “protected freight men”
on the spareboard.  Would we fill out the first three
crews and operate the fourth reduced?

A. Yes.

15.  Q. Should there be no applications received
for a vacancy in a reduced position, do we force a
“protected freight man” to fill a vacancy which would
otherwise result in a reduced crew?

A. No.
16. CL If there are no applications received for a
vacancy in a reduced position but the Company re-
quires it filled, who will be forced to the position?

A. The junior “protected freight man” on the
system not holding a job would be forced to this
position (e.g. Timmins  Roustabout),
17.  0. At an away-from-home terminal could a
“protected freight man” be taken off a reduced pos-
ition to man a reduced crew?

A. No, unless it would be beneficial to the
employee involved, due respect to seniority.
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18. Q. At the home terminal, will it be necessary
to call a “protected freight man” off other crews when
no spare “protected freight men” available?

A. No, it is not the intention to split crews.
18a.  Q. At the home terminal, can a “protected
freight man” be forced from a full crew to fill a re-
duced crew called for service which requires a full
crew? For example: the crew first out is a reduced
crew and the second crew out is a full crew. The
crew first out is called for essential service (requiring
a full crew) and the spareboard is exhausted, will a
man on the crew second out be forced to fill the
vacancy on the crew first out?

A. No. He can however agree to go.
19. 0. When a full crew arrives at adistant  terminal
and it is possible to run a reduced crew on the return
trip, can the crew be run reduced?

A. No.
20. Q. Do “protected freight men” have to fill non-
reducible positions before exercising seniority on re-
duced crew positions?

A. Yes.
21. 0. When filling reducible crew, would a man
off for miles be called?

A. No.
22. Q. If a “protected freight man” is not called in
his proper turn for a position on a reduced crew, will
he be entitled to a run-around claim or a claim for
loss of earnings?

A. Loss of earnings.
23. Q. In such cases would the 25% of the gross
earnings saved be remitted to the Special Fund?

A. Yes.
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24. Q. What does loss of earnings mean?
A. For the purpose of this agreement “loss of

earnings” means the protected freight man will be
reimbursed for the “loss of earnings” he sustained
for each tour of duty for which he should have been
called on that trip irrespective of subsequent calls.
25. Q. Will a “protected freight man” at his home
terminal be permitted to voluntarily leave his crew
which is not first out and move to a vacant-position
on a crew first out which would operate as a reduced
crew?

A. No.

26.  0. Should no applications be received for a
permanent vacancy in a reducible position, would
“protected freight men” on the spareboard still be
called after the bulletin closes?

A. No. Vacancy is filled by protected spare
men only until bulletin closes.
27. 0. At an outlying point, would a man on a re-
ducible position be held until his job is bulletined
and closed?

A. Yes,
28. 0. If a crew is ordered as a reducible crew and
there is a vacancy to be manned from the
spareboard which has a non-protected man first out
and a protected man second out, would the pro-
tected freight man be called?

A. Yes, the protected freight man is entitled
to the reducible position while the non-protected man
is not.
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29.  Q. A reduced crew is first out with only the
Conductor available. The second position is vacant
and the third position is under bulletin. There are
only two men on the spareboard. Man first out is a
non-protected employee and man second out is a
protected freight man. Who would be called to fill
the second position which is vacant?

A. The protected man would be called. To do
otherwise would require filling out a reduced crew
with a non-protected employee.
30.  Q. A reduced crew is first out and only the
Conductor is available. The second position is vac-
ant and the third position is blanked account no ap-
plications received. The only two men on the
spareboard are: first out - non-protected and second
out - protected. Who would be called?

A. The non-protected man would be called.
The protected man gave up his right to the reduced
position when he did not bid the vacancy.
31. Q. Can a brakeman with less than six months’
experience be used to man a reduced crew?

A. No.
32. Q. If a brakeman has been used as a spare
Conductor and arrives back in the terminal before
departure of his crew which is operating reduced,
can he claim his run?

A. No, he must be available for the two-hour
call.
33. Q. If No. 105  or 209 were to be operated to
load ore only in an emergency could a reduced crew
be used?

A. Yes, as long as ore loading only was done
and not the switching.
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34. Q. If a reduced crew is required to stop at a
point enroute  and perform a series of 6 switches to
lift IO cars involving approximately one hour switch-

I ing, would such requirement cause the crew to be-
come a full crew?

A. Yes. In such situation the required switching
would probably involve more than the head-end
brakeman therefore such switching would not be
performed by a reduced crew.
35. Q. Will a “protected freight man” who is laid
off have the right to fill vacancies when the Collective
Agreement provisions are exhausted?

A. Such employees, if they have indicated their
availability for extra work in accordance with the
Collective Agreement must be called.
36. 0. Does a non-protected employee on a joint
spareboard who is first out have a choice of taking
a road job in preference to a yard job if both jobs
have the same on duty time and both jobs require
a man?

A. Yes.
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Letters of
Understanding
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United Transportation Union

Englehart,  Ontario
June 4, 1974.

Mr. F. S. Clifford,
General Manager,
Ontario Northland Railway,
North Bay, Ontario.

Dear Sir:
The undersigned is a signatory to a collective

agreement between the Ontario Northland Railway
and the United Transportation Union in respect of
trainmen, yardmen  and yardmasters. The agree-
ment referred to contains provisions that are in-
tended to assist employees subject to its terms who
are affected by a technological change (as defined
in Section 149 of the Canada Labour Code) to adjust
to the effects of such technological change.

The undersigned hereby agrees and specifies
that the technological change provisions in the ag-
reement is, and is intended to be, in lieu of the
technological change provisions of the Canada
Labour Code (R.S.C.  1970, Chapter Ll, as
amended by Statutes of Canada 1972 Chapter 17)
that Sections 150,  152 and 153  of the Canada
Labour Code do not apply during the term of the
agreement and the agreement and specifications
set forth herein shall be binding upon the under-
signed as fully and effectually as if the same had
been contained in the agreement.
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If this arrangement is satisfactory to you, would
you kindly execute and return the enclosed dupli-
cate copy of this letter.

Yours truly,
C. G. Johnston,
General Chairman,
United Transportation
Union.

Accepted and Agreed to
F. S. Clifford
General Manager
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March 20,  1975
8345-23

Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union,
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:

This refers to my letter of February 26,  1975, in
which I gave you thirty days’ notice of our desire to
terminate the letter of agreement dated June 3,
1966, concerning the Sherman Mine Assignment.
You have made representations to have the Sher-
man Mine arrangement continued and have given
assurance that the crew on this run will co-operate
to bring the train in to North Bay without delay.
In consideration of your request, I am agreeable to
continuing the arrangement on the condition that
should the assigned crew not perform satisfactorily
in accordance with your assurance, the company
may terminate the arrangement on five days’ notice.

If you concur with the above, will you please so
indicate in the space provided and return one copy
of this letter for our files.
Yours truly,

F. S. Clifford,
General Manager.

I concur:

B. F. Newman
General Chairman
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United Transportation Unlon

8845-25

North Bay, Ontario,
April 27,  1975.

Mr. F. S. Clifford,
General Manager,
Ontario Northland Railway,
North Bay, Ontario.

Dear Sir:
I am referring to your letters of March 14th,  and April
7th in connection with your desire to reach an agree-
ment on a reduced crew consist for passenger trains
of 8 or more cars.
A meeting was held Mr. Beatty,  Mr. Rotondo,  Mr.
Souliere  and myself at which time we agreed and
confirmed to the proposed reduction, but to be
applied only to Trains 187,  287, 288 and 488.
At this meeting we requested that the company give
consideration to supplying an Assistant Conductor
in peak periods when the passenger load warrants
additional assistance for the working train conductor.

Yours truly,

C.C.  AOS
NHM
AR

B. F. Newman
General Chairman
United Transportation
Union
Local 1161 (T)
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January 10.  1977
8345-23

Mr. 6. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union,
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:

This refers to our telephone conversation on Friday,
January 7, 1977,  in connection with the Memoran-
dum of Agreement with your organization  which you
agreed to sign upon receipt of a written understand-
ing of the term ‘Standby Agreement”.
You will recall that in your notice of September 30,
1975, you requested a “Standby Agreement”, and
in our letter of October 7, 1975, we agreed to such
an arrangement.
It has always been the understanding that a “standby
agreement”, when agreed upon, means that the par-
ties defer negotiations until a settlement has been
reached on the major roads. The practice has been
that the Canadian National settlement forms the
basis of our settlement agreement. Items that are
not applicable are omitted and other items may be
omitted if both parties so agree. It has always been
the understanding that C.P. rates of pay continue to
apply as these are slightly higher than C.N. rates.
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If you agree with the foregoing, will you kindly so
indicate in the space provided on this letter.
Yours very truly,

F. S. Clifford,
General Manager.

I agree:
8. F. Newman
General Chairman
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, _,

Ontario Northland

August 22,  1977
8345-23

Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union,
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:
This refers to your letter of August 11,  1977  addressed
to Mr. G. T. Nudds,  Superintendent of Train Opera-
tions, in connection with the training program for
engine employees.
Our agreement with the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers provides that candidates for training are
covered by the Engineers’ Agreement as soon as
they have passed the company’s selection process.
At that point in time, therefore, their dues would go
to the B. of L.E.

As far as a leave of absence arrangement is con-
cerned, I would prefer it to be very restrictive. My
thought is that a candidate should only be able to
return to his former group if he fails at any point
during the one year training program. He should not
have the voluntary right todropout of the program.
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If you agree with this approach, will you kindly so
indicate on the space provided at the bottom of this
letter and return one copy for our files.

Yours very truly,

F. S. Clifford,
General Manager

I Agree:
B. F. Newman
General Chairman
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Ontario Northland

May 26,  1978

Mr. 8. F. Newman, Mr. R. T. O’Donnell,
General Chairman, General Chairman
United Transportation Union, Brotherhood of Locomotive
63 Nelson Avenue, Engineers,
North Bay, Ontario 888 Worthington St. E.,

North Bay, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

During negotiations you requested clarification of
the procedures applicable to employees who lose
time in order to undergo a medical examination.
Whenever practicable, an employee should take his
periodic medical examination during his off duty
hours in which case the provisions of Article 51.1 of
the Trainmen’s Agreement and Article 59.1 of the
Enginemen’s Agreement would apply.

In situations where this is not possible, then an em-
ployee required to undergo a periodic medical
examination on proper authority from the company
during on duty hours will be paid pursuant to the
provisions of Article 15 of the Trainmen’s Agreement
and Article 21 of the Enginemen’s Agreement. When
an employee is required by the company to travel
away from his home terminal to undergo medical
examination, he will be allowed actual reasonable
expenses whether or not he loses time.
Yours truly,

General Manager.
c.c.Mr.  R. 0. Beatty

Mr. G. T. Nudds
Mr. D. V. Allen
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Ontario Northland Railway
June 1, 1979,
North Bay, Ontario.
Mr. B. F. Newman, Mr. Ft. T. O’Donnell,
General Chairman, -General Chairman,
United Transportation Union, -dLoco.Eng.,
63 Nelson Avenue, 888 Worthington St. E.,
North Bay, Ontario. North Bay, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:
During the last round of negotiations, we discussed
the matter of bunkhouse accommodation for em-
pioyees  who were forced from one terminal to
another to fill assignments.
It was agreed by ail concerned that at points where
bunkhouse arrangements are provided, such em-
ployees would be permitted, if accommodation is
required, to stay in the bunkhouse.
It was further agreed that the company and the two
untons would co-operate to the fullest extent to try
to accommodate such employees. This co-operation
was to include the following:
(a) The use of a bed by another employee when
the man regularly using the bed is out on his run.
(b) The supplying of clean linen by the company
for changing beds when used as above.
(c) The possible use of rooms normally assigned
to one craft or the other.
If the foregoing procedures do not produce accom-
modation for the employee in question, the company
will supply accommodation elsewhere.
This letter supersedes the letter of November 1,
1974.
Yours truly,
R. 0. Beatty,
Acting General Manager.
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Ontario Northland

North Bay. Ontano.
June 22.  1981.
8345-23

Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union.
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontarro.

Dear Mr. Newman:
Thus will confirm the following understanding
reached between yourself and the Superintendent
of Train Operations:

“When it is necessary to hold back a protected
spareboard man from a reducible position in
a main line crew to protect a vacancy in the
yard, the main line crew will be run reduced
and the protected spareboard man who was
held back will be paid not less than he would
have earned on the main line assrgnment.  In
these circumstances, there will be no payment
into the special fund from the reduced run.”

The foregoing does not apply to men with yard
seniority prior to December 16,  1966 and who are
obliged to protect yard work.

The above understanding is subject to termination
upon 30 days’ notice by either party.

Yours very truly,
R. 0. Beatty,
General Manager.

I agree:

8. F. Newman,
General Chairman.
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Ontario Northland

June 26,  1981

8345-28
REVISED

Mr. 8. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union,
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:
This will confirm the agreement between your com-
mittee and the Superintendent of Train Operations
in connection with those trains listed under “As
Agreed” in Article 11 A.9 of the Collective Agree-
ment.

Such trains will be considered reducible on the fol-
lowing schedule:
June 1, 1981 - Trains 425-426
Jan. 1, 1982 - Elk Lake Swing
Work Trains
Snow Plows  (main tracks)
Trains 1 CS- 106
Trains 209-210
Trains 207-308
Auxiiiaty Trains in Through Service
Through Trains not otherwise specified

It was decided that, at the present time, Trains 421-
622, auxiliary trains in other than through service,
spreader outfits and snow plows  assigned to plow
sidings and other tracks would not be declared re-
ducible.
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In connection with those trains declared reducible
on January 1, 1982,  we gave you our assurance
that it is not our intention to run any train with a
reduced crew in circumstances which would cause
undue hardship to the employees, where safety is
a factor and/or where the service may be adversely
affected.
For example, unless conditions change, it is our in-
tention whenever possible, to operate Trains 105-
106,  Trains 209-210,  Trains 207-308  and most work
trains with a full crew. It is also our intention to op-
erate Train 211 on Saturday and Sunday with a full
crew when it is involved in terminal switching and
making up its own train.
The parties agreed that in some situations, where
there was a shortage of men it would be preferable
to run with a reduced crew rather than to cancel the
train.
Please indicate your agreement on one copy of this
letter and return same for our files.
Yours very truly,

Ft. 0. Beatty,
General Manager.

I Agree:

B. F. Newman,
General Chairman.
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North Bay, Ontano,
July 9, 1981

8345-23

Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union,
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:
This will confirm the following agreement reached
between yourself and the Superintendent of Train
Operations today:

“When a vacancy in a non-reducible position
of yard helper is not bid in, or is bid in by a
non-protected man (seniority date after March
7, 1979), the junior protected man (seniority
date before March 7, 1979)  on the spare
board at the terminal affected (North Bay or
Engiehart)  will be forced onto the vacancy. if
no protected man is on the spare board at the
terminal affected, the bid of the non-protected
man will be accepted; and if there were no
bids received, the junior non-protected man
on the spare board at that terminal will be
appointed.”

Yours very truly,

Ft. 0. Beatty,
General Manager.

I Agree:

8. F. Newman,
General Chairman
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Ontario Northland Railway

July 29,  1982
8345-23

Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union,
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:

During negotiations the Parties agreed on the follow-
ing principle:

The Parties agree to resolve any matter that
is a source of dissatisfaction to either Party,
notwithstanding that the settlement of such
disputes requires a change to the Collective
Agreement. If any such matter or matters can-
not be settled by mutual agreement during the
term of this Collective Agreement, such matter
or matters may be progressed during the next
open period of the Collective  Agreement.

Will you please indicate your concurrence below.
Yours very truly,

P. A. Dyment,
General Manager.
I Agree:

B. F. Newman,
General Chairman.
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Ontario Northland

8345-23
July 29,  1982.
Mr. 8. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union,
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:
During negotiations you asked for a letter similar to
the one issued by Canadian National clarifying the
intent of the agreement in respect of the work re-
quired of trainmen and locomotive engineers upon
arrival at the final terminal fo their trip where yard
engines are not on duty.
During discussions on the matter nationally, the
union confirmed that it was not seeking to Change
accepted practices that presently exist but was con-
cerned that at some locations company officers were
requiring crews after turning their train over to the
outbound crew, to take another engine from the shop
track and perform industrial switching.
We informed you, that, as on Canadian National,
your members will not be required to perform switch-
ing at the final terminal of the trip using another
engine, after having turned over the engine consist
on the train for which called to the outgoing crew
except when switching is required in connection with
the set off of their own train or in cases of necessity
such as rerailing  car, auxiliary service, handling
stock or perishable traffic or where incoming power
cannot be operated on yard or industrial track acz.
count track conditions.



We believe that generally Speaking. Our  line Offices
are arranging work on arrival at final terminals where
yard engines are not on duty along the foregoing
lines. However, we hopethat  the above clarifications
will clear up any misunderstandings in this regard.
Yours truly,

P. A. Dyment,
General Manager.
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Ontario Northland RaIlWay

North Bay, Ontario,
July 29, 1982.

Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman, UTU,
North Bay, Ont.
Dear Sir:

In the current round of negotiations, the Union re-
quested a guarantee for non-protected trainmen on
the spareboard.
The Company agreed to deal with this request in
time for implementation on or about October 24,
1982.
Also in the negotiations, the Company requested
some restrictions in the exercise of interchangeable
rights from yard to main line service.

The parties agreed to continue discussions on this
matter to a conclusion prior to the fall change of bill.
Yours Truly,

A. Rotondo
Manager Labour Relations.
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Understandings

With

Superintendent
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Englehan,  Ontario.
November 29,  1974.

8335-7
8350-  1
4430-24
Yardmasters - Englehart  (3)
General Car Clerks - Englehart  (4)
RE: Engine Service Brakeman

Due to amendments to Clause 4 and 9(b)  of
Memorandum of Agreement between Ontario North-
land Railway and United Transportation Union, my
letter of February 1 st, 1974, File 4430-24  is no longer
in effect.
Effective November 3Oth,  1974 the following is for
your guidance:
Engine service brakemen are required to work out
of Englehart,  but, in the event such men are cut off
the working list at Englehan,  they may exercise their
seniority as a brakeman elsewhere.
These men will be called for all conductor’s and
brakemen’s assignments including relieving and
they will be allowed to take temporary vacancies
unless required as enginemen.
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If further information is required, do not hesitate to
contact a supervisory officer.

G. T. Nudds.
Superintendent of Train Operations.

C.C.  R. L. Moore
C. J. Toye
P. R. Harris
A. W. Sullivan
D. K. Hagar
E. P. Albert
Mr. C. G. Johnston,
General Chairman, U.T.U.(T),
Box 272,
Englehart,  Ontario.
Mr. C. J. Valencik,
General Chairman,
Box 287,
Englehart,  Ontario.
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September 21,  1976

6335-7

Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union 0%
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:
In reference to our meeting of Monday, September
20,  1976, with yourself, Mr. Moore and myself in
attendance, you requested that we renew the agree-
ment of June 12,  1972, File 8335-7.
It is now fully understood by both parties that appen-
dices will govern the method of controlling the
number of unassigned freight crews on the working
list at the respective terminals.
Appendix “A” will be subject to a thirty (30) day
termination notice by either party and this will also
apply to the last sentence of Appendix “D”.  Appen-
dices “B” and “C” are included in this understanding
only for the purpose of outlining the method we use
to arrive at the mileage accumulation for crews and
will continue to be followed whether Appendices “A”
and “D” are withdrawn from by either party or unless
further negotiations necessitate such a change.
Additional vans or decreasing of vans will be
Changed at 0001,

G. T. Nudds,
Supt. of Train Operations.

I concur: B. F. Newman
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union (T)
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APPENDIX ‘A”

When it is established that services such as No.
109-209-210  are to be discontinued for a known
period, such as a mine shut-down the unassigned
freight trainmen’s list on the Temagami  subdivision
will be reduced by one or two crews and if practical,
such crew turn or turns will be re-advertised in order
that when the service is re-established,  the turn or
turns will be immediately placed on the working list.

It is understood that if such train services are re-
duced on an intermittent basis, such as car shor-
tages, etc., that the unassigned or pool freight list
will be adjusted according to the mileage regulations
as outlined in Appendices “B”,  “C”,  and “D”.
If mutually agreeable to both parties, the reduction
of the working list may be deferred on request by
the General Chairman.
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APPENDIX “6”

EXAMPLE: -

Using a 31 day month for five (5)  crews to decrease
or add an additional crew - 1 st to 15th - 16th to 31 st.

:: 262 105 216 251 148 254 16.  17.  105 105 262 253 104 262 253 218 214
3. 258 261 216 106 18. 265 105 263 215
4. 257 219 259 i9. 268 255 105 217
5. 217 256 263 20. 215 106 259 254
6. 107 218 262 251 21. 213 261 262 105
7. 214 260 259 22. 252 105
8. 108 285 23. 264 104 217 253
9. 260 180 214 257 24. 249 106 215 262 104

10. 263 256 106 215 104 25. 105 258 214 256
11. 264 250 214 106 26. 262 215 266 106
12. 265 260 214 27. 269 215 255 105
13. 105 267 26, 142 216 28. 249 215 262
14. 216 258 259 29. 269 106
15. 255 <!I5 105 30. 254 263 105 105 216

31. 258 214 106 259

2104 2409 2058 2430 2101  2554 2519 2622 2308 2679

In the above example, total all the miles for both
periods. Divide by five (5) (the number of crews), if
the average falls below the agreed reduction figure,
a crew would be reduced.
If the average were high as outlined in Appendix
“C”,  a crew would be added.
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APPENDIX “C”
Example: -
Usmg the last half of a 31 day month and the first half Of
current month to arrive at an average for five (5) crews.
16. 105 253 262 210 1. 105 215 261 251
17. 105 262 104 253 214 2. 215 260 248 106
18. 265 105 263 215 3. 261 252 216 104 105
19. 268 255 105 217 4. 218 247 265 105
20. 215 106 259 254 5. 105 289
21. 213 261 262 105 6. 264 215 104
22. 252 105 7. 106 262 215 261
23. 264 104 217 253 6. 106 214 262 256
24. 249 106 215 262 104 9. 258 215 257 106
25. 105 258 214 256 10. 220 263 245 104 106
26. 262 215 266 106 11. 255 216 105 263
27. 269 215 255 105 12. 105 270
28. 249 215 262 13. 213 251 258 106
29. 269 106 14. 215 260 252

30. 254 263 105 105 216 15. 258 259 216
31. 258 214 106 259

2554 2519 2622 2308 2679 2373 2356 2350 2210 2071

In the above example, total all of the miles for both periods,
divide by five (5) (the number of crews), if the average
allows each crew the agreed maximum plus the agreed
maximum of another crew, a crew shall be added.
If the average were low as outlined in Appendix “B”. a
crew would be reduced.
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APPENDIX “0”

1. Checks will be continued as in the past on
a fifteen and sixteen day basis.

2. Mileage of all crews in the list in the current
checking period and previous checking period will
be totalled and divided by the total number of crews
currently on the list to arrive at an average figure for
reduction.

3. If the average mileage of such crews com-
puted as above is less than 3900 miles, then the list
will be reduced.

It is understood that if the officer in charge of
the list can show that the reduction in mileage was
caused by interruptions to normal service that will
not occur in the next fifteen days, then the list will
not be reduced unless it can be shown that the av-
erage would again fall below 3900 miles.

It is further understood that this averaging will
have no effect on individual crew earnings under
Rule 59 and will in no manner affect such guarantee.

1. The same check shall be used in a similar
manner to add crews.

2. A crew will be added only when it can be
shown by such averaging that all crews presently
on the working list can earn 4000 miles plus 4000
miles for the additional crew.

3. When an additional crew is to be added, it
will be placed on the list when the bulletin closes for
such additional crew.
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Appendix “B” outlines the first to the fifteenth
day check inclusive plus the sixteenth to the last day
of the month, inclusive. Such as any full 31 day
month.

Appendix “C” on the other hand shows the
check as of the sixteenth to the last day of the pre-
vious month, plus the first to the fifteenth day of a
current month.

The figures as illustrated 3900 and 4000 will be
subject to a thirty (30)  day withdrawal clause by
either party.
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September 21,  1976

8335-7
Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union (T)
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Newman:
This will serve to confirm the understanding reached
between you and myself concerning the letter of
understanding establishing pool through freight crew
service - north of Englehart.
Effective on February 13, 1972, a five (5) crew pool
through freight service will be set up and work north
of Englehart.  It is understood that if a train is cancelled,
the crew affected will be placed in the next regular
turn. (If a train were run as an extra service to suit
operating circumstances such as an advance 223
the regular crew in standing for that turn would be
called). All regular through freight trains except No.
209 will be manned from pool freight service. All
other necessary requirements will be manned from
the trainmen’s spareboard and classed conductors
supplied as outlined in the contract.
It is understood that if extra service is required and
there are no spare men available, Rule 25.4  will
apply.
No reduction will be made to the number of crews
in the freight pool insofar as mileage regulations are
concerned, until it is mutually agreed that the
mileage will fall below the minimum guaranteed
mileage as outlined in Rule 8.1 (A). It is understood
that both parties to the agreement will closely follow
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the mileage earnings of the pool in order that no
payment will  be necessary under Rule 8.1 (A). In
the event that it is necessary to reduce the number
of crews, a new appendix shall be drawn up as
mutually agreed between the U.T.U.(T)  and the
office of the Superintendent Of Train Operations or
failing this the positions will again revert to unassigned
freight service on a first in, first out basis.
It is understood that Schedule conditions referring
to unassigned freight trainmen will apply, except as
outlined above, and it is further understood that
crews at distant terminals, except in emergencies,
will normally return to Englehart  on regular scheduled
services.
In the event that new regular through freight trains
are established, new regard will be given by both
parties to adding such trains to a new appendix.
The above arrangements may be terminated on a
thirty (30) day notice by either party.

Yours very truly,

G. T. Nudds,
Supt. of Train Operations.

I concur: 8. F. Nem
General Chairman
United Transportation Union
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September 21,  1976

8335-7
Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union (T)
63 Nelson Avenue
North Bay, Ontario
Dear Mr. Newman:

Be: 1 etter
This will confirm the understanding reached during
our recent meeting of September 20, 1976,  that the
following letter of understanding will continue to
aiW:
In assigning crews to the Sherman Mine run, it is
agreed that no abolishment of assignment in this
service will be made except after four (4)  consecutive
days’ cancellation or known mine shutdown of over
four (4)  days.
On restoration or expected restoration of mine service,
the assignment will again be bulletined.
No penalty payments under any schedule article with
regard to cancellation will be processed except that
both the management and the brotherhood will be
bound by the minimum mileage earnings with regard
to the assignment.

Due to penalty payment incurred by our No. 106 late
arrival at the Sherman Mine, it must be understood
that in the event of a late arrival of No. 106  and the
crew booking rest, which will interfere with the order-
ing time of No. 105  ex North Bay on time, crews
must be agreeable to booking rest in excess of eight
(8)  hours to release assionment  and allow No. 105
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to be ordered  on time or waive penalty and allow
train to depart on time.
This agreement may be terminated by either party
on five (5) days’ notice.
Yours truly,

G. T. Nudds
Superintendent of Train Operations

I concur: B&F.
General Chairman
United Transportation Union (T)
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Ontario Northland Railway

Office of the Superintendent of Train Operations

Englehart,  Ontario
October 8, 1976.
8335-7
Mr. B. F. Newman,
General Chairman,
United Transportation Union (T)
63 Nelson Avenue,
North Bay, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Newman:

Be: Discountluleals
Reference to your letter of September 22,  1976,
requesting discount meals at Cochrane  restaurant
for trainmen on trains 187-287-488-288.
I am agreeable for these trainmen to obtain breakfast
and supper at a 50% discount.

A couple of items that should be drawn to your attention
are as follows:
(A) Cochrane  restaurant is not open on a Sunday

and no special arrangements will be made for
service that day.

(B) No special food other than menu items will be
available to the crew.

This letter must not be misconstrued to mean that
these trainmen will be allowed other meals in the
restaurant as bunkhouse facilities are available. All
counter cheques must be signed by each individual
employee.
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This arrangement will remain In effect until you are
otherwise advised.
I will  write Mr. Singleton informing him that thus arrange-
ment will commence on October 15,  1976.
Yours very truly,

G. T. Nudds,
Superintendent of Train Operations

C.C. Mr. R. 0. Beatty Mr. A. W. Sullivan
Mr. R. L. Moore Mr. D. K. Hagar
Mr. C. J. Toye Mr. E. P. Albert
Mr. P. R. Harris Mr. A. Rotondo
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Englehatt,  Ontario
July 10,  1981

8335-7

Mr. B. F. Newman
General Chairman
UWT)
c/o Yard Office
ENGLEHART,  Ontario

Dear Mr. Newman:

In reference to our meeting at North Bay on July 8
at which time we discussed the operating of work
trains, auxiliaries, and 105-106  with reduced crews,
and also Article 42.2(e) in relation to Mr. Beatty’s
letters of June 22 and 26, 1981.
It is not our intention to operate work trains outside
of ABS territory with a reduced crew. Only under the
following circumstances would a reduced crew be
used:
(a) Shortage of trainmen, rather than cancel the

assignment.
(b) Work on Elk Lake Subdivision.
Referring to (a) and (b),  relief of flagging would be
provided unless there was a case of an emergency.
ABS Territory
We give you our assurances that it is not our intention
to run a work train with a reduced crew unless there
is a shortage of trainmen or the type of work to be
performed would not require flagging. Under these
examples, it is not our intention to cause undue
hardship to employees, where safety is a factor and/
or where the service may be adversely affected.
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Auxiliaries

Auxiliaries to be operated between terminals with a
reduced crew, but when work is required between
terminals or in a terminal at the distance point, a full
crew consist of three men will be used.
Trains 105-l 06

tt is our Intention to operate 105-l 06 with a full crew.
Only under the following circumstances would a re-
duced crew be used.

A reduced crew would operate in the event there
was a shortage of men and only the empty barrels
would be handled on train 105 and the load barrels
on 106
Filling a Foreman’s Vacancy Under Article
42.2(e)

To fill the 0700 yard. helpers would be called from
0700.  0800,  and then 1600 yard.

To fill the 0800 yard, helpers would be called from
0800,  0700,  1600  yard and it may be necessary to
try to get a helper from 0001 yard.

To fill the 1600 yard, helpers would be called from
1600,  0001,  0700 yard and it may be necessary to
call a helper from the 0800 yard.

For the 0001  yard, a helper would be called from
the 0001,0700, and 0800 yard and it may be neces-
sary to call a helper from the 1600  yard.

If the Coordinator is unable to fill a foreman’s posltlon
under Article 42.4(e),  he will then follow Mr. Beatty’s
letter of June 22,  1981,  which outlines a new proce-
dure to follow.

This letter of clarification on the above articles will
apply when Company package has been signed.
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however, an effective date for implementation will
be required to allow all concerned to familiarize
themselves with the contents.

Yours very truly,
G. T. Nudds
Superintendent of Train Operations
GTN:sp
C.C.
Mr. J. S. Mainville,  Local Chairman, UTU(T),

c/o North Bay Yard
Mr. G. L. Cliche, Local Chairman UTU(T).

c/o North Bay CNR
Mr. D. K. Hagar
Mr. P. R. Harris
Mr. H. A. Middaugh
Mr. W. R. Deacon
Mr. D. R. Newton
Mr. P. Cozac
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Engtehan.  Ontario
January 30,  1986

8335-7

Mr. K.L. Marshall
General Chairman
UTU
NORTH BAY, Ontario

Dear Mr. Marshall:

Re:  Discount Meals
This is a revision of letter dated October 8, 1976,
page 212, UTU  Agreement, as per discussions on
January 22,  1986.

Cochrane  Restaurant
Trainmen on trains 287-488  will be able to obtain
breakfast and supper at a 50% discount at Cochrane
restaurant. Other meals will not be allowed as bunk-
house facilities are available.

Also a 50% discount will be allowed on dining car
meals on the following trains:

1) No. 121-221/322-222  (Northlander)
2) No. 421-622  (Mixed)
3) No. 423-624  (Excursion)

Counter cheques must be signed by each individual
employee.

This arrangement will remain in effect until you are
otherwise advised.

Yours truly,

D.K. Hagar
Superintendent of Train Operations



C.C.
Mr. K.J. Moorehead
Mr. A. Rotondo
Mr. P.R. Harris
Mr. W.R. Deacon
Mr. P. Cotac
Mr. K.L. Archer
Mr. D.J. Mills




